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PREFACE 
The problem of authority in religion can be stated as follows: 
what is the finally authoritative source and judge of religious truth? 
This was the fundamental question which Jesus Himself raised when He came to 
the Jews. It was the fundamental problem of the Reformation. It is also 
the fundamental problem that confronts the Church in our time. But it 
has never ceased to be the perennial question underlying all religious and 
philosophical thought . 
The world today is in an age of transition. The tremendous 
progress of science has changed the face of society. Traditional mores, 
traditional outlooks and 'world-views ', traditional ideals and principles 
of belief, thought and conduct, all these have been swept relentlessly 
into the melting pot . We are in the midst of social, political, and 
economic upheaval. In the words of Professor Dodd who expresses the ver-
1 
diet of Arnold Toynbee, 11\-J e stand at the end of an era. 11 Truth itself has- ' 
been declared relative by the modern mind. But this is at its profoundest 
the admission of the insufficiency of human kno,.rledFe and the sign of a 
desperate yearning for a sure voice. 
Out of the midst of its confusion the world cries for an 
authoritative answer to its deepest questionings . The Church alone can give 
that answer. But the Church itself is rent by the problem of authority: 
whether its ultimate authority is the Church or the Bible, the Pope or 
Reason, Tradition or the Inner l ·ight - or none of t hese . Before it can 
answer the crucial question for which the world seeks an answer it must 
answer the crucial question with which it itself i s faced. But the 
question is the same: "By what authority do you proclaim tr is gospel?" 
This is the question with which we are here concerned. 
In writing this thesis my warm thanks are due to the Rev. Dr . 
W.D. Maxvrell, my Professor, to the Rev. Dr. ~1!. Gosser , who very kindly 
1 C.H. Dodd, 1he Bible Todax, p.l25 . 
(iv) 
translated portions of Le Probleme Bibligue dans le Protestantisme from the 
French for me, and to Father Philip Prime, S.J., who translated the Vatican 
decree, De Ecclesia Christi . 
Finally, a word of explanation concerning the footnotes. 
As I have listed the full particulars concerning the author, title, publishers 
and date of publication of the books which were my main sources in the 
bibliography (under the chapters for which they ar e particularlz relevant) I 
have given only the author and title when citing them. -rh.en citing any 
book which has served only for one or two r eferences or quotations I have 
given the full particulars in the footnote but have omitted it from the 
bibliography. 
(v) 
Introduction: The Nature of the Cont ent of Revelation 
The old concept of the content of revel ation was "truths" of 
revealed knowledge . The ne'" concept of it speaks of it as being God Himself. 
But r evelation includes trut h, though not 11 truths. 11 
Chapter I: Authority in the~of the Old Testament 
The age of the Old Testament already exhibiteo the problem of 
authority i n revelation in its many aspects . But the ~rophets, the men 
' par excellence ' who were mediums of revela tion, had one supreme authority: 
God speaking His -'ord immediately. 
Chapter II : Authori~in the Age of the Incarnation 
Jesus 1·ras tl: e same as the prophets in this. But He also 
r adical ly sutj.ected all other authorities, including Scripture, (his 
attitude t o 1>1hicb. seems to have involved a tension), Tradition, and Church, 
to His o\m aut hority . His commission to the apostles and Peter did not 
involve any 11 succession11 i nfallible in doctrine. His miracles emphasize 
the impossibility of any supr eme external authorities . 
Chapter III: Authori~n the_M~~ of_ th,L£.postle 
The a,~ostles inherited the concept of the Old Testament as infal-
lible but subjected it to the new ' 1ord. They exalted the authority of the 
'paredosis' they t r ansmitted. Paul gave authority to the Inner Light but 
subjected it to the 1paradosis.' The apostles had a unique, non-transferable 
authority as deoositaries of the 1paradosis. 1 However, they did not claim 
infallibility (in vlriting the New Testament for instance ). The ministry of . ' 
the ] ew Testament Church vras fluid in form and had only an ~ntiall_l 
delegated authority. Peter vras not the first Pope. re~<r Testament 
authority was a 'dynamic ' authority. 
Chapter IV: Authority i n the Age after the Apostle 
The early Church gave infallible authority to the Bible but 
not consistently, and by implication subjected it to the authority of the 
nord \·Thich came through Scripture . The i ncarnc:tion of the apostolic 
'paradosis' in the Fer.r Testament was an acknowledgement that the ' living 
tradition' of the Church must be subjected to it . An i nfallible formal 
authority in the apostolic "succession" emerged alongside the material 
authority of Scripture . The main attitude to reason later found expression 
in Augustine's 1 credo ut intellegam. 1 'Dynamic ' authority deteriorated into 
t ests of dcctrinal ana. ethical integrity and arostolic 11 succession . r: 
Chaoter V: Authority in the Hedieval Ages 
The development of the authori ty of the Church ' s ' tradition' and 
its ' depositaries, 1 the hierarchy, led in~tice to the subordination 
of the authority of Scri~ture . Aquinas atteml")ted to relate the authorities 
of reason and revelation in his ' medieval synt hesis ' by assigning to each 
different areas of knoul edge . SomeFh~t inconsistently, he approached the 
Reformation doctrine of the witness of the Spirit . 
Chapter VI: Authority in the Age of the hefor~ion 
Luther opposed the t ea ching of the Church because i t substituted 
human philosopl7 for God 1 s Pord . He was forced into ouposing the authority 
of Pope and Councils by exalting to supreme place tbe authority of the r;ord, 
vrhich he did not identify with Scr iptur e as such but 1·Ti th a content of 
Scripture decided by his mm experience . Calvin also subj ected all to the 
authority of the 1Tord, but he identified. it with tbe whole of Scripture . 
His doctrines of t he intri~sic coercive power of truth and of the witness of 
the Spirit were profound contributions to the subject . 
Chapter VII : Authority in the Modern Ag~ 
Roman Catholicism: The Roman Church regar~s Scripture as infallibly inspired 
but gives t o Tradition an authority equal to it and subjects all to the 
supreme aut}ority of the Pope . But its theories of Tradition, of the 
Council s, and of the Papacy do not hold Hater. 
(vi) 
Fundamentalism: The Fundamentalists maintain the inerrant, infallible 
authority of the Bible, citing the examole of the Scriptural writers and of 
Jesus Himself to support their attitude and dismissing the questions of 
modern thought as irrelevant. If the Bible is not right in its doctrine 
of inspiration all its doctrines are impugned. Different theories of 
inspiration are adva·nced. But Fundamentalism's doctrine cf the Bible is 
both dangerous today and unable to withstand criticism. 
The School of the Inner Light: The emphasis of this school can be traced 
from the prophets through Montanism, the mystics and the Anabaptists to 
such movements as the Society of Friends. But when it receives exclusive 
stress it results in subjectivism and distortions of Christianity. 
Rationalism: The exaltation of the reason by an extreme element in the early 
Church and the medieval idea of reason discovering religious "truths" were 
followed by humanism, deism and 'liberalism.' Reason always proceeds from 
a principle of faith. 
8onclusion 
The answer to the problem of authority lies in taking seriously 
the supreme authority of God, though not necessarily God-as-v'e-hear-Him. 
Only by God 1 s grace can we bo\-J the truth. God's Mord breaks into the 
sphere of human existence from the ultimate , thereby becoming 'conditioned.' 
All Scripture, decrees and doctrine are conditioned 'formulations' of it. 
The 1rord must be heard through these but r emains itself the only ultimate 
authority. The 1·.Tord is the 'norm. ' It must be sought existentially 
and heard immediately. The need for a new emohasis upon the doctrine of the 
Holy Spirit. 
(vii) 
INTR.ODUC TIO N 
THE NATUR.E OF THE CONTENT OF REVELATION 
In our examination of the problem of authority in revelation 
1 
we must begin by asking the question, 11What is the content of revelation?" 
An answer to this question has been made crucial by what has been called 
"perhaps the greatest revolution that has ever taken place in t~e history of 
2 
Christian thought" - the application to the Scriptures of the methods of 
historical and literary criticism - which has made impossible the old under-
standing of the nature of the content of revel ati on . This revolution is 
still under way, and its consequences for a fuller understanding of 
3 
revelation and its content ar e still in process of being perceived. Before 
the Church can answer the question of authority it must first understand 
clearly what is the content of the revelation for which it seeks authority. 
THE OLD CONCEPT OF THE CONT~JT OF REVELATION 
No thorough attempt to elaborate what was the content of what 
the Church meant by 11 r evelation11 was made until comparatively recent times. 
"Throughout the greater part of Christian history the question was not 
4 
thought to be a difficult one." "In older theological works we search in 
5 
vain for any comprehensive reflection upon the nature of the revelation 
6 
upon which the Christian faith is based. 11 The nature of that content was 
assumed rather than explicitly thought out. 
;,requent confue:~on r esults from the use of the \.ford 'revelat ion ' indis-
criminately to mean both ' the content of revel ation' (i.e. yhat is reveal ed) 
and 1 the revealing activity of God ' (by which that cont ent i s revealed) . 
This is seen for inst ance i n Brunner ' s saying that " i n the time of the 
Apo stles ••• 'divine r evelation' always meant the whole of the divine activity 
fortbe salvation of the world" while in the second century it came to mean 
"doctrine" (Revelati on and Reason, p.8f. ). This is meant to be the contrast 
of two different understandings of t he same t hing, but instead becomes a 
contrast between t wo diff erent t hings ; and thus becomes ons of the sources 
of the confusion which i s di scussed in the following pages. We therefore 
shall use the words, 'content of revelation' whenever we mean what is revealed. 
2 -
Richardson, Christi an Apologetics, p.ll 2. 
3 lbid. 
~aillie , The Idea of Revel ation in Recent Thought, p.3. 
5i.e . the content of revelation. 
6 Brunner, gevel ation and Reason, p.7. 
In its conflicts with heresy, beginning with the struggle 
7 
2 
against the errors of Gnosticism in the second century, the Church had 
sought to make herself the infallible judge of true and false teaching by 
stressing the authority of dogma. This emphasis had wBde actual an 
understanding of the nature of the content of revelation which was already 
potential owing to the doctrine of inspiration the Church had inherited 
8 
from Judaism, and also to the 11 exaggerated intellectualism11 vThich it 
9 
inherited from the Greek philosophy. The content of r evel ation came to be 
understood as simply the supernatural doctrine itself, divinely given in 
10 
the Scriptures, and clearly formulated in the dogma of the Church. 
During the Middle Ages an assumption l ay behind the thinking 
of the scholastics which prevented theology from coming to any truer 
conce~t of the content of revelation. The notion of the Greeks that 
there vJas a uni versal Eind or Reason ( 1Nous 1 ) of whi ch men's minds '\orer e 
particularizations had become transformed i nto an assum~tion of a 
universal r at ionali ty, an assumption tha t everything tha t could be known 
was expressi ble in a proposition in logical relation to all other prop-
' 
ositions, in Medieval thought. This assumption lay behind the nhilosophical 
11 
thought of St Thomas Aquinas himself. 
It was this assumption tha t was the source of the division 
into "truths of reason11 and 11 trutbs of r evelation" so characteristic of 
the older theological systems. Accoro.ing to it the content of r evelation 
was characterised by StThomas as "divine truth", which was 11 a communication 
delivered fo r out: belief," in contrast t o truths reached 11 by the natural 
12 
l i ght of r eason". 
7Brunner, op . ci t., p . 8 
8
see the Appendix 
9
r.ril liam Temple , quoted by Baillie, Our Knowledge of God, p.33 
10Brunner, op cit ., p.9 
1lnobi nson, notes on The Definition and Scope of Theology 
12
cf. ~ere Baillie, Our Knmvledge of God, p .ll2 ff . 
.3 
Except that some theologians before the thirteenth century had 
been optimistic enough about the powers of the rational mind to think that 
most, if not all, of the knowledge of God contained in these two divisions 
1.3 
could be reached, ideally, by the reason alone, this conception of 
revelation was fundamentally the same as that which prevailed before Aquinas 
had written his Summa Theologica. And the definition of revelation as the 
communication of a body of knowledge was to remain unchallenged long after 
the time of Aquinas. 
The Reformers later came to put less emphasis on the function 
of reason in acquiring revelation, because of their stress on the corruption 
of the whole man by sin, including his reason . Later the rationalists of 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (e.g., Lord Herbert of Cherbury 
and the Deists) contrarjwise came to exalt reason to supreme place (some-
times to the exclusion of any supernatural revelation whatsoever). But 
neither the Reformers nor the rationalists really quarrelled with the trad-
itional understanding of the content of revelation as a body of truth. 
As late as the nineteenth century we find this concept still 
prevalent. In a popular textbook of Protestant theology published iL 
1860 (thirty-nine years after the first German edition of Schleiermacher1 s 
14 
Der christliche Glaube ) and entitled Outlines of Theology the author, 
A.A. Hodge , tells us that revelation is the supernatural impartation of 
truth objective to the recipient, and that this truth is wholly contained 
15 
in~the Scriptures . A~d even in a volume of the Encyclopaedia of 
fleligion and Ethics published in 1918 H.L. Goudge maintains that the word 
16 
"revelation" 11 stands ••• for the body of truth which God _has made known." 
1.3 Robinson, Notes on The Definition and Scope of Theolo~y. 
14
s ee p. 6. The English edition was published in 1928 . 
15
cited by Robinson, Notes on A Discussion of the Tooic of Revelation . 
16 ~\ . Gou~ge , "RevelatJ.on," ed. Hastings, E.R .E., Vol.X, p.?45 . 
4 
The old understanding of the matter, therefore, meant 
that: 
(l) The content of revelation consisted of truths or propositions of 
revealed knowledge, ''truth supernaturally communicated to men in propositional 
17 
form.'' It 1Jas something severely intellectual and fundamentally external. 
When the content of revelation is pres$nted in this form, as propositions 
objectively given to be accepted as truth, it cannot enliven, quicken, or 
inspire. 
(2) Revelation, tbe revealing activity of God or the process by which He 
makes known to man the content of revelation, was equated with the inspiration 
18 
of the Scriptures which was defined as "a constant experience of the sacred 
vriters in all they wrote11 effecting "the equal infallibility of all the 
19 
elements of the writings they produced. 11 As it included 11 all the elements 11 
contained in the Scriptures this apnlied to "natural truths" as well as 
11 revealed ·truths,ni.e., it applied to a wider field than the content of ..._ 
actual revelation. This co.ncept "leaves out of account the decisive 
element in the Biblical r evelation, namely, i ts historical character.n 
(3) Faith, i.e., the response to r evel ation, came to mean a merely 
arbitrary intellectual assent to the external truths which made up the 
20 
content of revelation, the intellectual "acceDtance of such information upon 
21 
authority." This is in contrast to St Paul's understanding of faith as 
22 
a response of the whole man . "A 'believer' is now no longer, as in the 
New Testament, a person claimed and transformed by Jesus Christ, but a 
person who accepts what the Church offers him as divinely revealed doctrine." 
It is thus that Gou~e, for instance , stresses the need of "intel ligent'' 
A 24 
beings for the revelation to be received. It was this mistake which had 
17 
Richardson, op. ~it., p.llO. 
18
cf. Brunner , oo . cit., p .9 . 
19A.A. Hodge, quoted Robinson, Notes on A Dis cussion of the Tooie of 
:Revelation. 
20 BrmL~er, oo. cit ., p.99 q .v. 
21 
Ba illie, Our Knowledge of l-od, p.ll2 . 
22 Cf. Gal.2:20; 11 Cor . 5:17 etc. Cf . also Jon.3:3 
23Brunner, ..2.£.:_ cit., p. 9 . 
24Goudge, op, cit. , p.745. Contrast the words of J esus in Ht .ll:25 . 
23 
5 
inevitably led to the medieval stress on justification by works, for 11 what 
25 
does it profit, my bret hren, if a man say he has faith11 when that faith 
26 
means mer e intellectual assent , and not something which has transformed 
the whole man'? Inevitably too f aith came to be regarded as a preliminary 
stage which would pass away as i mperfect when the perfect, i.e., direct, 
27 
knowledge of God came. The implication was also that the theologian had 
much more perfect faith seeing that he alone knew all, or nearly all, the 
truths to whi ch faith respondedt 
(4) Theol ogy came to be "the t ask of the theologi an ••• to discover the 
meanings of the scriptural words - their literal, allegor ical, moral, and 
anagogical meanings - and then to arrange these meanings and present t hem 
28 
in the form of a complete system of dogma • 11 
THE 1-!1\rJ CONCEPT OF THE CONTENT OF REVELATION 
It seems incomorehensible that this old understanding of these 
things could endure, and in the end three things contributed to the break-up 
of t he old concept of the content of revelation on which it was based . 
The first of these, a n egati ve contribution, was the advance 
of modern scientific knowledge, which showed the errancy of some of the 
11 natural truths11 expressed in the Bible, especially the Biblical views of 
space (the three-storeyed universe), time (the age of the world), and 
29 
primeval history (the literal interpretation of Genesis chapter three) . 
The second was also on the negative side: the advent of 
historical and literary criticism in the nineteenth century, owing to the 
extension of the scientific attitude and method to t he study of 
25 Js.2:14. 
26The sense in which James spoke of it: cf . Js .2:19 . 
27
contrast Paul in I Cor . l3:13 . Cf . Baillie, Our I\nowledge of God , 
p.ll6-ll8, and Brunner, op . cit ., p.l78f . 
28Richardson, op . cit., p.llO . 
29
cf . Brunner, op . cit ., p.277ff. It is probably true to say ~ha~ ~~though 
theologians always assign the break-down of the ol d concep't' o( ~cientific · •: 
historical and literary criticism they seldom mention that this was also 
a contributory cause . But it is the cause which has weighed most 
heavily in the popular mind. 
6 
30 
l i terature . The application of this to the Bibl e represented a 
revolutionary approach and r ender ed it impossible to continue to hol d the 
old concept of the content of revelation. This forced the theologians of 
the later ninet eenth and the twentieth centuri es to ask themselves, "If the 
content of the Christian revelation cannot consist in the .divinel y given, 
infallible Scriptures, what then is that content and how is it given?" 
Thus 11 for the first t i me in the history of theology, revelati on, in i ts 
31 
whole historical rec:.lity, b8came the obj ect of theological reflection . " 
But already before this tho~~ t&n E~erg~d · somott.i~g cn~ the 
rositive side, a movement of theol ogical thought which was to fill the 
vacuum that the tvro previous negative contributions Here yet to create. 
This movement had its origin in Schleiermacher and, as Mackintosh defines 
32 
it , his "theology of feeling ." The publication of his book, The Christian 
33 
Faith, in 1821 set off a Copernican r evolution in theolOfY · Already 
before him Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), by his moral principle that persons 
should always be treated as ends and never as means only, distinguished 
between the world of things and tre world of people and so prepared the way 
34 
for the distinction between the world of objects and the world of subjects. 
But it 1..ras really Schleiermacher ivho put theology on the new track . He 
sought a new foundation for theology and found it in the religious self-
consciousnE?SS of the Christian community. This consciousness Schleiermacher 
conceived as a variety of feeling and thus came to define faith as a feeling 
35 
of absol ute der.endence, dependence on the redemption wroc.ght by God in Christ . 
This conception of faith has been vehemently repudiated, but the outlines 
of the conception of revelation in which it resulted are still held t oday. 
30 
A good summary of the results of this is ed . TY. Manson, A Companion to 
the Bible, Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 1939 . 
3~runner, op. cit . , p . ll . 
32Mackintosh, Types of Modern Theology, p .3lff. 
33The date given by Baillie, The Idea of Revelation in Recent Thought, 
p . l2n. i s wrong . 
34Robinson, Notes on The Definition and Scope of Theology. 
35Baillie, The Idea of Revelation in Recent Thought, p . l 2f . 
7 
He saw cLL.arly that the content of revelation does not originelly o.nd .... 
essentially consist of " truths" or doctrine, and therefore df-)11ied that revelation 
36 
"operates on man as a cognitive being, 11 speaking instead of God working 
11upon us directly as a distinctive existence by means of His total impression 
37 
upon us . " 
This aspect of Schleiermacher 1 s work was further consolidated 
- 38 
by the labours of his disciple, Ritschl, but it 1..ras the work of the great 
Danish thinker, Soren Kierkegaard (1813-1855), that made the next great 
advance when its si gnificance came to be realized long after his death. 
Kierkegaard was concerned to validate the all-importance of existential 
thinking- thinking that is concerned with persons, with oneself, with one's 
neighbour, and above all with God (for only human thinking 1.rhich is against 
the:u.l::tirr.a.t.e r eality of God, the supreme Subject, is fully existential) -
as against mere spectatorial thinking . He thus laid emphasis on the world 
of personal relationships, the c:- tegory of the personal, and the difference 
39 
between subject and object . 
In the twentieth century thinkers have given more and more atten-
tion t o this, with t he r esult t hat theology now has a fresh and munh more 
adequate intellectual apparatus to deal ' ·Ti th the task of understanding and 
explaining the nature of revelation . This is especially evifent in the 
work of Ferdinand Ebner, The Word and Spiritual Realities, published in 1921, 
40 
and l•iartin Buber ' s I and Thou, published a year or two later. Bub~r 1 s book 
has been cnllec "a work of r r ea t significance ••• climaxing a development of 
41 
human thought . " Thus theologi anEl have come to see the world of experience 
as consistil:.g of two dimensions, th&lt of objects, \..rith which man 's conscious-
ness stands in an 11 I-it" r el ationship, and that of subjects , between which 
36Schleiermacher, quoted by Baillie , Ibid. 
37
schleiermacher, quoted by Robinson, A Discussion of the Topic 
of Revelation. 
~~Cf . Mackintosh, ~s of Modern Theology, p . l52-156 
Robinson, Not es on The Definition and Scope of Theology. 
4°M. Buber, I and Thou, Edinburgh, T.&·T.Clark, 1942 (translated R.G. Smith) . 
4~obinson, Notes on The Definition and Scope of Ibeology. 
8 
the "I-thou'; rel ttliJ.vnship exists, and to discern that it is in the context 
of the second of these that revelation takes place. In revelati on man is 
"truths do not come to us •••• But God comes to us, 
42 
personally addressed; 
43 
and lays hold of us ." 
44 
Revelation itself co.1sists in 11 encounter as self-
45 
disclosure," " the meeting of two subjects, the divine and the human." 
46, 47 
"The di:vine Thou adC:.resses me, in love." 
CRITICISM OF THE ;::F.[ CC "CEPT 
Fith all this of course we must agr ee. lt is a much t ruer 
understanding of what the Christian revelation al ways has been, for "the 
revelation of which the Bible speaks is always such as has taken place 
48 
witbin a personal r el ationship ." I t is rruch better able to take account 
of \oThat Bs.illie calls the 11 characteristic disturbance ••• set up in the 
49 
human soul and in the life of our human society" Hhen a man is confronted 
with the living ~od in revelation. It realizes that merely intellectual 
50 
belief is net faith but a substitute for faith, and tbat true faith is a 
51 
personal relationship. It also has resulted in the categories of general 
and special rovelation, more adequate as they are than those of natural 
42Brunner, op . cit ., p. l 53 . 
43Ibid., p .201. 
44Ibid ., p .l78n. 
45Ibid . , p. 32 . 
46 
Ibid ., p . 370. 
47cf . also ·!.H.G. Robinson, Theology and the Personal (Inaugural Lecture to 
Rhodes University), Grahamstown, Grocott and Sherry, 1954. 
48Baillie, The Idea of Revelation in Hecent Thought, p.24 . 
49Ibid., Our Kno11rledge of God, p .3. 
50Brunner, op. cit., p.428, 420f . 
51Ibid ., p. 36- 42. 
52 
and revealed t r utbs in t he analysis of the content of revelation . 
Yet the mcdern understanding of the matter must be cr iticised -
on two scores . The first is t hat advanced by ;,ri l l iam .;ol f in his new 
study of the atonement, where he poi nts out that t he limiting of revelation 
t o the I-ttou relationship in modern theol ogy leaves out the essent ial 
Biblical id?.a of the redemption of the body, by 11 pushing down t o 
53 
insignificance" tpe world of I- it (in which the body is involved) . 
Tbe second criticism - one loTi th which we are more directly 
concerned - is immediatel y related to this: it is tha t this l i mitati on 
betrays a serious defect in modern theology 1 s formal understanding of the 
content of revelation. Baillie cites, with his own apDroval, and the 
implied apr.:roval of 11 recent thought11 general ly, as perhaps the fir st typical 
modern definition of this content that of i·!illiam Herrman of ~<arburg in 
1887: 11God is the content of revel ation. All revelation is the self-
54 
manifestation of God . 11 And Brunner' s definition is: "The real content 
55 
of revelation in the Bible is not ' something,' but Qod Himself . 11 
Similarly, Archbishop Temple maintains, trThere is no such thing as revealed 
truth. There are truths of revelation; but they are not themselves 
56 
directly revealed~:: 111hat is revealed is 11 the living God Fimself •11 
This i s characteristic: the modern limitation of revelation 
to the I-thou s~here leaves no room for the content of revelation to include 
57 58 
any 11 objective" element - as Baillie and Brunner s-necifically deny tr.at 
it does . Thus the content of revelation can include nothing but God Fimsel f, 
the supreme Subject . 
As we have said, ho1oTever, tl-•is betrays a serious confusion. 
~ ·hen we look at our faith without seeing it through the veil which is over 
52on t his see furtber Richardson, pp . cit., ch.5-6, Baillie, Our Knowledg~ 
of GoO. , ch . l. 
53 See further 1! . 1/ol f, No Cross, No Crown, ch .10. 
5~aillie, The Idea of F.evelation in Recent Thought, p .33; italics origi nal 
55Brunner, op . cit . , p.25 . Italics original. 
56 1
r . Temple, quoted Baillie, The Idea of Revelation in Recent Though~, p.33 . 
Cf . also Richardson, Christian Apologetics , p . l45 etc . 
57Baillie, The Idea of Revelation in Recent Tho]ght, p. 32ff . 
58Rrunner, op . cit . , p .32ff . , 178n. 
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our f ace after reading Buber, are we not naturally compelled to answer the 
question whether the content of the Christian revelation does not include 
something objective, in the affirmative? 'Tas not the idea or principle 
of justification by faith - to take what has been called the very "heart 
59 
of the Bible" - itself a revelation in this sense? To deny this, to 
insist that the content of revelation is 1 God 1 and God only, is to say that 
the idea of justification by faith is (i) included in what we mean by the 
term, 'God', or (ii) a direct inference from the revelation of God as 
Subject , or (iii) pure speculation on the part of St Paul . Neither (i) 
nor (iii) are accentable to Christian faith; and (ii) is not tenable either. 
For if revelation consisted essentially and wholly in a confrontation with 
a Subject, how could I infer any such principle from the confrontation per 
se - unless the Subject "sa id" something to me or caused me to experience 
something from which it could be inferred; and t hen, what 1,;as "said" or 
experienced 1o1ould immediately constitute something objective. 
Similarly, we may ask, was not the idea of immortality revealed 
truth? ~•7hen God revealed to the prophets the coming downfall or preserva-
60 
tion of their nation, even when all thjng3 seemed to point to the contrary, 
·Has that not something objective revealed? In the same way Jesus came 
t ea ching and healing and so revealed God in Himself, but at the same time 
what He taught, tre gospel Pe proclaimed, was a revealed something, an 
objective revelation, "truth" . And He Himself certainly seems to have 
understood this content of what Re came to r eveal as such (Mk.4:11; 
Jn.8:32, 16:13, 1:17; cf. St Paul 1 s understanding of it in Fo .l6:25; 
I Cor.5:51; Eoh . passim). 
59Brunner, on. cit. , p . 29 . Cf . A. 'i'Jygren .• Commentrary on Romans, London, _ 
S.C.M., 1952 , p.l6-18 . 
60 Cf., e . g., Isa.J? . 
11 
Tre cont·::~: t of t he cr.risti ~:o r .. ve] tic-"' c:·n .:·t be characterized 
as devoid of obj ective truth. If it were it would be a mere sense of the 
nu.lllinous • If the content of revelation were merely ' God ' , Chr istianity 
would be merely ' mysticism' . This is clearly see~ in the dangerous but 
logical implication of Baillie's words when he op~oses the ol d concept of 
revelation as God's ngiving us information by comrnunication,'1 by saying 
-vritbout any compromise t bat "'·'e must rather think of Him as giving Himself 
.. 61 
to us in comrnm~ion . " But it is precisely the fact that the Christian 
revelation is a revelation of truth that makes the difference between it 
and a mere pantheistic mysticism. It is, moreover, precisely because of 
this fact that there is a "problem of authori ty." "·I ere the Christi an 
revelation mer ely a mystical confrontation of the divine ' Thou', Christ-
i anity could be described completely in t erms of an "experience", and 
there would be no need for an authority to int erpret or judge the truth 
of the r evelation because there \..roul d be no truth to be judged or interpr eted . 
That the modern formal understanding of t he content of revelation 
i s inadequate in its onesidedness is shown by reactions aga inst it such as 
tha t of Dr . Austin Farrer, who, in his Bampton lectures, r ealizing that 
1.-re cannot return to the old concept of revealed propositions of truth, yet 
denies that Cod i s not to be known by us unless He reveals Himself personal-
ly, and asserts instead that the content of revelation is truth given to 
us through 11 images ~·n Baillie's criticism of this theory is successful 
because God is kno~m only personally; but he fails to discern the truth 
Farrer·has perceived, viz . , that the content of r evelation does include 
62, 63 . 
truth. It is, moreover, precisely because the content does include 
truth tha t the old conception of revelation 1.-ras abl e to stand unquestioned 
61Baillie, The Idea of F.evelation in Recent Thcught, p .49 
6? 
lh.id • ' p . 36-40 • 6:fn:-
The same applies , of course , to modern criticisms of the fundam-
entalists ' conception of revel ation . 
12 
for so long . 
The inadequacy of the modern formal understanding of the content 
of revelation is further shown by the fact that although their formal 
understanding of it excludes 11 truth , 11 yet actuall y Brunner and Baillie , 
for instance, are unable to expr ess themsel ves without attributing truth 
or an objective element to the content of revelation . Thus Brunner, 
64 
although he limits revel ation to the communication of a Subject, is yet 
found in other places talking of the 1vord of the Anostles as itself 11 part 
65 66 
of the revelation of God, 11 of Holy ScriT)ture as 11 itself the revelation, 11 
67 
the doctrinal content of the Bible as 11 also a form of His revelation, 11 
at the same time as re says, in definite denial, 11Divine revelation is not 
68, 69 
a book or a doctrine. 11 Similarly Paillie ~Tites such a contradictory 
statement as, ~~"· 'hat is revealed to us is a bocl_y of information . . . If it is 
information at all, it is information concerning the nature and mind and 
purpose of God • •• Yet in the last resort it is not information about 
70 
God •••• '' Another example is Leonard Bodgson, 1-1ho denies that the 
71 
revelation of God is "given in words,'· 
7'2, 73. 
11 revealed doctrine . 11 
yet at the same time speaks of 
It is also this confusion that lies behind Brunner's 
characterization of the content of general revelation as impersonal when 
he says that in general revelation God 11 does not meet man personally, but 
74 
impersonally •11 But, as Barth has criticized this , 11 how can there possibly 
be an impersonal revelati•-n of tr·e God who is most truly personal in His 
64 See above . Cf . BrWL~er, op. cit . , p.24, 25, 32f . , J6ff., 179, 200, 370. 
65Brunner, op. cit . , p . l22. 
66 . Ibld ., p21 cf. p.l35. 
67Ibid., p . 152. 
68 
Ibig ., p~8. :.re may compare his statement about 11 the fundamental error 
'"hi ch equates the revelation with revealed doctrine, 11 Ibid. , p . 8n. 
69
rn all these quotations he means by 11 revelation11 what we have been 
calling "the content of revelation," of course. 
70Eaillie, The Idea of Revelation in Recent Thought, p . 28 . 
7~odgson, The Doctrine of the Trinity, p. l 9 , 35. 
72 Ibid . , p .l6. 
73r.: . also Barth, in Fackintosh, Types of }~odern Theology, p .288ff . 
74srunner, op . cit., p.76 . Cf . p.?? . 
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75 76 
entire being and in all His activities?" Hhat neither Barth nor Brunner 
perceive, however, is that this confusion is owing to the fact that all 
77 
revelation includes an element of "truth" in its content. 
The cause of t be confusion on the point we have been discussing 
is that, like most reactions, the reaction against the old conception of 
the content of revelation has become too extreme and onesided, and has been 
unable to see the truth that there was in the old position, truth which is 
complementary to its own insight. I n reacting against the old under-
standing of the content of revelation as "doctrine" or "truths," in the 
sense of propositions of kl' mvledge (and also against the understanding of 
it as· 11 timeless 11 or 11 eternal truths11 in rationalistic liberal theology), 
modern theologians have seized on Buber's emn.hasis that we know God as 
Subject a s tbe complete answer. Too rigid a contrast between the spheres 
of subject and object has thus been made, and in the reaction truth has 
been characterized as barren, external, intellectualistic, in contrast to 
the personal character of tne I-thou sphere. Thus it has not been seen 
cl early that t o know God truly ve also need to know about God, just as 
we cannot truly get to kno~r an ordinary fellowman as subject, without 
getting to knol.J about him a t the same time . Jewish mystics , in whose 
line Buber stands, might well more easily slip into thinking i t as al-
together sufficient to know 1Go0 as Subject,' but this should not be so in 
Christianity Hhich has always emphasized the objective element in the 
content of r evelation , the Cospel that is pr eached , the way of sal vation 
that is r evealed. 
How then, it may be asled, are we to st a t e more adequately 
the content of revelation? By pl aci ng a clearer emphasis on the fact that 
the category of the existentia~ as Kierkegaard has explai ned it, includes 
both a Sl..1.bj ective and an objective el ement, instead of merely contrasting 
the spheres of I-thou and I-it. In the r eaction from the old conception -
of r evelation as "truths" we have come to regard the communication of all 
75Barth, Fatural Theo~ 0.i;x, p .21 , quoted by Robinson, Notes on A Dis-
cussion of t he Topic of Revel ation. 
76-,T R b' lvor o 1nson. 
77This confusion al so ext .ends t o the use of the phr ase , "the \;Tord of God, 11 
i n the tendency to fail to di stinguish the 11' -Iord11 which God speaks in t he 
Bible , and the Word 1-1hich is God in Christ. Cf . Brunner, on , cit ., 
p.ll8f ., Mackintosh on Barth, Types of }iodern Theology, p . 288-294. 
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"truth" as foreign to it because of a failure to grasp firmly enough 
Kierkegaard ' s distinction between what we might call propositional or 
intellectual or theoretical truth£ and truth existentially r eceived , i.e., 
truth which is more than merely abstract propositions, truth which appeals 
t o the whole being, to the heart and soul and will, as well as to the mind. 
Mere 11truth~1 are abstractions from :bea~ity; the truth \-lhich revelation 
brings is reality. 
One of the causes of the f ailtrre to grasp this clearly has been 
the influence of modern philosophical thought vhich has limited the mean-
ing of 11 truth11 to what is logically proved (e . g . in Logical Positivism) . 
But the dee11est truth has ah.rays been essentially existential. Justification 
by faitrr.ras not a barren speculative fact to St Paul but a living experience 
of sins forgiven. The truth received in revelation cannot be appropriated 
in an impartial examination or perception but only in an act of personal 
surrender and decision . 
78 
Hence the words of Jesus concerning him who 
11 doeth the truth11 This is because the revelation of God ' s truth is 
not aimed at mer ely imparting knowledge but at effecting reconciliation 
and fellowship with Him. 
Revelation thus is revelation of God and at the same time 
revelation of truth. As opposed to mere mysticism, in the Christia~ 
revelation God addresses man in the revelation of Himsel f and this 11Word11 
which God speaks is the objective element in the content of revelation . 
He may characterize it as truth, but it is truth which can be proper& 
79 
received only existentially. Only when it is existentially received 
does it become God 1 s Ford to me. The truth itself is something objective 
78 Jn. 3:21. 
7911 Jf any man ' s will i s to do His will (i.e . , if he receives it exis-
tentially) , he shall knov vJhether the teaching (truth) is from God, 11 
Jn. 7:17, R.s.v . 
15 
(e.g., the knouledge of the fate of Israel, the knowledge of immortality), 
but onl y when it is existenti ally received does it become God ' s 1iord, God's · 
revelation to us: only then is it addressed t o us by God . And then, and 
only then, God Himself, the ;; ~preme Subject, is revealed, givir:g His truth. 
Or, mor e accurately, only in His revealing of His truth do we become aware 
80, 81 
of the God who continually confronts us . 
\-!hen God ' s l·~ord i s intellectually formulated, however, when it 
is transformed i nto 11Scripture11 or "doctrine, 11 it ceases to be a living 
\>lord, and therefore ceases t o be :fully God 's Hard to us, to be the content 
of a r evelation . It nm• becomes something which we can grasp instead of 
something whi ch grasps us, something which can be impartially 11 learnt •11 
It has now become something which even an unbeliever can "learn" and pass 
examinations in. I t is thus no longer truly God's t·ord: it has become 
the carcass of that Mord. But God i s able to use this 11 carcass" to be .. 
a vehicle of His living .. ord, and through it to "address" us once more in 
revelation. The formulat ion of the 1rlord is important because the 1--!ord 
is revealed only through corr ect doctrine (though i·c is not contained or 
limited by correct doctrine). 
Thus t.re see that the Bible is not merely "the record of 
82 
revelation, 11or "the witness t o revelation," 
83 
or even "the indispensable 
witness to r evel ation, 11 as Brunner and Robinson, for instance define 
it to be . It is the 11 i'e>rmul?tion, 11 or expression in (human) words, of 
the content of t he revelation and the experiences of the revel ation by men 
t o whom the r evelation came, not merely the injispensable witness to it, 
i.e., not merely something completely external to it, a mere appendage 
80
cf . Paul Tillich' s sermon on Ps . l39, "The Escape from God," in Paul 
Tillich, The Shaking of the Foundations, New York, Scribner ' s, 1955 . 
81Faith (the resnonse to r evelation) now becomes not only r esponse to, and 
trust in, God, as Subj ect , but also includes response (existential response, 
not intellectual assent) to, and trust in, His saving truth . This is the 
truth expressed by those vrho describe faith as trust in His promises . "Apart 
from promise, as Luther said unweariedly, faith does not exist'! (Lindsay, 
History of the Reformation, Vol . I, p .460 .) 
82Brunner, op . cit., p.ll8-l36, esp . 118, 130 . 
83Robinson, r~otes on A Discussi on of the Topic of Revel ation. This i s also 
the view adopted by Barth (af . Nackintosh, Types of Modern Theology, p . 290, 
Brunner, The Christian Doctrine of God, p.ll3), and in the new book by 
J.K.S . Reid, The Authority of Scripture, London, Methuen, 1957 . 
16 
only which points to~~rd i t. This inadequate definition of the function 
of ScriDturJ io owing toth,, fact that the understanding of revelation as 
1.rholly a disclosure of a Subject left no room for "truth" in the actual con-
tent of revelation, and because in the wake of the discredit~~~ of the old 
understanding of the Bible as infallible Ritschl and his followers had 
emphasized its function as a record of the events through which revelation 
came . Inevitably its inadequacy has resulted in much confusion among 
modern theologians in trying to explain what is meant by the inspiration 
84, 85 
of the Bible . 
Not that we would deny the valuable insight of modern theology 
that revelation does come pri marily through events, Le . t hrough 11 the 
86 
coincidence of event and i nterpretation. 11 This inGight supports our 
understandi rg of the content of revelation, for we may ~.;a11 ask, :;_ f the 
prophetic interpretation of events does not give us truth w~at £~ it give · 
87 
usn 
We may thus define the content of revel•. tion c.:::. existentially 
received truth, which God addresses to us personally, there~y Himself 
confronting_us as Subject . In the light of the insights \.;e t2ve noi.,. 
gained -vre are able to proceed to an examination of the dii'fe:::<ut answers 
that have been given to the problem of authority and to come to our 
own conclusion . 
84
see 11arfield , The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible, p. 105f. 
85
see further the Conclusion on the doctrine of S;ripture. 
86Temple, quoted Baillie, The Tdea of Revelatiol}. in Rec~_p._"L:'-o_u._g_ht , p .65. 
Cf . also Richardson, op. cit . , p . l45ff., ed . Richsrdso1 ani Sch\v8::.t-?.er , 
Biblical Authority for Today, p .l59, Dodd, m_stg_~"'d ~- '1e _Gospel. 
87
on the other hand we would criticize Baillie ' s attemp·t to limit the 
medium of all revelation to the category of the historica1 (P.ail lie, 
The Idea of Revelation in Eecent Thought, p , 62, 78f . ) . ' ihen he tri es 
to make revelation through nature revelati on through history by 
describing it as taking pl ace through "point events, 11 and says , "All 
actual exper ience of natural objects is part of human history," this is 
playing with the meaning of words. Revelation through ~ature takes 
place in the context of time because all human experience is in the 
cont ext of time, but that does not make it history. (See Tillich on 
the mediums of revelation, Systematic Theology I, p.l31-139.) 
CHAPTER I 
AUTF.ORITY I N THE AGE OF THE OLD TESTAiviENT 
1 
THE INl'JER LIGHT 
In any study of revelation in the Old Testament by far the 
most important and complex factor is prophecy. Thus our chief concern 
in this chapter will be with the attitude of the prophets towards the 
problem of authority •. 
... 
The Hebrev.r prophets, especially such men as Amos, Hosea, 
Isaiah, or J eremiah, can never adequately be explained merely in terms of 
antecedents to, and contemporary influences upon , prophecy; but in seeking 
to understand the phenomenon of prophecy it is essential to study these 
antecedents and influences. It seems that even in such far-off times as 
those which preceded the birth of the Yahweh-worshipping nation under 
Moses the nomadi c HebrevT tribes had inspired men lvho made known to them 
the divine will. Later we find the terms 1ro'eh, 1 'chozeh,' and 'qosem' 
2 
used to denote the seers and professional diviners in Israel. "hat was 
r evealed to the original 1 ro 'eh, 1 or seer, v.ra s tynically 11 an uncanny 
3 
intuitive knowledge especially related to prediction," arrived at by tbe 
4 
interpretation of signs and omens, or by dreams and second-sight. The 
5 6 
dreams could be the medium for either auditions or visions. The seer 
is typified in the Bible in the story of Samuel, the 'ro'eh' whom we read 
to ·have been consulted on such a prosaic bit of business as the loss of some 
7 
asses. 
\his name is some1-rha t inadequa t e , especially for the experience of the 
Hebrew prophets . But there is not a more suitable one. ne shall use 
it to denote that which is experienced in immediate r evelation. It 
i ncludes, but i s more t han, wha t is commor ly called "the witness of 
the Spirit": the 11 t.-ritness of the Spirit' is more an att estc. t ion, t he 
"inner l ight" more a source , of rel igious truth. 
2Knight, The Hebrew Prophet~c Consciousness , p. 23 , 37. 
3Ibid., p.42 . 
4s cott, The Relevance of the Pronhets, p.45. 
5 I Sam·. J: lOff . ; 9: 16ff. ; 10:25-27 . 
6 Dt.l3: 1. 
7 I Sam.9• But Samuel is an example of seership in its l a t er s ta ges . 
Notice the close parallel between hi s call and the special Experi ence 
of the canonical :;?:r::rphet in I Sam.3. Cf. Knight, QJhCit., p.42f. 
All the surrounding peoples of the F.ebre~.rs in Palestine, the 
Edomites , Arameans, Canaanites, Phoenici ans, Egyptians, and Babylonians, 
8 
had their men of god called seers, diviners, prophets, etc. Knight, 
following Holscher, holds tha t it was from t he Canaanite culture around 
them that the element of ecstatic prophecy 1·.TaS introduced. into the religion 
9 
of the Hebrews. The verbal form of the word 1 nabhi' 1 (prophet) originally 
10 
meant t o be in a raving state; and the characteristic feature of the 
roving ba'-tds of prophets ,,•a s the ecstatic trances in which they indulged, 
trances 1-rhich might be deliberately induced by f a sting, music, or the use 
12 
of intoxicants, and which issued in spirit-possessed utterances. 
13 
According to Knight, in Elijah and Elisha 'I-re see the as-
14 
sociation of, on the one ha:o".:; the nrimi tive traditions 0f m.~gic, 
15 
divinatio~· , and second-sight, and on the other hand the psychi c 
phenomena of ecstasy. But there was a third element Hhicb contributed 
to the making of t he gr eat prophets . This reaches ba ck t o Lose~ 
himself vlho l aid t;_~ e founda tion of the historically-conditioned religion 
of the Hebrews ,·•ben he l ed them through the Exodus t o t he Sinai covenant, 
and with "!hom their 1-rorship of YabFeh as a God of 1L11iquely distinctive 
16 
character and po1.rer began . t·~oses -vras remembered as t he prophet with 
11 
17 
vrhom God spoke "mouth to mouth 'i and not in the 11 ciark speech 11 of a vision. 
He \Ja s tbe bearer of the r evelation of the covenant relationshi p. ~1ost 
s cholars agree that at l east the Decalogu e has its origin in the revelation 
which came through him. This formulation of r eligious obl igations so 
fundament a lly in terms of ethics became basic to the l a t er development 
of the Hebrm..r religion i n the gr ea t rrophets . Like t h e grea~ prophets, 
8 
Tbe Ras Shaw~a Tabl ets , the diary of t he Evypt ian traveller, ' 'en Amon, 
and the stories of the prophets of Baal ( e·. g ., I Ki ngs 18) record 
exampl es of these prophet s . 
9Knight , op. cit ., p . 35 . Cf. p . 25-30. Knight (ibid . p .37ff. ) , but not 
Scott , maintains tha t the typical seer, in contr ast to t he bands of 
pr opbets, did not resort t o ecstatic tra~ce . 
lCibid., p. 23 . 
11
cf . , e . g ., ! Sam.l0 :5-l ?; 19:?3f . 
121 Sam. l0 :5; II ;:i.3:15; I Ki. l 9:5ff. 
13
'.!'- . ht . t 4~ (\ . uJ.g , op . cJ. • , p . -·. 
14 IT y · f·5-7 e • g • 51 -· :.\.1 • .. • • 
15n Xi.6: 15ff . 
1~os . 12: 13 . 
l 7:Ju . 12:6- 8 . 
, .... 
... . · 
Moses experienced revelation on the pl~ne of history, and tradition records 
18 
that, as with them, God spoke to him in vision. 
These three elements or modes of "revelation," 
20 
19 
then were com-
bined in the great prophets. Not that classical prophecy can be reduced 
to these three terms. It both superseded and comp~etely transcended 
them - so much so that the great prophets expressly repudiated the forms 
21 
of them which remained to their day . They did not satisfy the inquis-
itiveness of the people as the seers endeavoured to do, but proclaimed the 
will of God, at His bidding and comma~d. The 1-1ord they proclaimed vias 
powerfPl not because it had the magical po\.Ter of compelling God, like 
22 
Balaam's curse, but because it had its origin in Him. 
One by one the concomitants of the older and l0l·l8r stages fall avmy. 
Epbod and t eraphim23 are consigned to the owls and the bats •••• 
Every kind of physical stimulus is discarded •••• The revelation 
comes to him vhether he will or no.24 
Neverthel ess the great prophets still claimed to r eceive r evelation through 
25 
the traditional ecstatic trance . Through persona l experience, as in the . 
tragedy of Hosea's life, through the silence of nature, as to Elijah and 
Amos, and in visions and auditions God spoke to them. So real vere the 
visions that they did not distinguish between external and i nternal 
26 
seeing; and so real were the 1-rords they heard that they sometimes speak 
of the auditions a s visions, a s though they were perceived with the actuality 
and certainty of the :·xperience of sight . 
18Ex . 3 etc. 
l9The three cl asses are not absolutely clearcut, for, as Rowley warns us, we 
must beware of making hard and f ast and too-neat divisions between the seer 
and the prophet for instance (Rowley, The Rediscovery of the Old Testament 
p .97). 
20 Ct ., e . g. I Sam.9:9 . 
2lut.l8:10-12,18; Am.7 :14; Jer.l4:14 etc. 
22Nu. 22:6 . Cf. Jer.l: 9-10 ; Hos.6:5 . 
23Instruments of divination. 
24sanoay, Inspiration, p .l48 
25
cf . the traditional technical description, 11 The hand of the Lord fell 
upon me" (Is.8:11; Jer . l5:17; Ezk.l:J, 8:1-3 etc.) . 
26
see Knight, op. cit., p . 56 . 
20 
In all these they were aware of God Himself addressing them personally 
and immediately 1>1i th His 1.Jord, not in mysterious garbled sounds to be 
subsequently interpreted, but "in a direct contact as of mind with mind 
27 
assuming the form of intelligible speech:." 
It was a new kind of ecstasy that the great prophets experienc-
28 
ed, one more "related to the concentration and absorption of the mystic," 
one that completely transcended and superseded the experience of the old 
e 
'n bhi'im,' but so far from the prophets denying that this was the result 
29 
of spirit-possession, 
, 
they claimed that it was the effect of the Soirit 
of God, invading the personality and guiding and controlling the mind. In 
fact being possessed by the Spirit of God was equated with the experience 
30 
of the actual ?resence of God addressing them with His l!ord. This \vas 
so much a possession, s.: real an experience of being'addressed, that they 
31 
felt sometimes that they were repeating the actual \.rords of Yahweh, 
32 
sometimes that He was actually using their mouths and tongues to speak. 
This did not mean that the prophet's personality was rendered completely 
passive, for as Davidson points out, we must not forget tbat such activities 
33 
as seeing and hearing are forms of thinking, activities of the mind itself. 
As Knight defines it, "prophetic inspiration means, not the absorption 
or dissolution of tre prophet's personality, but its unification and en-
34 
han~emen't in an intense act of exalted imaginative perception or vision." 
Thus, though they 1.rere posses:=:ed by5 r ather tban possessed, the ~ ·ord, yet 
there • .. -as no l.Tord of God "rhich vas not also the vord of man in so far as 
35 
it 1-ras "refracted through a human medium." Inevitably their "formulation" 
of the divine Ford 1..ras 0i s torted to a certain ext ent . 
27 Scott, op. cit., p . 86 . 
28Ibid., p.87. 
29scott Genies this, opposing the be~ng possessed by the 1!lord of the great pro-
phG~s t o the "teing possessed by a spirit , even the 11 spirit of God ," of the -
lesser prophets . But cf. Knight, QP. · cit., p. 64f., 75-78, Rowley, 
The Rediscovery of the Old Testament, p.99. 
30
cf. the parallelism in Ps.51 :11. 
3lJer.3:llf. 
32 
Is.6:7; J er.2:9; Dt.l8:18; Nu.l2:8. 
33
navidson, 11 '?Y"O!'hecy and the Pr()phets," H.D.B., Vol.lV, p.ll5. 
34K~ight, op. cit., p .95. 
j 5See the Introduction. 
"The prophets 1>rere as convinced of the auth.ori ty of their 
.36 
utterances as they were of their own existence.li Yet they denotL~ced 
other prophets as 11 false prophets •11 How was this? Scott suggests ~ 
21 
that they applied three tests by which they established tbe authority of 
the ~ .rord they received: (i) the psychological, which included the nature 
of the insight as a sudden dawning, the compulsion to speak it, and the 
exalted words in Hhich tbey uttered it; (ii.)the rational, which 1.:as the 
test of consistency with the prophet's original call and with the Word of 
previous prophets; (iii) the moral, which was its relevance to the moral 
37 
confusion of the situation. Knight suggests another test we might call 
the~iritual which included the reality of the spiritual co~~union which 
underlay it and the spiritual fruits it produced. But surely the whole 
~oint is that the prophets did not need to vindicate the authority of the 
'·Tord to themselves . They did not need to apply any 11 tests"~ The nord 
seized them, came compelling them to utter it by its own authority - even 
38 
in sDite of their o~m most agonizing protestations. Or, He might say, 
the Spirit of God, in His possession of them, compslled them to utter it 
by His authority. The ·rorrl ,,ras authoritative because God had spoken it. 
11 The ultimate ground of the proph etic consciousness is an immediate and 
39 
experimental knowledge of God," . and the t~ord bore authority because they 
had heard God addressing it to them. This was not something that could 
be 11 tested" ~ ~ This ;.ras the test by which all things i.J'ere tested~~ If 
they had been asked what gave the Word they spoke authority they would 
have replied the f act that it was what it was, viz ., the Hard of God. If 
in their oHn hearts they questioned it, it was to God Himself that they 
appealed to judge and shovi them what was truth, tha t they might hear His 
36
sanday, op . ci t., p . 264. 
3?scott, op . cit ., p.94ff. 
38 Am. 7:2, 5; Jer.4:19 ; 12:lff.20:7ff.; Hab.l:4,13f. 
39Knight, .Qlh....£i..:t., p.l02 . 
40 
1,Tord again. 11 Each individual prophet sought his own inspiration not 
41 
22 
in the link with tradition, but in an immediate contact with God," for 
God alone 1,.ras the source and authority of Hhat they proclaimed. "This 
42 
Has precisely what distinguished true prophecy from aberrant forms." 
There were no Scriptures to appeal to: they were not 11 like the scribes." 
~or did they appeal to ths poT..rers of reason: nthey do not reason but 
44 
43 
command .H For the message they proclaimed was a divine command and was 
45 
therefore its own authority. 
Pow then did they expect their hEarers to recognize its 
authority? In the same vay as they did. Not only did the Spirit of 
God speak to the prophets, it wa s also He who spoke through them to their 
hearers. The Word carried its own intrinsic authority. "The authority 
of the prophetic utterances ••• cannot be established ••• by anythi ng exter-
46 47 
nal to itself •11 Those i-Jho had ears to hear would hear, i. e ., those 
who received it existentially would hear God personal l y addressing it to 
them, and would thus know that its truth carried His authority. The 
48 
Spi rit alone could convince them of it, the Spirit of God. 
49 
THE ATTESTATION OF 1 D"U:>AHIS 1 
Sometjmes a r eligious message is claimed to be attested as 
true by 1pover 1-ful signs which accompany it. 
50 
The old "ar gument from 
prophecyr; adopteci t his approach in the stress i t l aid on the literal, 
deta i l ed fulfilment of the element of prediction in prophecy as a proof 
40 J er .20:7; 28: 1-16. 
41Edmond Jacob i n ed . J ean Boisset, Le Probl~ne Bibli gue dans l e Protestant -
isme, p.72 (Dr . Gosser' s translat ion). 
42Ibid . 
43 Hk.l :22 . 
44sanday, op . cit., p .l45. 
45cf . I s .6:9; Am. 7:15f . ; Scott, op. cit., p . 85f. 
46 
Knight , op. cit ., p . ll9 . 
47rs .6:9f . Cf . Nk.4:9 et c . 
48see f urt her t he Conclusion. 
49r have borrowed t his word f rom t he New Test ament . The sect i ons on ' dunami s 
are dif ferent from t he others •i n so f ar as 1dunamis ' is not an authority; 
but i t msy attest some aut hority . 
50
cf. Richardson, Christ ian Apol oget ics , ch. 8. 
23 
of its truth . But modern criticism has shown this to rest on a mistaken 
51 
assumption about the nature of prophecy. It is true that the prophets 
proclaimed that their utterances '"ould be vindi~c.ted by fulfilment on the 
52 
plane of history and the Deuteronomic l egislators l aid dolYn the test of 
53 54 
true prophecy as the fulfilmen~ of prediction, but as Davidson points out, 
this attestation was of little service to t he individual, for usually the 
prophecies bore upon the destiny of the people and, while in the prolonged 
life of the people the event might ultimately justify the prophet, this 
55 
was not suffucient for the individual contemporaneous with the prophet . 
Noreover, sometimes this vindication itself made it too late to take heed 
56 
of the prophet's word. 
Nor did ecstasy serve as a criterion of truth, for both true 
and false prophet spoke out of ecstasy. It was not the manner in uhich 
they delivered their message that differentiated betveen them, but the 
57 
matter. 
TRADITION 
Some scholars have too strongly contrasted ryriest and pronhet 
58 
in the Old Testament. But this is mistaken. Samuel is depicted as 
both prophet and priest. The prophets were the mouthpieces of God in 
times of crisis; the priests were the preservers of the truth revealed 
through them. New truth is always built upon old truth, and the prophets 
themselves stood upon the foundation laid by those who had been their 
forerunners . Sometimes vre forget that but for the uriestly redactors the 
prophetic writings of the Old Testament would never have been preserved . 
Thus the conflict was not as profound as it is sometimes made out to be. 
51 Cf.Is .2:6; Dt . ;8:;0-12,18. See Richardson,~., on this. 
52 
e. g., J er.44:29ff . 
53
nt . l8: 2.2 cf . Knight, op. cit., p.85n. 
54navidson, op. cit., p.ll7. 
55 Cf. Ezk.2:5 . 
56I Ki.22. 
57 Lods, The Pronhets and the Rise of Judaism, p.52. 
58 Cf. Rowley, The Rediscovery of the Old Testament, p.llOff . 
59 
Yet, as Scott remarks, 11 conflict is eventually inevitable 
betveen the religious institutions and prophetic spirits \vbo are alive 
60 
to the demands of religion for a present that is always ne"YT. 11 The new 
truth the prophets proclaimed might become part of the corpus of tradition 
preserved by the priests eventually, but in the hour that it was proclaimed 
it was often opposed by them. Sometimes this was because of moral and 
professional corruption amongst the priesthood, but more especially it was 
because the tradi·~ionalists in a religion a lways · tend to the conservative. 
''ith their emphasis on institutionalized tradition the priests easily t ended 
to deny authori t a tive revelation to those Hho stood outside of their own 
succession and did not depend on the historical institutions for which they 
stood for their call or the author ity of their message but on direct re-
velation from God. The priests thus were incl ined to a ssign ultimate 
authority in revelation to the institutions for which they stood, such as 
the priesthood, or to the past word of the prophets which they elaborated 
61 
i nto a "tradi tion11 to meet the !"leeds of their own time. Both of these 
vlere 11 formulated 11 cat egori es of revel ation, whi ch in themsel ves could not 
62. 
be the living 1:ord of God. 
THE S CHir.:TlTRES 
i:!ith the decline of prophecy more and more emphasi s came to be 
l aid on the records of what the prophets had spoken . Ezra tried to embody 
the i deals of the prophets in the Law, hoping that they might thereby 
achi eve more than they had hi thert o done . Even this action of his had 
its origi nal impulse in a prophet, viz ., EzeKiel, and Ezra did not think 
of his reli gion as in any way the antithesis of the prophets ' . 11For the 
59
r. e . , conflict concerning the final authority in revelation . 
60
scott , op. cit. , p . 208 cf . 13, 15. 
61 Cf . the next chapt er . 
62 b. r ording to Crud en 1 s Comnlete Con cord.ance , 11 t b e Jews called their 
tradi tio:rs t he Oral I.aw, pretending that God delivered them t o Hoses 
by :word of mouth upo.; Mount Sinai, at the same time that he gave him 
the "Yrritten law: That tbe lawgiver taught them to the elders of the 
people •.• as a trust, which they were to convey dm,rn to their successors, 
and so on .n 
pri estly Law vTas not intended to be the substitute for faith, but its or gan." 
Thus there came into being the first canon of the Scriptures, and it was 
64 
this canon par excellence that came to be the authoritative criterion by 
which all future additions t o the Old Teatament wer e judged . 
But with the emphasis that gr adually came to be placed on the 
wri t ings as against the living voice ther e came to be such a stress on 
,j"-':idi tion and on tha l egal fulfilment of tho 'dll of God that no room 
'"a s l eft for the spirit of prophecy, except in so f ar as it exPressed 
65 
itself in apocalyptic and psalmody. Later Judaism began to make the 
l egal code, t he doct rine , the written word out of which the doctrine was 
formulated, the final authori ty in the sphere of r evelation . It lai d so 
muc~ emphasis on the r ecept acles in which the content of r evel ation was med-
iated , i. e ., the "formulated11 \,.To rd, that it forg-ot that it had been given in 
differ ent circumstances and for different needs to i ts owr~ and so cramped 
and distorted the revel ation. Thus the r eligious and moral demands of 
God vere reduced to the merely l egal response to a code , 11 the Law" became 
a protective covering , and the burning f ai th and hope of the prophets were 
66 
reduced to a doctrinal and metaphy1ical shape . It was already the 
d~nger of this, tha danger of substi tut:ng forms for the living spirit 
67 
by conforming all, even king and prophet , to the Book, that had caused 
J er emiah , t he prophet of the covenant of the heart , not t o commend the 
68 
Deuteronomic book in his ann time, accorr~ing to Jacob. 
The theory of inspiration as a mechanical dicta tion, which 
Judaism befan to adopt, partly due t o t he influence of Alexandrian 
69 
Jud.aism ltJhich borrov!ed from the Gr eek c• .. 1cept of i nspira · .. i on, helped 
determine its concept of Scripture . The extent to 1ni ch the ord and the 
63Rowley, op . cit . , p . ll7 . 
64As it has remained for the Jews until today. Cf . Edmonc Jacob, essay 
on "The Canonical Authority of the Old TestaJllent , :: ed. J . Boisset, 
Le Probl~me Bibligue dans l e Pr otestantisme, p . 74. 
65cf . Scott, op . cit . , p . 59 . 
66Lods, op. cit. , p .321 . 
67 Dt.l7:18. 
68E. Jacob, op . cit., p .73f . Cf . J er . 8:8 . 
69Fichardson, Christian Apologetics, p .203f . 
63 
46 
11 formulated" ~{ord · (and thus the authority of each) came to be identified 
can be seen in the statement of the Talmud, 
Even '"ere one to say the ~Jhole Torah is from heaven, and 1r'ere to assert 
only of one verse, that the Holy One did not say it, but Hoses, as seemed 
good to him, of r·im it must be said that he has despised the ~·ord of 
the Eternal.?O 
Thus the 1,Titten ~"'orfl,as the final authority, became invested 
with infallibility, eventually down to its least little jot or tittle, and 
came to be regarded as itself the very utterance of God to be bm.red down 
before by scribe and interpreter. 
But this idea of infallibility due to 'dictation' inspiration 
was not the Old Testament 1·Ti ters own conception of their experience. 
The frequent r ef erences to sources in the historical books, for instance, 
deny the miraculous dictation of historical facts independent of the 
ordinary human, and therefore fall ible , processes of hist orical tradition. 
J.'.ioreover the result of this confusion of the "lord tdth the "formulated" 
Tiord is shown in that when He came, who was the true Origin of the Ford. 
that had been spoken through the prophets, there was no room left for the 
r ecognition of the living authority vii th vihich He snoke. The to~or ship of 
the "formula ted 11 • !ord had blinded their eyes to the authority of the 
living Vordin Jesus Christ. 
REASOi'i 
Beside the cistinctive types of proohet and priest in 
the Old Testament there was a third, the 11wi se men11 of I srael. They 
rerresent ed the r eflective el ement, and i t Has in them par excel lence 
t hat t r adition was chall enged by, and r evel ation subj ected t o, the s crutiny 
of reason. The aut hor of the Book of J ob, for i nst ance , challenged the 
t r aditional a t tit ude towar cls suffering , and came , not so much t o another 
70 . Quoted Brunner , Revel ation and Rea son, p.ll8n. 
, 
27 
or ~rofounder answer, as to a hurility bef or e the knowledge that man could 
71 
not know the f inal answer . Similarly, t he author of Ecclesiastes showed 
t he inadequaci es of the gl ib answers that prevai~·'"d i n ~popular religion. 
Thus 1..re see that God used r eason not so much a s an instrument or source of 
revelat ion but as a means to clarify and pur ify from f alse accretions t he 
revelation already given when it spoke from the existential viewpoint 
of faith . 
Later vTe find a oarty in Israel 1.rhich exalted reason to a more 
authoritative position. This was the Sadduccees, a ratior.alistic element 
in later Judaism, which • ot only r efused t o acknowledge the binding force 
of the oral tradition to vrhich the Phar isees attached the highest importance, 
but al so, because they spoke from t he exi stenti al vie-vrpoint of a 11 general 
72 
indifference to religi on, 11 
73 
the actual revel atien. 
did not hesit at e to qu ~ ,. ... :~on elements of 
Thus ue see tl~at the nr oblem of authority in revelation 
exhibited its many aspects already in the Old Testament . Already there 
were the George Foxes (the pronbets), the traditionalists (the priests), th 
the biblici sts or fundament alists (the scribes and exegetes of Judaism), 
the retionalists or ' modernists ' (the Sadducees); and our study of these 
therefore contributes tm.rards a deeper understanding of t:re problem as 
we face i t today . 
7~owley , op. cit . , 
72 D. Eaton, 11 Sadducees , 11 P .D.B., Vol.IV, p.35la . 
73 cr . Ac . 23:8 . 
See passim. 
CRAFTER II 
AUTHOF..ITY I~~ THE n.GE OF THE INCAR ATION 
THE DmER LIGHT 
Jesus has been call ed the Prophet . Many of the characteristic 
features of the prophets were exhibited in Him. The doctrine of the 
1 kenosis 1 is a difficult problem in theology, but it is apparent from the 
Gospels that Jesus experienced sometr~ng at a certain point in His life 
which was akin to the prophets' experience of their call . Like them He 
1 
felt Himself taken possession of by the Spirit suddenly - at His baTitism. 
It vras then, and then only, that He began to preach the '.~ord that was given 
Him (and to perform His miracles ). Or rather, it was ef~er the forty days 
"hen He was 11 driven:· by the Spirit to live in the wilderness, a time spent 
<X~J. o.!. ~t \1-~'"''I.Ltt: l.r.,4 c."'"' ''''•"' •. ~ .._,;,l, 
in communing ~'ith"Him, and in r~ceiving the message Hhich He was to preach 
as they has received their messages. I:·.oreover, as the nrophets had used 
the term, tithe hand of the Lord," to denote the ecstetic possession by the 
Spirit vrhich they experienced, so Jesus used the term, "the finger of God," 
3 4 
to denote the Spirit by whom He cast ou.t demons. James Denney has shovn 
that, like the prophets, He too experienced ecstatic states . 
'I.-lith God . 
Thus, like the prophets, Jesus claimed a direct communication 
The ·.rord He proclaimed was God ' s '.lord, and in proclaiming it 
5 
He claimed for it the authority of God . He Himself did not need to "test" 
i t: nor did He apreal to any external authority for the distinctive message 
He proclaimed • It Has its ovn authority. 
The difference between Jesus and the ~rophets was th~t He l aid 
the emphasis not on the Spirit ' s working and speaking through Him so much 
1 
"The Spirit ••• c.rove Rim out into the 'l.filderness" (Lk.l:l2). 
2 
2
see C.K. Barrett, The Holy Snirit and the Go~~el Tradition, London, S. F.C.K , 
194? . This had also a S""ecific Messianic significance . Cf . E:x.8:19; _· 
31:18. (irate also our Lord' s use of fingers in healing) . 
3 Lk.ll:20 cf . Mt . l2:28. 
4J . Denney, "The Holy .Spirit," ed . Hastings Di ctionary of Christ and the 
Gospels , Edinburgh, T. & T. ·:. lark, 1908, Vol.l. 
5 Jn.l4:10; 7:17, R.S .V. 
29 
6 
as His working and sp·.aking 11 by (means of) the Spirit. 11 The Johannine 
- 7 
discourses give us a picture of one who regarded His own authority as 
greater than that of the Spirit Hims~lf . 
8 
It was on His o11m authority 
that He even forgave sins. Thus, though, as we have e0o~, He referred to 
9 
God's authority as greater than His own, yet at the same time Be identified 
His authority with the autbority of God . He thus spoke with an authority 
10 
t hat no one ever had had before. 
11 
And because He Himself was 11 the Authority 
over all authori ties," and 1..ras Himself present as a man to l-lhom His discip-
les could appeal in religious disputes, the problem of authority was of a 
fundamentally unique nature during His incarnation. Here was the Authority 
in the mid.st of men, to whom they could appeal directly and in the flesh, 
a state of a:~fairs different from that of our own day, as we are faced by 
the problem of authority. From this f act we may advance to one of two 
arguments: (1) as the problem of authority was resolved by His presence in 
the flesh, so His absence means that there is no authority final, or com-
pletely final, 11 in the Flesh;" (2) becau.-se of the threat of this possibility 
He must have delegated Pis authority to some or gan Hi n the flesh" (whether 
Pope or Church or Bible or succession of pro -hets or anything el se, hm-1ever 
vTe formulate it) • 
~ut can any delegat ed authority ever have the same authority as 
the Authority over all authorities Himself? Here it is important t o 
notice the attitude of J esus to the "authorities" of His own day, such 
as the Church of Judaism, the Old Testament and its exegetes, the scribes, 
the "tradition of the elders," etc. (See the following sections) . on the 
other hand 1,re must remember that the revelation He brought v1as something 
essentially new and therefore inevitably to a certain extent foreig~ to them. 
6Ht .l2:28 
7 Jn.l4; 16. 
8 
}~k.2:lff. 
9 Jn . 7 :17, R.S.V.; 14~10 
10 Lt .7:29. 
11 Col.:?:lO (PJ- illips' translation). 
30 
Once again, like the prophets, Jesus expected His hearers to 
recognize His authority just because it was the authority of God. The Word 
He proclaimed carried its own authority. 11 If any man 1 s 1..rill is to do His 
12 
will, he shall know whether the teaching is from God. 11 
THE OlD TESTAMENT 
There seem to have been two sides in tension with each other in 
Jesus 1 attitude to Scripture. On the one side He appears to have approached, 
13 
or perhaps assumed, Judaism's understanding of i t as infallible in authority. 
It has been argued that those who recorded His words (who definitely did 
share the current view) were unconsciously r esponsible for this. But, accord-
ing to Dr. Sanday, even "when deductions have been made ••• on critical grounds, 
there still remains evidence enough that our Lord while upon earth did use 
14 
the common language of His contemporaries in r egard to the Old Testament." 
His 11 It is written ••• " in such passages as Mt.4:4,7,10 , Mt.26:3l and Mk. 
14:27 seems to have implied the infallible authority of the Scriptures. In 
Jn.l0:34f. He applies to an inciden~~l clause in the Psalms .the saying that 
11 the Scriptures cannot be broken." He maintains that everything written in 
15 
Scripture "must needs be fulfilled," and we are even shown the risen Lord 
pointing out the fulfilment of a deta:iled forecast of His earthly career nin 
16 
all the Scriptures ." "Truly I say t o you, 11 He proclaims, 11 till heaven and 
earth pass away, not an iota, not a dot, will pass away from the law until 
17, 18 
all is accomplished . 11 If all this shows that Jesus did sometimes 
12 
Jn.7:17, R.S.V. 
13
see warfield, The Inspiration and Authority of the Bible, p .l38-l44, 
Rimmer, Internal Evidence of Ins£1!].tion. 
14sanday, Inspiration, p.414. 
15r1t.2b :54; Lk.l8:31; 21:22; 22 :37; Jn.l5:25 etc . 
l6Lk.24:4.4ff. 
l7~t.5:18, R.S.V. 
1~·!arfield also argues from His ascription in Mt.l9: 5 of words in Gen.2:24 to 
the actual utterance of God which in the original text are not spoken by Him 
that He took the whole text of the Old Testament, or at l east of the 
Pentateuch, to be a dire:mt, infallible utterance of God . (1 'arfield, op. cit ., 
p.l43). But in the more original Markan equivalent (}:k.10:5- 9) the quotation 
is not explicitly assigned to the utterance of God. Moreov.er even if Jesus 
did quote it as in Matthew He was probably quoting from a collection of Old 
Testament excerpts (complete texts of the Old Testaments were very uncommon) 
in which this may have been grouped with reported utterances of God from 
the Law. 
31 
treat the -Old Testament as n collection of 'infallibly ' authoritative proof-
texts tris may be explai~ed in t erms of the 'kenosis ,' in so f~r as Jesus 
19 19 
.rc;,.s net nec0ssarily inc~.pable of apistemolcric::. l error. 
The other side of Jesus' a ttitude to Scripture was revolutionary. 
As Millar Burrows points out somewhere it was an essentially radical inter-
20 
pretat ion to make everything in the La'" "hang" on Dt.6:5 and Lev.l9:18. 
21 
l:T e may compare Luther 1 s later criterion of 1 justification by faith. ' Jesus 
distingui shed between more authoritative and less authoritative elements, 
r ating the ceremoni al law l ew and ethical l aw high and not hesitating to quote 
22 
Scripture against Scripture . In Mk.7:14-23, for instance, He sweeps away 
23 
a whole class of l egal injunctions, "making all meats clean," and in l\:k, 
24 
2:25-26 He cites a passage out of "the Prophets" against the Law. He went 
even further, r ecognizing that some ethical principles in the written l aw had 
been outgrown. "Ye have heard that it was sz.,i...t to t hem of ol d time ••• 
25 26 
but I say unto you ••• ," He proclaimed. In all this as Sanday has argued , 
<>.$ ...... ..: \,.,.~ 
Jesus was t aking principles inherent in the Law~to treir logical, but until 
then only implicit, conclusions, overcoming the l etter by the spirit . And it 
may be argued , especially in view of Mk.7:14- 23 etc . , that in Mt . 5:18 by the 
dot and the iota He was indicating metaphorically t he permanence of the "spirit" 
of the La'\I.T in every even apparently unimportant implication, rather than lit-
erally meaning the letters in which it was written . But the r emarkable point 
her e is how t r.is contrasts with a doctrine of t he equal authority of every part 
and word of Scripture . 
Finally, it is most important to note Jesus ' conception of the 
r el ation of the authority of t he Old Testament to Hi s oun . From the 
instances cited in the l ast paragraph one thing tha t does stand out is that 
19
see further Chapter VII, section 'Fundamentalism.' 
20r4t • 22:40 . 
21see Chapter VI. 
22 
Cf . Fosdick, The Modern Use of the Bible, Lecture 3, section V. 
23compare Mk.7:14-23 and Lev .ll, Dt . l4. 
24cf. Mk .2:25- 26 and Lev .24:9, I Sam,21:1- 6 . See also Mt .9:13 , 12:7 (Hos . 6:6) . 
21Mt . 5:21, 27, 31, 33, 38, 43 . 
26 Sanday, op . cit., p .410- 414, 410n . 
32 
Jesus sub.l ect.eCl line aut.rori tv of the OlCl T ,_ s tament to His own in a fundamen-
t al ue.y, and to the TTord t..rhich He proclaimed . 
The word "tradition11 ( 1paradosis 1 ) means, etymologi cally, "handing 
over ." The concep tion of tradition, therefore, implies (a ) a 'deposit' 
which is handed over, and (b) ' depositaries,' i . e ., persons in possessi on 
of the deposit who ar e commissioned to preserve it and t r ansmit i t to succes-
26 
sors . Most r el igi ous syst ems claim to bear within themsel ves a reveal ed 
deposit, consisting of some or all of the el ements of cer emonial, myth , dogma, 
and ethic. 
l'hat was J esus 1 attitude t o the Jewish tradition tt.at prevailed 
a t His time? In some places He vehemently rej ects- 11 the tradition of t J:-e 
el der s" as something "of men," as in the saying ebout the Corban and in His 
27 
at t itude t o the traditions concerni ng the Sabbath . El sewhere he supports 
28 
it though severely judging the moral shortcomings of its depositari es. 
The point was t hat P.e defini t el y subordinat ed it to t he judgment and so to 
29 
the authority of "the Uord of God" r eceived t hrough Scriptur e by the 
30 
individual mor al consci ence , ~nd, above all, to His o~m authority. 
Did Jesus i r.t end to found a Christian t radition, a new 1paradosi s 1 
to super sede tPe r evel ation? Further , did He institut e a cla ss of depos-
i t ar ies empovrer ed to decide its t rue contents i n disputes? These ar e 
questions about Hhich more c"ntrover sy ha s r a@:ed. But in the l ast f ew 
decades , especially ~rith t he discr editing of Li beral t heol ogy, scholars have 
2~-Jilliams , "Traditi on, 11 E.R.E. , Vol.Xll, p. 4l la . 
27 > Mk. 7:9- 23; t~t . l5:l-20 ; r.~k . 2 : 23-28 ; cf . Kk.2:18- 22 . 
2~t . 23 : 2f . , 23 . Matthew is t: e most Judaistic of the evangelist s, but he i n-
cludes the sayi ng about Cor ban . Cullmann 1 s judg~· ont t hat Jesus re j ected 
the 1 paradosi s 1 of the J ews compl et ely (Cullmann, The Ear ly Church, p.60 , 63) 
i s much t oo r adical. Cf . ··Tilliams, op . cit. , p .4llb. In crit ici sm of Cull-. 
r.:ann we would al so say that Jesus did not i ntend to r epl ace t he 1 tradition I 
of t he Jews (p. 69), so much as fulfil , and t her efo r e t ranscend and super sede, 
t he ':lhole of the Old Test ament r evelation . The paradox he f i nds i n Jesus 1 
a t titude on t he one hand t o t he 1 paradosis 1 of t he J ews and on t he other 
hand t o Ei s o~m ' paradosis ' is t her efor e a f al se one . I t was not a new 
i nterpretati on of the Old Testament t hat He wanted t o f{i ve (p. 661 but a new 
r evel at ion, a new t est ament . 
29 Cf . M.k . 7:13 . 
30 Cf •. Mk.2:28 . 
33 
drawn closer together on this point. Protestant thinking has become more 
31 
inclined to agree that Jesus did intend to found a new communityw It has ~ 
been sho1.m that J esus' original sayings were often in rhythmical or al-
literative form, and that He probably not only repeated them Himself, but 
caused His disciples to repeat them, that they might be remembered - after 
32 
the manner of other Rabbis . And Formgeschichte has stressed anew the 
exi stence and role of the oral tradition before the Gospels were committed 
33 
to writing. Yet it is not evident from the Gospels just what part He 
intended tradition to play. This question is more decisively answered 
l ater, i n the attitude of the apostles and those vTho followed t hem to the 
1 paradosis 1 and to its commission to writing in the form of the t'Iew 
34 
Testament. Tbe question of vThat role He intended the authoritative 
teaching-office committed to His disciples (as the 'depositaries ' of His 
' paradosis ' ) t o play after ¥is deat h, we turn to examine now. 
THE CHURCH 
The attitude between Jesus and the formal Jewish Church of His 
O\in time, at l east so f ar as i t was r epr esented in the hi erarchy of the 
priestr.ood , was one of hostility. He never appeal ed t o the authority of 
the Church. And l.fe must not f orget that it was t he Church that secured 
His crucifixion because He dar ec3. to exalt His o1m authority against it, 
an authority of the Spirit against an institutional authorit y . He had 
not even been born a Levite in order t hat He migbt become a priest and so 
a t least stand in the formal line of the authority of the Church in His 
35 
teaching. 
I n spite of this, however, i t is contended that in founding the 
New Testament 1ecclesia 1 Jesus meant to found an organized hierarchy, a 
permanent institution, through which He meant His own teaching-of f ice 
3lcf., e. g., Flew, J~sus and Fis Church, Cullmann, Tbe Early Church . 
32 
Cf . Jn .l4:26 . 
33
see 1Tincent Taylor, The Formation of t he Gospel Tradition . 
34
see the folloving two chapters . 
35However ther e are excellent grounds for believing t hat He was a trained 
and accepted rabbi: even Fi s enemi es formally addressed Him as such. 
34 
to be handed on from age to age, with His own authority inherent in it. 
On the other hand it has been argued that Jesus did not contemplate the 
Church in any way whatsoe-..·er; but scholars do not generally hold to this 
today. Jesus must have contemplated a Christian community, but the elements 
36 
of form and organization were at a minimum in His teaching. Moreover, as 
we shall see in the next chapter, the Ne1.r Testament evidence seems to 
indicate that there was no single form of church government in the apostolic 
~ 
age, and it is safe to conclude from this that Jesus Himself did not provide 
any church order. If He had done so, appeal would surely have been made 
to His ruling order to combat the diversity which e>~sted. 
It is maintained, however, that various passages in the ~·~·ew Test-
ament show t t:a t Jesus did establish the Church as an organization and 
institution with a definite form of its own, and chiefly the following : -
r•1t.l8:l8: ~'hen Jesus addresses the disciples and says to t hem, "I solemnly_ 
tell you that whatever you as a Church bind on earth will in Heaven be held 
as bound, and whatever you loose on earth will in Heaven be held to be loosed 
37 
loosed," was he not committing ·power to the potential hierarchy or 
11 ecumenical councils" of the Church? But quite apart from the evidence 
advanced against the genuiness of this saying, the term "Church" here is 
used in a different, narrower sense than in 16:18, and here denotes the 
38·· 
"local congregation" • In other words, it is to the corporate congregation 
3'1 
that the power of general .judgement is committed, and this only in so 
far as "banning" or "acquiting" a fellow member of the congregation was 
concerned. (Even if this passage is interpreted to mean a giving of power 
to the Apostles as such it cannot be argued that 11 successors11 are involved 
40 
in view of the nature of the apostolic office.) 
36see concerning Mt.28 :18-20 below; 
37.·! eymouth 1 s t r anslation. The phrase "as a Church" is "understood, but not 
expressed in the Greek" ('Jeymouth, footnote ad . loc .) See the context, Mt . 
18:15-20). For the meaning of "bind" and "loose" see below on ' Peter, teh 
the Rock. 1 
- 38 
1Teymouth, footnote ad . loc., S,E , Johnson, The Interpreter's Bible , 
i:Jashville, Abingdon, Vol.?, p.473 . 
39r f. the following two verses, . l8:19- 20. 
40
see below. 
35 
Jn.l5:13 and 16: Thornton, for instance, has contended that the use of the 
same verb for "lay down" and "apooint" indicates that the appointment of an 
institutionalized hierarchy was integral to the uacrifice of the Cross. 
But, as T .t:.:r. . Manson has said, only by resort to "haggadic" exegesis could vle 
41 
come to such a conclusion . 
Jn.l6:13 and 14:26: Apart from the question whether this applied only to 
the apostles or not, which the text does not decide fer us, this would· · 
seem t o apply to those "who base their lives upon the Gospel , and who enjoy 
living communion with the Church's Head" rather than the hierarchy of 
42 
"apostolic succession ." 
Nt .28: 18-20: The sacraments, it is held, imply an organized Church . But 
can we really conceive that either here or on the solem1 occasion of the 
Lord's Supper Jesus' mind was concerned with considerations of right order, 
valid administrations, and the like? 'l.o!hen Jesus said to His disciples, 
"Go ye and teach all nations •• • ," He did not mean to convey that they r ather 
than anyone else should perform this task. There were no others to do it 
anyway. The point was rather that there was a ta·sk to be done , that this 
1.-ras not a place for standing and gazing up to heaven, and that they must 
therefore go and do it to the utmost of their strength but also strengthened 
43 
by the knowledge that He would always help them in the gigantic task. 
A further set of passages is concerned with the unique position 
Peter as leader of the apostles, to which we now turn in a separate sectio~ • 
PETER , THE ROCK 
The question is whether Jesus , by commissioning Peter as le&der 
of the apostles, did not create the institution of the papacy, and thereby 
the keystone of t he organized hierarchy. 
41 T.V. Manson, The Church's Ministry, cited by Robinson, Notes on Peter the 
Rock. 
42Paterson, The Rule of Faith, p .41 . 
43 N.H .G. Robinson, Notes on Peter, the Rock. 
36 
Lk.22:31-32 : Toner contends that this gave "to St. Peter and his successors 
the office ••• of authoritatively confirming the ••• bishops and believers 
44 
generally." But the co:rruband to strengthen his brethren, though it 
conferred a special distinction upon Peter, was essentially connected with 
45 
the prediction of the denial, and therefore with the historical Peter only. 
This, says Knox, shovs that our Lord distinguished Peter as 
46 
holding a "unique position. 11 On the other hand, Vincent Taylor contends, 
47 
11 There can be little doubt that the Denial is in mind. 11 But even if we 
take it to indicate the unique and pre-eminent position of Peter, which is 
48 
already indicated in many other passages, the passage in no wise indicates 
that successors or any concept of a papacy as a permanent institution is 
involved. 
Jn.21:15-17: Toner interprets this to mean that 11 the complete and supreme 
pastoral charge of the whole of Christ' s flock- sheep as vell as lambs - is 
given to St. Peter and his successors, and in this is undoubtedly comprised 
49 
supreme doctrinal authority." This is a commission, but we cannot say that 
it involves more than the historical Peter, for 11 the threefold assertion of 
love for his Lord and the threefold commission undoubtedly stand in intent-
50 
ional contrast to the threefold denial. 11 The question of what the commission 
did involve v'e shall see in the section dealing with Peter in the next chapter. 
The claim to apostl eship r ested on two things: a commission 
from Christ and having seen the risen Lord. By appearing to Peter f irst 
"the risen Christ thereby put the seal, so to speak, upon the distinction 
51 
which during his lifetime he had given Peter by naming him Cephas." 
"Later eastern sources also tell of an appearance of Christ connected with 
44Toner, nrnfallibili t;r, 11 Catholic Encyclopaedia , p. 797a. 
45cullmann, Peter , Disciple - Apostle - Martzr , p.26, 210 . 
46xnox, The Belief of Catholi£§, p.l31. 
4~1incent Taylor, The Gospel according to St. Mark, London, Macmillan , 
1952, p.607b. 
4E\ ·.k.l:36; Lk.9 :32; 8:45; and the passages discussed in these pages . 
Cf . Cullmann, ~p. cit., p.24f . 
49Toner, op. cit ., p.797a. 
50
cullmann, op. cit., p.60. 
51Ibid ., p. 59 . Cf. with I Cor.l5:5; H)c.l6 :7; Lk.24: 34. 
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52 
a special commission., 11 Again, however, there is no implication of sue-
cessors or a papacy. 
Ht.l6:17-19: This is by far the most important and disvuted of the passages .-
Its genuiness has been questioned on the grounds that Jesus could not 
used the word 1 ekklesia 1 ("Church"), as He proclaimed only the coming 
53 54 
Kingdom, ( 'basileia 1 ). Cullmann and Flew, however, convincingly 
this ar gument , although Cullmann doubts that the narrative setting in 
55 
Matthe1{ was its orginal context . 
have 
refute 
II I TELL YOU' . YOU ARE PETER ( I KEPHA I ) ' AND ON TI\IS ROC-K ( I KEPHA I ) 
I \TILL BUI LD HY CHL"'RGH": The naming of Peter, 11 Rock ," is an established 
56 
fact even apart from the passage , and the fact that t he some word, 1 kepha, ' 
must have been used in the original Aramaic indicates that Peter himself is 
the "rock" meant. An 11 exact paralleP is found in the Rabbinic parable 
which likens God to a king wishing to build himself a house, finding no sure 
f oundati on, and diggi ng deep down till at l ast He f ound a rock. "So when 
God saw Abraham who 1.,ras to arise (appear) , He said: ' Now I have found a rock 
on which to build and establish the world .' Therefore He called Abraham 
a rock . 11 11 In this passage Peter is to be as it were the forefather of the 
57 
new Israel, as Abr aham was tbe forefather of the ol d . " 
But Abraham was followed by no permanent line of successors ~ 
l1!or is Mt .l6:17-19 SJ:Jeaking about anyone but Pet§!: 11 r ock11 does not include 
11 successors 11 ~ (In fact no one reading this 1¥hole saying without prejudice 
could ever by himself get the idea that Jesus is sceaking in a sort of 
prophetic •ray - to successors of Peter) . Jesus is here using a spacial 
58 
metaphor to describe a time sequence . The first disci ples, and especially 
Peter, were t he fir st stones l aid in building the Church. Countless other 
stones would be laid in subsequent a€es, but the apostles were the 
52cullmann, op . cit., p .61 . My italics . 
53Ibid ., p .l86ff . 
5~1ew, op. cit . , p .l?-98 . 
55Cullmann, op . cit ., p . l?0-184 . 
5~k. 3: 16 ; Jn . l:42 etc . Cf . Jesus naming the sons of Zebedee with the 
title, 11Sons of Thunder •11 
57FlevT, .Ql2..! cit ., p.93 , Cullmann, 2£ · cit ,, p , l86 . Jesus also was called 
a ' rock' (Ro .9:23; I Fet.2 : 8; I Cor .l0:4, cf . Lk.6:48; 20:17 etc . ): tris 
stresses the uniqueness of the office committed t o Peter . 
5Eilobinson, l"otes on Peter, the Rock. Cf. Hort, The Christian Ecclesia, p . l5ff . 
39 
foundation-stones of the Church, because, firstly, they were its first 
members - and Peter the first of them all. \<!ithout the fir.st man (Abraham) 
1orho .confessed to the true God, the Old Testament Church could not have been 
started; and in the same way Peter, in his, the first, confession of J esus 
as the Christ, was the essential part in the laying of the foundation of the 
New Testament Church . The work of building the 1 ekklesia 1 might belong 
to an unlimited future, but Jesus is speaking here of the laying of the 
foundation of the rock on which it is to be built . 
The apostles were the foundation- stones of the Church because, 
secondly, being its first members, they were also the essential witnesses · 
of the Gospel history which gave rise to it in that it was upon their 
t estimonies that others would have to rely. Thus in Jn.l7: 20 Christ 
speaks of the coming generations "who are to believe," not through the words 
of the successor s to the apostles, but "thr ough their word." The apostolic 
office, particularly that of the Twelve, is a unique office not to be re-
peated , which depended on unique conditi ons themselves not r epeatable, viz , 
having witnessed the Ressurrection, and having received a direct commission 
from the Risen One. Precisely on the basis of this apostolic concept, 
Pet er is the primary apostle, as the first to have seen the Risen Lord and 
the one who received a special apostolic commission. Just as it is inpos-
sible to think of successors to the apostles (as apostles), so most of all 
59 
it is impossible to think of a successor to Peter. 
In the entire Nevi Testament the illustration of the foundation, which 
indeed is identical in meaning with that of the rock, always designates 
the unique apostolic function , which is chronologically possible only 
at the beginning of the building; see Ephesians2:20;60 Romans 15 :20; I 
I Corinthians 3:10; Galatians 2:9; Revelation 21:14,19. In Matthew 
16:18 Peter is addressed in his unrepeatable apostolic capacity.61 
"Al'ID THE GATES OF HADES SP.ALL i.~OT PREVAIL AGAINST IT": 
59oullmann, op. cit .,p . 215f. 
60 The prophets remained the fouqdation thr ough their ~Tord: their was 
no formal "prophetic succession11 of office . 
61 Cullc·.ann, op . ci:t . , p.209. 
Before 
40 
the attack of the ekklesia, in the power of Christ's victory over death, 
. 62 
the previously unconquerable gates of the raalm of the dead must open. 
63 
Alternatively it means that "the powers of deathr; shall not be able finally 
to conquer the community whose Lord has overcome them in that victory. 
"I "~:JILL GIVE YOU THE KEYS OF THE KINGSOM OF HEAVEN": Mention 
has just been made of the gates of Hades, the realm of the dead; now the 
doors of the Kingdom of Heaven, the realm of life in the Resurrection, are 
64 
in mind. The reference seems to be to Is.22:22, whore the Lord lays 
upon the shoulders of His servant, Eliakim, "the heavy key of the palace 
65 
carried on a loop slung over the shoulder," which gave "both symbolic and 
66 
actual sole power to lock and unlock the principal door," and therefore 
symbolizes 11unlimi t ed authority over the royal household, carrying with it 
67 
a similar authority in all affairs of state •11 "The 'keys of the kingdom' 
would be committed to the chief steward in the royal household, and with 
68, 69 
them goes pl enary authority. " Similarly, Rev. 1: 18 and 3:7 speak 
of Christ as having "the keys of Death and Hades." The fact that Christ 
and Peter alone are described as having 11 keys 11 in the New Testament 
70 
emphasizes the uniqueness of the office c"ommitted to Peter . 
62
rbid., p.201-203. 
63 As the R.S.V. translates it. 
64cullmann, on. cit., p.208. 
6~.B.Y . Scott, Internreter's Bible, Nashville, Abingdon, Vol.5, p.293. 
66Ibid. 
67Skinner, quoted Flevl, on. cit ., p.94 . 
68s.E. Johnson, Interpreter's Bible, Nashville , Abingdon, Vol.?, p.451-453. 
69
on the illustration of the steward of the household see Nk,l3 :34; Lk.l2:42; 
16:lff.; I Cor . 4~l; I Pet .4:10. 
7
°Flew r e j ects the above interpretation on the grounds that "the whole history 
of the early Church contradicts this interpretation" (Fl ew, op. cit., p. 94) -
soe cht:pter Ill below - u nd inetoud con:cck it '•i th Lk.ll: 52 , ;~ t. 23 : 13 J 
where the key means "knowledge11 which makes entrance to the kingdom 
possible, and a Rabbinic saying, "He who has knowledge of the l aw without · 
r everence towards God , is like unto a treasurer who has been given the 
inner key, but not t he outer key. Hot.,r can he enter?" The key is thus 
"the spiritual insi ght " which enabl es Peter to lead others through t he 
door of revelation through which he has passed himself (or to exclude them). 
It thus becomes eventually the possession of "every confessor of the Son 
of God" (~., p,96), "though on the day of Pentecost by common consent 
he (Peter) was the f irst to use it11 (Ibid., p.95). At several points this 
seems to be the more unlikely interpretation. 
41 
"A~".'!) VHATEVER YOU BI·:D OK EARTH SriALI BE PC.lDim In HEAVEi~, AND 
T 'HATEV .ill YOU LOOSE ON EARTH SHALL BE LOOSED IN HEA VEJ.IJ" : According to 
Cullmann, "on earth" and "ir heavenn here correspond to 11 Church11 and 11 kingdom 
of heaven" in the previous sentences . 
71 
The Kingdom is not to be equated 
1nth Heaven, however. The '.Jords, "bind" and "loose," signify, in Rabbinical 
usage, "prohibiting" and 11 permitting," 
74 
72 73 
or 11 banning" and "aquiting11 • 
75 
Probably both are included here. The disciples, and. Peter especially, 
r eceive tbe power to decide practical questions of c0nduct and to discipline. 
The climax to Jesus' own functions delegated to them even in His lifetime, 
76 
is now the office of forgiving sins . 
In all the above Scriptural passages we have seen that the unique 
position Peter later came to have as leader of the Jerusalem Church can de-
finitely be traced to a commissi on from the earthly Jesus (even apart from 
Mt . l6:17-19). Whether the governmental authority committed to him included 
infallible ~octrinal authority, however, is disputable . And certainly the . 
exegetical evidence has been against the possibility of its transference 
if it did. 
THE A TTESTATTON OF I DUtJAJ.v"IS I 
"Jesus of Nazareth11 was 11 a man attested to you by God with 
77 
mighty works and wor.ders and signs which God did through him in your midst. '' 
But for a long time it uas tbcue:ht that the G-ospel miracles were to be 
understood as primarily a means of ratification of Jesus ' claim to possess 
divine authority as the Messiah, the Son of God incarnate . In reaction 
agai~st this Fultmann and Dibelius, for instance, deny the genuineness of the 
miracle stories, on the theory that the early Church invented them as just 
78 
such a means of r atification. 1·Ti th the discrediting of the old 11 argument 
7~lew, op. cit., p .97 . 
7211 If one seah of unclean heave-offering falls into a hundr ed seahs of clean, 
the School of Shammai bind (forbid) the entire lot, but the School of Hillel 
loose (permit) it. 11 (Terumoth 5:4, quoted S.E. Johnson, op. cit . , p .451- 53) . 
73cr. Mt.l8:18; Jn.20:23 . 
74 Cullmann, op . cit., p.204f . , Flew, op. cit., p .96f . 
75t.it. 18:18. 
76
cu11mann · t 204f , op . c1 ., p . • 
77 Ac .2: 22 . 
78 See, for instance , Vincent Taylor, ~ Formation of the Gospel Tradition, 
p .l3lff_. 
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79 
from miracle11 on the one hand, and the 'liberal' theology on the other 
hand, however, there has emerged generally both a recognition that the. 
miracle stories are at least for the most part genuine (though many still 
doubt the nature-miracle stories), and that they were not primar.lly intended 
as such an attestation. 
In Ne1.r Testament times miracles did not necessarily prove divine 
80 
authority for many others claimed to have such powers. Far from making 
that His primary motive Jesus performed the miracles out of compassion, and 
ldL.Eespon.se to faith, as the Gospels abundantly 1-,ri tness. Matthew's Gospel 
tells us that right at the start of His ministry Jesus overcame the temptation 
81 
to use miracles merely ir nrder to attest His authority. He knew that 
this would evince only a 1wunoerglaube' from the crowd, and He desired that 
they should come instead to that true existential faith which would mean eyes 
82 
that see and ears that hear . This was i-rhy He forbade those upon whom He 
83 
worked miracles of healing to proclaim them abroad. \f.hen the Pharisees 
84 
asked him for a 1 sign 1 He refused it for the same reason . If they r efused 
to open their hearts to God in the first place He knew that no matter what 
85 
miracle He did it would not evince true faith in them. And that He was 
right is shown by the fact that in spite of His being "a man attested to 
you by God with mighty works and wonders and signs 11 He was "delivered up ••• 
86 
crucified and killed by the hands of lawless men." Even the Re surrection 
appearances t hemselves, the manifestation of 1dunamis 1 par excellence, bad 
87 
to be received existentially. 
All this is not to de:r.·y that the miracles etc. wrought in the 
life of J esus were an attestation of His authority, but only that they were 
primarily an att estation of His authority. Moreover, as He have seen, in 
79s ee Richardson, Christian Apologetics, ch.7. 
80Lk.ll:l9 etc. 
8~t.4:5-7. 
82
cf. A. Richardson, 11Miracl e ," ed . Richardson, A Theological Uordbook of 
the Bible , London, S.C.M. , 1954. 
83see Skinner, The Gospel of the Lord Jesus , London, Hodder & Stoughton, 
1937, ch.6,7, ar.d 13. 
84tlit . l2 :38-42; Lk.ll:l6,29-32; Mk.8:11-12; Et .l6:1-4; cf. Mk . l l :27- 33 & ICor.l:22, 
85Lk,l6:31 cf. Lk. l0:13 . 
86Ac.2:22 and 23. 
87Mt.28:17 cf. Jn.20:29. 
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so f ar as it was an attestation it was thr oughout an attestation that had 
to be received existentially. 
88 
Jesus could not heal except in response to 
faith ; Hi s miracles were received as more than mere wonders of a \oronder-
\ororker only by t hose whose hearts were so that they coul d 11 hear11 God 
89 
addressing them personally through the signs He wrought. The implication 
of tris is that there can be nothing external, not even an external authority, 
90 
by which the 14or d can be tested finally: it is its own authority, because 
its authority is the authority of the God \orb.o speaks it, and its authority 
can be recognized only when i t is received existentially, but \.Then it is 
received existentially its authority is r ecognized in the a ct of receiving 
91 
it . 
88 
l/.k. 6: 5. 
89
see the Introduction . 
90 . It ffil.ght be argued that Jn . l4:11 does not seem to support -t:"~-A: but the 
point is t hat in contrast t o J esus ' answer to t he Pharisees request for 
a ' s i gn' He is her e speaking to the disciples . 
91
rt i s t rue t Pat the st ories of His miracles wer e l at8r ~ ?robably 
primarily as an attest ation of t he authority of J esus as Son o~ God. 
But even then they were told to the 11 Tbeonhi luses," i.e ., the ":overs 
of God," the men Hho would receive them existent ially (Lk. 1:3) . 
AUTHORITY IN THE APOSTOLIC AGE 
TH]; OLD TESTAiv:El'lT 
On the one bend the apostles inherit ed the current conception 
of the Old Testament Scriptures , discussed in chapter I, and therefore 
regarded tl'em as an infallible authority. n~ :e find in the New Test ament 
authors the same theoretical view of the Old Testament ••• as among the 
1 
Jews of the time is general". 1.Jarfield has shown that they r egarded 
2 
the Old Testament as the very utterance of God . On the other hand, 
ho,·ever, modern scholars have t ended not to take enough account of the 
complete subjection of the Old Testament and its authority to the Word 
r evealed in Jesus Christ and its authority. In the reaction against the 
t re.ditional and fundamentalist"-::--roof-text11 method of polemic , modern 
comment.:. tors commonly dismiss all (or most) of the quotations of the Old 
Testament i n the New T~stament, especially those in which any suspocion 
of "rabbinic exegesis" can be detected, asi automatically invalid on first 
princir;les. But thi s i s t o asslliile that uhenever the Old Test ament is 
quoted it is quoted a s a :Q_roof •. I think i t i s Lif..htfoot, however, who 
has said that the i'; ew Testament quotations of the Old Testament usuall y are -
a use whic.b with his rigidly categorizing mind is diffi cult f or the 
modern t o grasp - something between illustrati(·ns and proofs. 
Father Hebert divides t he quotations into two main classes: 
3 
the t heological and the illustrative . The theological use is instanced 
in the quotation concerning tbe promise given t o Abraham in Gal .3:8. The 
\>!eight of the argument does rest on the quote.ti cn; but Hebert also points 
1 
Rothe , ~ur Dog1118tik, quoted '·'arfield, The Inspiration and Authority of the 
~ible, p.l77f. 
2 Cf . , e .g . the use of "God says" etc. before quoting from the Old Testament._ 
3Hebert, ~Authority of the Old Testament, p .207ff . 
45 
out that it is selected merely as an -~ a~ple from extensive Old Testament 
4 
data. The illustrative use is instanced by Lightfoot, who sets side by 
Philo's allegorical exegesis of the story of Hagar and Sarah and that of 
Paul, and says, 111·fi th Philo, the allegory is the whole substance of his 
teaching; with St. Paul it is but an accessory. He uses it rather as an 
illustration than as an argument, as a means of representing in a lively 
5 
form the lessons being enforced on other grounds." Included in the 
illustrative use is the 'homology,' i.e., a sort of illustrative analogy 
bet-vreen something similar in the two dispensations, instanced in Mt .2:15, 
I Cor.lO:l-13, Heb.? etc. On the other hand, of course, there are 
quotations such as that in I Cor.9:9-10 (a typical example of rabbinical 
allegorical exegesis) \oThich can be classified neither as theological ncr 
as ~11 illustrative, and which are definitely to be criticized in their 
applicationl 
The point of all this is that, far from seeking to subject the 
Word in Jesus Christ to the authority of the Old Testament, the apostles, 
allovring that the new \1ford had supreme authority, sought to show where it 
was foreshadovred in the Old Testament on the basis that in so far as the 
Old Testament Fas also true and authoritative it must corroborate the 1tJord 
in Jesus Christ. 
6 
THADITION 
The New Testament itself was not immediately, as it came to be 
written, regarded as being ' Scri pture, ' and therefore it may be argued that 
i t was not given the same authority as the Old Testament. But we have seen 
that the apostolic Church subjected the authority of the Old Testament to 
4 He also points out t hat the principles behind such quotations (her e t ha t 
the imposition of the La" came after the promise that the Gentil es should 
share in the covenant) is usually vindicated by nodern schol~rship . 
5Lightfoot;Galatians, p.l99f., quoted Hebert , Qlli.._9it., p. 210n. 
~or an account of the history and use of the early 'tradition ' see Vincent 
Taylor, The Formation of the Gospel Tradition, Dodd, History and the Gospel, 
,Dodd, The Apostolis., Pr;_eaching and i ts....£evelopments. 
46 
that of the new Word in Jesus Christ. And this took the form of subjecting 
7 
the Old Testament to the 1paradosis 1 which Jesus originated in His Church, 
and which was developed in the apostolic age. The role the apostles 
understood the 1 paradosis 1 as being meant to play is seen in that the doctrine 
of the apostolic (and sub-apostolic) Church was 'controlled'by the authority 
8 
of the 1 paradosis . 1 It was to this that Paul appealed as a supreme authority 
9 
in controversy~ It is \-Then he is not able to quote from the 1 paradosis 1 
that he is more t entative in authority, a s in I Cor.7:12- and even here he 
is endeavouring to make a judgment in the light of - we may say as an 
10 
ext ension of- the 1paradosis .' 
In vc:rious places Paul refers to his having "received" something, 
11 
often 11 from the Lord. 11 Cullmann, supported by most scholars, rejects the 
explanation of this as information received by means of visions and shows 
that it is a terminology relating to 1paradosis. 1 11 I received it from the 
Lord 11 tbus means "I received it through the chain of tradition which begins 
1.Jith the Lord," or as Cullmann interprets it, "I received it through the chain 
of tradition which begins with the historical Jesus and of which the exalted 
Lord is the real author as it develops itself in the apostolic Church. 11 Cul-
lmann also quotes many pla ces where expressions ccnnected with the idea of 
traditicn occur and are used very much l ike technical terms (e .g ., "stand in, 11 
11 receive , 11 11 deliver11 ), besides the actual occurrence of the t erms 1paradosis 1 
and the plural ' paradoseis .' Following E.B. Allo he interprets the 1 kai 1 
vrhich occurs in such passages a I Cor.l1: 23, 15:1. and 15:3 to refer to 
the manner of transmission: "I r eceived the tradition in the same way as 
I handed it on to you- i , e., by mediation ." Thus, he ar gues, the phrase , 
' apo tau kuriou' in I Cor .ll: 23 does not exclude mediation . 
_______ 7 
7 See chapter II. 
&'illiams, Authority in the Apostolic Age, p. 24. 
9 I Cor .15:1-8; 1 :13; 3:16; 5:7; 6:15,19. 
10 Cf . I Cor .2:16 . 
11 I Cor.15:3; 11:23; cf . I Th .4:15; I Cor.7:10,25; 9:14 etc. 
The content of 
47 
the 'paradosis' in I Cor.l5:3ff. is linguistically unPauline, which therefore 
indicates that it,,and also I Cor.ll:23ff., are taken over from a text already 
fixed before Paul. 
12 
It has been argued that when Paul went to Jerusalem 
to visit Peter his object was to receive tradition from him - just as one 
13 
rabbi would receive tradition from another rabbi. 
It is here too that we are to find the explanation of Paul's 
differing expressions in I Cor.7:10, 7:12, 7: 25, 7:40, 14: 37, II Cor.2:10 
ar d 13:3. Sometimes these have been interpreted to mean tbat Paul was 
14 
here 11 conscious of degrees in his own inspiration, 11 but the explanation 
15 
given by Cullmann, and by Dodd, is much more probable: in I Cor.7:10 Paul 
vas acquainted l..ri th a definite logion of the historical Jesus in the 
'paradosis' which dealt with the matter under discussion, in I Cor.7:12, 25 
and 40 he was not. In I Cor.l4:37, II Cor.2:10 and 13:3, we may add, he 
was speaking as an apostle, i.e., a s one chosen to transmit the 1 paradosis 1 
16 
who 1.-1as therefore 11 trustworthy11 in applying and extendirg it. 
1:.Te have seen that the 'paradosis 1 as Paul uses the term included 
the utterances of Jesus on specific ethical problems etc., and Cullmann 
maintains that 'mile at first it consisted of the summary of faith contained 
in the 'kerygma' it later went on to include words of Jesus, narratives from 
17 
His life, and the theological interpretation of the facts. But more 
probably, since Jesus originated the 1paradosis,' it included all these 
elements from the beginning, i. e ., what we may put under the different head-
ings of 'kerygma ' and 1didache. 1 It is with the 'didache' t tat Form-
geschichte has concerned itself, but in criticism of some of its conclusions 
we must say that the part of the early Church in the formation of this was 
18 
one of sel ect ing r ather than original contribution. 
12 Gal.l:l8. 
13But see the section 1 Inner Light ' below. 
As far as t he 'kerygma ' 
14
sanday, Inspiro.ti on, p . 357ff ., 387ff.; cf. Uarfield who i nterprets J Cor. 
7:40 as llmeiotic ironyu (tJarfield., The Inspiration and Authority of 
the Bible, p.425). 
15Docd, History and the Gospel, p.57. 
16 See below on I Cor.7:25. 
17
cullmann, The Early Church , p.64-67. 
18
see Vincent Taylor, The Formation of the Gospel Tradition, Dodd, History and 
the Gospel, A.£.;. Hunter, Interpreting the New Testament, 1900-1950, London, 
S.C.M., 1951, p.37ff., A.Richardson , Preface to Bible Study, London, S.C.M., 
1950, p. 94ff. See al so belo~ concerning the 1 huperetai 1 • 
48 
is concerned, Dodd has given us the most valuable treatment of its primitive 
19 
content . Ho~r authoritative it was r egarded is shown by the fact that it 
vres out of the kerygma that the rule of faith emerged, and out of it in turn 
that the creeds emerged. "The so-called Apostles ' Creed in particular still 
betrays i n its form and language its direct descent from the primitive 
20 
apostolic preaching. 11 It pas itself ultimately derived "di rectly out of 
the t eaching of J esus about the Kingdom of God and all that hangs upon it. 11 
21 
A third el ement in the 1 paradosis 1 was the tradition of accepted 
common practice . I Cor.ll: l6 provides evidence of an authoritative custom 
in the churches . Paul regarded the custom as a ground of appeal in the 
matter of authority . Its authori ty arose from t he f act that it was general-
22 
ly accepted in the majority of the churches. 
23 
It li:cluded baptism, the 
24 
eucharist, the existence of a ministry of certain ranks or functions, 
and Williams also adds the traditions of financial interdependence and unity 
25 
of the Church . 
To all of these appeal was made in the matter of authority . 
It was out of a combination of the elements of 'kerygma ' and 1didache,' 
26 
preserved and reeited by the ' huperetai,' that the Gospels as \ve knm..r them 
developed , with the purpose of compiling a reliable, and hence authoritative, 
27 
historical tradition . The need of such a written- down authority was made 
19Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and its Developments . 
20Ibid • , p .176. 
2~odd , The Apostolic Preaching and its Developments , p . l80. 
22
cf . the appeal to baptism in I Cor . l:l3ff.; Ro .6; Titus3: 5,2l etc . 
23 Cf. I Cor .l0:16f . ; 11:23ff. ; Heb.l3:10. 
24 Cf . I Cor .l2: 28ff . 
25
see Williams, op . cit., p .99ff. 
26This Greek term is used i n Lk.4:20 to denote the synagogue instructor who 
recited the Law etc. Ac .l3:5 uses it for a companion of Paul, viz ., John _ 
Mark, later Peter ' s companion. It is argued that the Christian 1 hup~retes 1 
had the duty of preserving and r eciting the new 1paradosis, ' i . e . , the 
Gospel (cf . Lk.l:2) . Later Mark was given permission to write down the 
' par adosis ' and became knovm as Peter ' s interoreter (Papias) . Timothy, 
Titus and Luke would have filled the same office . This explains why the 
Gospel was not immediatel y written down and also goes to r efute the · 
radical conclusions of Formgeschichte . (!. cOO)c- ~·~ -to ~-o~~ue< t\~,...:,d\). 
~ '1c..~. l-1<... 1'.1· 4.· 
all the more necessary by the rise of false teaching which threatened to 
pervert the Church . Thus the New Testament canon was the crystallization 
of the historical tradition as it came to be more sharply seen in the fight 
of the Church ~ainst heresies. But within the ~ew Testament itself, 
and this is very i mportant, we see the realization, at least by implication, 
that the word and the "formulated 11 Ford were not to be identified, in that 
the crystallizing of the historical tradition \-!as not regarded as ruling out 
new reinterpretations in terms of nevi categor ies, as in St . John's Go spel. 
In fact the tradition of the 'kerygTia ' itself seems to have altered its 
perspective "even within a few y-ears," and this in respsct of the imminence 
28 
of the Second Advent, "The consequent demand for readjustment was a 
2.9~ 30 
principal cause of tbe development of ea rly Christian thought." On the 
other hand, '!t/il l iams sees in I Cor .4:17 and 7:17 the germ of the principle 
'semper, ubique, et ab omnibus,' at least in the snhere of the tradi ticP 
of common practice, or custom. 
In all this we have seen 1.orha t the 1 paradosis 1 included, and 
what its authority was. Because the exalted Lord was regarded as standing 
behind the apostolic transmi~sion of the 'paradosis,' and proclaiming n~, 
through the 'paradosis ', that which He had taught Fis dis ciples during P.is 
i r carnation on earth . Thus the anostolic ' paradosis ' is r egarded as 
having the authority of Christ ~-imself, in the fullest possible sense. But 
it vras the aT'ostolic 1 Daradosi s ' t hat vas reg.~ rded as having autrori ty. 
Thus it is that in the key passages for tre 1 parades ~ . .: ' of Christ , such as 
I Cor .l5:3ff ., the apostolate is always dealt with at t he same time . Hence 
the 'ego ' in I Cor .ll:23 also: 11 I (i.e ., the apostle) received f rom the 
Lord •••• 11 Similarly in I Cor . 7:25, according to Cullmann , the ' ego' refers 
28 
Dodd·.;- The Apostolic Pr eaching and its Davelopment s , p . 63ff . 
29rbid.,-;~;-cf. p.77-129 . 
30Thus theology came in v!ith its use of the :Reason - at l east more 
explicitly than before. But , 've note , r eascmwas always used, Cit th e 
beginning a t any ra.t e, not as an a uthoritative ~ource but as the hand-
maid of faith,i.e. from the existenti a l vie\orpoint of faith . Tne 
reinterpr etations \-Ter e a lways orienta t ed to the 1 given 1 fu..Ddamental 
convictions of the original gospel (Dodd , The Apostolic Preaching and its 
Development s , p .l82ff.) i.e., t o t be '•'ord itself . 
50 
to the function of the apostle as a trustworthy transmitter of the 1paradosis 1 
and , as such, to give judgments which go beyond the 'paradosis ' but are 
31 
subject to it - are, as i t 1-.rere, an extension of it. 
THE INNER LIGHT 
The direct communication of the prophet is not the same thing 
as that of the mystic . But Paul seems to have experienced them both; or, 
at least, that i s the apparent implication of his distinction between the 
type of experience to which he r efers in Gal . l:l2 .16 and that of II Cor.l2. 
In the first he receives a vJord, a gospel, a message to be communicated: in 
the second he "heard unutterable utterances which it is not possible for 
32 33 
a man to t ell, 11 the typical experience of the mystic . 
In Gal.l:ll-2:2 Paul claims that the actual gos£§1 he prea ches 
came to him "through a revel ation of J esus Christ," i.e . , through a direct, -
34 
personal , immediat e r evelation given t o him by Christ Himself . He does 
not mean, as he is sometimes interpreted to mean, that merely the commission 
to preach came to him through Jesus Christ 's being r evealed t o him on the 
road to Damascus : he means t hat his gosne1, that which he preaches concerning 
the wr y of God 1 s salve.tic-n, was revealed to him by direct r evelation. I t 
35 
vTas nei t ber put into his hands by men nor explai ned to him by men. In 1 :18 
he is at pains to point out that this journey was made only af ter an 
interval of some years, and that it arose from a sim'Jle and natural 
desire ' t o make the acquaintance of Cephas ' (i . e . Peter) . Paul here 
purposely employs a 1..rord 'l.vhich i s frequently used of travellers paying 
visit s: he vent t o visit Pet er, not to r eceive instruction from him. 36 
The "gospel" thet he received trus i ncluded the theo2.of- ical understanding of 
of the meaning and application of the facts of the history of salvati on, but 
also, as Lullmann points out, the facts themselves, in so f ar as the 
31Fe shall continue the discussion of the authority of the apostles in 
a separat e secti on . 
32n Cor .12 :4. 11 i!Tot possible" r ather than 11not l avful" i s the correct 
rendering a ccording to J . Massie, "Gal e.tia!s11 Century Bible , London, 
Caxt_on, Vol.l6, p.32f. 
33
see T. Corbishley, "Do the Iv:ystics ~\no'Yr? 11 , Hibbert Journa1, October, l95l.-
34por tte meaning of the phrase , 11 of Jesus Chr ist, " cf . I Cor. l 2:1, 
"revelations of the Lord ." 
35ral.l:l2 . Moffat ' s translation. 
36c. Duncan, Galatie.ns (~ioff2t i.· evr Testament Commentary), London, Eodder and 
Stouf;hton, 1934, p .3l. See Dunce.n , and, more especially, R. Stamm, 
Interpr eter's Bible, Abingc'lon, !·ashville, Vol. IX , on the whole of this 
pc: ssage . 
51 
37 
Resurrection is an actual f act and the climax of all the other f acts. 
We note, hm.rever, that Paul regarded his experience, which 
38 
took place on the w2y to Damascus and in Arabia, as the chief ground of 
his claim t o apostleship. In so far, then, as the offi'e;e of auostleship 
39 
belongs to the period of the foundation of the Church, this cannot be an 
immediate source of r evelation for us, at least in the fundamental way that 
it was for St P~ul. 
But in J Cor.7:40 , in the words, "I think I have the Spirit of 
God, 11 Paul claims a much less r adical and decisive experience, one which is 
not to be identified with the type of mystical experience we referred to 
above, though it is definitely related to what has sometimes been called 
"Christ-mysticism," i.e . , Paul ' s ex:rerience of the mystical r elationship, 
40 
1 in Christ.' Here Paul is referring not to a revelation by direct commun-
ication but to a conclusion to which he believes he is guided by the Spirit, 
but at which he arrives t rrough the use of r eason. 
41 
Here r eason is the hand-
maid of the Spirit in a much more a ctive way. And it may f airly be clajm.:..:i 
that this is something not confined to the a:rostles, although, no doubt, 
they may have received a fuller measure of the "inspiration" of the Spirit .~ 
42 
But perhaps for that very r eason it is tent&tive. 
All of tPese experiences, all of these authorities, it is 
important to note , Paul subjects to the authority of the 1par adosis. ' He 
subjects the experience of all ecst asy to the tradition concerning Jesus ' 
43 
Lordship, and the experience of all ethical behaviour in which it results 
44 
to the traditional ethic revealed in Christ. He submitted the gospel he 
had received by r evelation to the apostles in J erusalem, 11 in case somehow11 
37
cf. Ac.l:22; I Cor.9:1. 
38 Gal.l:l?. 
39see the secticn, "Pet er, the Rock, 11 in the previous chat:'ter. 
48 Cf . Gal.2:20; II Cor.5 :17 etc . See al so II Cor .3:14ff. Also Brunner, 
Revelation and Reason, p.l80, J. Stewart, A r:an in rhrist, London, 
Hodder and Stoughton, 1951, chap.4. 
41see the footnote on the function of reason in the previous section. 
4211 I think I have the Spirit of God." 
43r Cor.l2:3 . Cf. l Jn.4:2f. \-There John sutj 3ct s it to the ' paradosis ' also, 
the 1 p&radosis 1 cor cerning the Incarnation. 
44 I Cor.l3 . 
52 
45 
he should be 11 running ••• in vain." And even the judgment he makes think-
ing he has the Spirit of God is made with the intention that it should be 
built upon t he principles of the 'paradosis ', as we have seen . "What Paul 
lays dolvn, even uncler t he guidance of the Spirit, is subordinate and deri va-
46 
tive" to the 'paradosis, ' and he '!r • .rill not recognize as a valid experience 
of guidance by the Spirit anything which is not continuous with the .• • trad-
47 
i tion. 11 
1 bile Paul com~letely subordinates the authority of his own judg-
ments under the guida~' ce of the Spirit to the 1 para do sis 1 ho1}rever, he al so 
strictly subordinates the authority of the judgments of all those who are 
48 
not apostles to his judgments , for the apostles claimed tJ::.at they had 
been promised an inspiration that -vrould ensure that thair judgments ~ the 
49 judgments of the Spirit. 
St Paul obviously considered himself to stand in an authoritative 
relation to his readers, and made claim to this even t o the extent of 
50 
settling their affairs. The authority of the apostle was not limited. 
It i ncluded the correction of errors in the churches, the strengthening of 
unity, strengthening in r esistance of persecution, instruction on spiritual 
51 
and moral matters and matters of order . 
Thus in his l etters Paul al~~ys starts by cla iming the title 
' anostolos. ' The ground of his authority rests in nothing else than his 
apostleship. That apostolic status carries with it authority is stressed , 
for i nstance, in Paul 's discussion of the matter with reference to "fal se 
apostles" in II Cor.l0- 13. 
45 Gal.2: 2 . 
The asfumption that lies behind his cla im to 
46Dodd, History and the Gospel , p.57f. 
47 
Ibid . , p . 56f. 
48 I Cor.l4:37 
49Jn . l4:25-26; 16:13-15. 
SOE . 't' t t C 
. g . , ln wrl 2ng o he orinthians, I Cor .4 :17; 4:21; 5:5ff . ; 9:17; 11 ~ 34 . 
51Hil1iams, op . cit., p.48f . 
53 
be "not a whit behind the very chiefest ap.:>stles11 is that "the very chiefest 
apostles" had a unique authority. The historical books, the C·ospels and 
52 
Acts, also show an increasing emphasis on the authority of the apostles. 
-i·lhen_ Paul claims the title 1 apost.olos' he str esses the divine 
53 
commission involved in this status, for tr.is i s the ground unon which that 
54 
authority r ested. He have seen that the conditions of apostleship 
consisted in having seen the Rise·" Lord and having r eceived a special · commis-
55' 56 
sian from Him. Paul distinguished between " the Twelve (apostles)," 
"all the apostles," and the 11five hundred · l?rethren" to wbom Christ appeared 
i n I Cor.l5, thereby r evealing that merely having seen the Risen Christ did 
not constitute apostleship; on the other hand be str esses both his having 
t.ri tnassed the Resurrection and his having r eceived a commission in his claims 
57 
to apostleship. Dodcl. points out t ta t the Gospels seem to include the 
l arge class of stories of v0 cation (Pet er, b.ndrmv, the Sons of Zebedee , 
Levi, Pbili p) 1·ri th the motive of establishing the fact that certain persons 
58 
in the early Church possessed the authority given by a direct call of Jesus. 
The Tvelve, a s the apostl es par excellence, were assigned 
apostolic authority pnr excellence, but the authority of the other apostles -
note.bly that of St Paul - was to a certain extent merged 1 . .rith theirs . 
The authority of St Paul, 1-rho was an exception however, eventually came t o 
be put on a l evel completely equal . 
That the authority of the apostles constituted a very r eal 
authority, constituted in fact the authority of Christ Himself, is seen 
59 
in the words , "He that heareth you heareth Me," 
52
vrilliams , op . cit ., p.l09 . 
53E .g., Gal .l:lff. 
54 Gal . l and 2; I Cor .l:l . l? etc . 
55 
and also in Jesus' charge 
In chapter H . 
56
1.1i lliams 11ron.gly omits the witness of the Resurrection in his definition 
(t 1illiams. op. cit., p.48) . On the other hand Cu~lmann says (Cullmann ,~ 
The Ear ly Church, p. 72) that when the Hord 11apostle11 is used not in 
connection with the T";el ve it denotes " simply an eyewitness of the resur-
rection" (I Cor .l5:7~ Ro .l6:7; etc.). But the very \o!Ord "apostl e" means 
"one sent forth ." (See the following sentences) . J.Y. Campbell (Ce.mpbell, 
11Apostle.'· ed . Richardson, Theological Tfordbook of tbe Bible) thinks the 
conditions of apostleship cannot be deduced, however. 
5?I Cor .9:l: Gal .l:l2i 
5~his conc~usion is based on the methods of Form Criticism. 
59r.k. l0:16 cf. 1-1t .l0:40f . 
• 
54 
to Peter which we discussed in the previous chapter. Moreover, as Forsyth 
points out, the apostles cla im for their ,,rords a like permanent authority with 
Christ's in so f er as they even ignored His precepts to the extent of seldom 
60 
or never quoting them, making instead their own. And the Jerusalem 
Council implies tbat because it has made a certain decision that decision 
61 
must be the decision of the Holy Spirit. 
On the other hand the apostles' authority was not above that of 
the 1 paredosis . 1 
The apostles indeed ••• have an authority which, reasonr bly considered, is 
unique ••• but when we find them appeeling to members to the Church ••• theyare 
the ministers of a 1 tradition 1 • to l.!T9-ich they themselves are subject, a 
'tradition' once for all delivered. 0 2 
Paul is "as sure as e.ny of the Old Testament prophets Has ever sure that the 
63 
message 1.:hich he delivered was no invention of his own, 11 but that ,.,a s 
just because it was grounded in the authoritative 'paradosis .' Moreover, 
the authority of the apostles consisted essentially in the fact that they 
were a band of men whom Christ had elected specially for the transmitting 
of the 'paradosis ,' promising them the inspiration of the roly Spirit, 
i.e., it was es.5entially a delegated authority, and thus really pointed 
to the supreme authority of Cbr~st. Finally, in so f ar as it depended on 
conditions tbat could bot be r epeated , it was an authority that could not 
6t, 
be transferred. 
60 
P.T. Forsyth, The Person and Place of Jesus Christ, p.l65 . 
61Ac .l5: 28, Rut see the section, ' The Mi nistry of t he Church ' 
62Gore , Lux Mundi, p .339 . 
63
sanday, Inspiration~ p.332. 
64 . 
See section, "Peter, the Rock, 11 in chapter II. 
below. 
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St Paul attempt ed neither to claim nor display infallibility 
in writicg his l etters . One point that ha s emer ged from the discussion Qf 
1paradosis' in this chapter, especially in the differing expressi ons in I Cor. 
7: 10, 7:12, 7:25, 7:40, 14:37, II Cor. 2:10 and 18:13 is that St Paul was 
clear l y aware of writing with a less fina l authority vben he could not decide 
a matter under disput e by reference to the logia of the 'paradosis, ' but had 
to r el y on his o'm judgment, even though i t vras guided by the Spirit, and 
even though he did claim authority for that judgment . Mor eover, a s C,A , 
Scott points out, St Paul is not always entirely consistent vri th himsel f 
in his wri t ing ; and he does not hesita t e to correct himsa l f "in a way that 
would not be possible if he thought himself to be vriting at the dicte. tio_g 
65 
of the Spirit , " e . g ., in I Cor . l:l4-16 . 
He permits us t o Aee quite pl ainly th e natural, human way in which these 
l etters were v.rri tten . He vrrestl es 1..ri th problems of expression in 
l anguage, he breaks of f sentences, he correct s himself Fhile he is 
\oTriting; the divine r evel a t i on seems to bE} something which i s freely 
approprieted in a nntural human act ivity .66 
This does not mecn that he does not claim inspiratio~ and there-
f ore the authority vrhi ch insT'iration implies, although not going out of his 
way to do so . lrTe have alreacl.y seen this in his claim to 11bave the Spiri t 
67 
of God" i n making a j udgment concerning marriage . And in fact, according 
to Sanday, "i t is im,..,ossible to r ead the first few chapters of the First 
68 
Epistle to the Corinthians or the first chapter of the Epistl e t o the 
Gal atians "t.ri thout feeling that his own inspiration is an axiom of his 
69 
thought, and •• • in the thought of Christians general l y . " 1 'ha t St Paul here 
claims seems t o be something between the cl aim of the "t~iter of t he 
70 
Anocalypse, which a t l east approa ches somethi ng like i nfallibili ty, and at 
65 C.A. Anderson Scott, Saint Paul, the Man and Teacher, London, C,U .P., 
1936, p.68. My italics . 
66Rrunner, hevelation and Reason. p . l 28 . Cf . Richardsor, Christian 
Apologetics , p . 206f . 
67 I Cor . 7:40 . 
68
see especially I Cor .2:13 ,16. 
6q 
· sarday, Inspiration, p.350 . 
70
see Rev . 22:18- 19. 
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71 
times dictation , and that of St Luke 1t!ho cJe.ims no more than to have 
sifted the sources available to him as 'scientifically' as he was eble in order 
72 
t o provide a reliable, and tPerefore authoritative historical traditi on. 
The writers of the New Testament, therefore, claimed authority 
for what they wrote, but not infallibl e authority (with the possible excepti on 
of the Apocalypse) . They did not equat e the i nspiration with which they 
wrote with the inspiration they attributed to the· Old Testcment, -...rhich implied 
infallibility. It was not on the grounds that they were Hriting Scri nture 
that the New Testament writers cl ai med authority . They cleimed authority 
73 
for what they \.r.rote on the grounds t hat behind it stood a;-.ostolic author ity 
(vhether t hey t hemselves were apostles or not) and t he authori ty of the 
apostles rested upon the fact, as we have seen, that they 1.rere the men elected 
by Christ to be the transmitters and "formulators" of the 1 paradosis, 1 and -
as having been specially promi sed an inspiration by the Spirit in this 
transmission and formulation . 
Once ve see cles rJ y this relation bet"reen the authority of the 
!Jew Testament 1·rri tings, t he authority of the apostles , and the authority of 
the ' paradosis, 1 \ie can more eX?ctly appr eci2te and understand the mind of 
the early Church when the apostles died and it coll ected the writings and 
74 
oral tradition they had l eft benind them into the body of Scri pture called 
the New Testament, IDBking this the standard of fnith for the growing Church, 
and, though r einterpreting it in creed and theology, retaining it as the 
75 
ultimate incarnate authority. In t~is relation the ultimate answer must 
be sought to the questions whether a strict distinction is to be made 
• bet1.reen the e.uthori ties of the apostolic 1 paradosis 1 and the tradition 
which found expression in the l ater 11 living voi ce 11 of the Church (whether 
71 
He addres~es the chur.ches in Chapters 2 and 3 in the form of \·mrds spoken 
directly by the Spirit . See Sanday, Inspiration, p . 375ff . 
72 Lk.l:l- 4 . See the section in this chapter on ' Tradition. 1 Cf. also the 
remark about the t.rri t ers of the historical books of the Old Testament in 
Chapter I, section 1TPe Scriptures .' 
73
see the previous section. This is not, however, to deny that trey were 
inspired by tho Holy Soiri t in \vri ting . 
74r.e ., the a"'ostolic 1 paradosis 1 v.ras collected to form a s tandard by the 
gathering of the aoostles ' v.rritings and by their disciples' writing 
dol.ln that part of it v1hich was not actually contained in their writings 
but ~'as necessary to supplement the part tba t was. 
75
s ee also Hilliams, op . cit . , p .40f. 
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or not t:ta t tradition was directly he.nded on from the apostolic ' l?Br adosis 1 ), 
and if so 1?hat the r elationship is between them. Here the f a ct for us to 
note a s present is that in the apostolic age the authority of the apostolic 
?6 
\orri tings vias no more and no less than the authority of the apostles as such. 
THE MI1GSTRY OF THE CHURCH 
Authority is needed in the constantly succeeding ages of the 
Church's history in the realms of theological tea ching, practica l decision, 
and liturgical ministration . The message of the Church must be constantly 
interpreted for each age , and t ha t message if it i s to be living must be 
interpreted by and spoken through certai n persQQE. It is necessary 
therefore tha t these persons be th~mselves under an authority so that they 
may be guided, r estrained, and kept f aithful to the truth once for all 
deliver ed . ·· ·e have discussed the unique autbori ty of the apostles . 
But in the Ne\·J Testament we find al so certa in persons desiemated "teachers, n 
to t ake only one exampl e , who, we may assume , included theological inter-
pretation in their tea ching. St Paul r ecognized l esser offices of ministry 
also in messengers such as Titus and Epaphroditus, nropbets, local overseers 
77 
( episkopoi/presbuteroi ), helpers, etc., some of whom be himself appoint ed . 
In Heb . l3 : 7-~, ve f ind 11 the r ule over you"to be ves ted in l eader s "which 
spa ke unto you the ' ·ord of God. 11 
' ·!e see, ther efor e , tbat the necessity f or human authorities a r ose 
from the need for unity and order in the Church' s belief and practice, and 
78 
not for the l egal trust eeship of a gra ce or commission. rrhile the 
apostles "rer e still a l ive authority wa s so uniquely vested in them, however, 
that the r est of the ' minis t ry ' of the Church r emained fluid and immature . 
76 See further chapt er lV on t t.e .New Testament concept of the reJ:::tionship b 
betv1een t " e apostolic •rri tings and Scripture . 
77 Cf . Ac . ll:30; 14: 23 etc . 
?8, T •11• • t 5° ~ ~ams, op. c~ ., p. / • 
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The l'!e\-J Testament gives no support to the view that in the earliest times 
there was a singl~ universal system of Church order. 
1!hatever else is disputeble, there is one result from which there is 
no escape: in the primitive Church there was no single system of Church 
order laid do•·'Il by the apostl es . During the first hundred years of 
Christianity the Church was an organism alive and growing, changing 
its organization to reet changing needs. Clearly in Asia, Syria, and 
Rome in thet century the system of government varied from church to 
church and in the same · church at different times. Uniformity '\-Ja s a 
later development.79 
This is the reason why certain Eposcopclians, Presbyterians, and Independents, 
have all been able to find evidence for the existence of their own 
ecclesiastical polity in the New Testament. And the reason for this 
fluidity was because authority was concentrated in the apostles to an 
exclusive extent. 1-fhile this was so there could be no idea that certain 
80 
'depositeries' would be 5ble to succeed to the unique apostoli c office of 
having custody of the 1 paradosis 1 • Those who formed the ministry of the 
apostolic Church, such as Timothy and Titus, for example, were regarded as 
81 
completely dependent on the apostles for whatever authority they had. 
Theirs ':!aS essentially a delegated authority. 
At the same time the fact that "the apostl es and the elders 
82 
gathered together to consider" the relation of the Law to the Christianity 
83 
of the Gentiles at the Council of Jerusalem recorded in Acts, and that 
all, elders as ~rell as auostl es, decided the rne.tter !lnd sent the letter 
gives us another aspect of the picture . It raises the question whether a 
council representing the Church as a whole but not necessarily an apostolic 
council, may legitima t ely cl aim its formal decisions to be the decisions of 
84 
the Holy Suirit, as the Jerusalem Council claimed, i . e ., to have final 
authority, and, if so, under what conditions . ne note that even in the 
79
streeter, quoted Robinson, Notes on .The Primitive Church. Cf.also 
E. Brunner, The Nisunderstanding of the Churcg, London, Lutterworth, 
p.29f., '"illiams , op . cit . , chap .3,4,7 . 
80 See chapter II, under ' Tradition.' 
81r Tim. l:3 : Tit.l:5 . 82 , 
Ac . l 5:6. 
83 . Ac . l5 .1-35,q.v. 
84 Ac.l5 : 28. 
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days of the Twelve there had been stress on t heir corporate authority, on their 
authority as a bod~. The fact that the elders were brought in here when 
the decision concerned an important doctrinal matter seems to provide ground 
for holding that the decisions of later ecumenical councils would be similarly 
Guthoritative, or at l eest would be if the council in hurr~lity and prayer 
subjected itself to the Holy SDirit. On the other hand, from the Protestant 
standnoint in modern t imes it may be argued that the fact that a t the time 
of the Jerusalem Council there 1rra s no uniformity or set form of Church 
government and the f e et that t'te Council \la s representative of the whole 
Church, Je1rrish and Gentile, implies that such an ecumenical council would 
have to include rwnresente.tives from t !:·e ~,.rhole Church, and not just that part 
of it Fhich has reillQined loyal to t he Bishop of Rome. 
PETER. THE ROCK 
1•re have seen that to a lc>rge extent the rr:.eaning of the unique 
position ascribed to St Peter in some of tre sayings in t he Gospels must 
be determined in the light of how the enostolic Church understood them, 
i. e ., by the nature of Peter's position in the Church of the apostolic age . 
That Peter did take a clearly u~ique position in the primitive Church in 
Jerusalem is sho1vn clearly in the Book of Acts . "I n the changed situation 
after J esus'deoth, •.• he ••• occupi es a leading role in r el e. tion to the Church; 
85 
he stands at its head . " 
86 
The letters of St Paul, also ind~rectly confirm 
this . :'·.::., ms.in:.ains Cullmann, 1r1hen Peter l eft Jerusalem he handed over 
this leadership of the Church to James, the brother of the Lord, in order 
87 
to give himself to missionary word. "The two functions - church adminis-
88 
tration and missionary '.Jork - were separ ated . 11 
85
cuJlmann, Pet er , Di sciple - Apostle - Mart;rr, p.35. Cf . P.,r- -"~ 1: 15ff., 2:14ff., 
3:4, 4:8, 5:29, 5:lff., 8:14ff. 
86Ibid., 37ff. Cf . e .g . Gal . l:l8ff . 
87 See in tris connection .~. c .12:17. 
88 Cullmann, Peter, Di scipl e -Apostle - N8rtyt, p . '41. 
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Cullrnann maintains this on the following grounds : (1) It explains 
James' l eadership at the Council of Jerusalem (which included Peter, who 
must have interrupted his missionary laJOurs to attend it and at tre Council 
89 
spoke merely as the r epresentative of the mission to the Jews). 
90 
explains the order in which Paul lists the "pillars" in Gal.2:9. 
(2) It also 
(3) It 
explains the fact that in Gal.2:llff. "Peter does not appear in any sense 
91 
as Paul' s superior, but on t he contrary must accept a r ebuke f rom him. 11 
Pet er had no,,J become the leader of the Christian mission to the Jews of the 
92 93 
Dispersion, as Paul became the leader of the mi ssion to the Gentiles . 
As such, however, he 1.oras dependent on the Church in J erusalem. But Gal.2:9 
sho1.-rs that the Jerusalem group r enounced in principl e the claim of oversi ght 
of the Pauline mission, i.e, Paul was independent not only of the Hother 
Church in Jerusalem (towards \oJhich , however , and partly for the sake of the 
unity of the Church, he establ ished the obligation of the collection) , but 
94 
especially of Peter . (4) It expl ains Peter's "di s r embling" in Gal.2: llff., 
for "as the missi onary l eader dependent on the Jerusalem church, he occupied 
in relation to the party of James an infinitely more difficult position than 
did t he independent Paul. This conflict must have put Peter, the former and 
95 
first head of the Church, in a particularly painful dil emma ." 
This is not to deny that the promise of J esus to Peter as 1 the 
Rock ' did involve a unique leadership i n the Church. On the one hand ?eter ' s 
leadership of t he primit ive Church was essentially non-transferable in 
char a cter; on the ot her hand t here had t o be leadership l ater in the Church, 
so that Peter i s the archetype and example for all f ut ure church leadership . 
James took over the leade:··ship of the Church; but Peter retains for all time 
89Cullmann, Qp. cit., p . 50 . 
90Knox \vould avoid t his impl ication by suggesting that the names ere in the 
order in which Paul interviewed them (I<nox, Off the Record , p.59) . 
91cullma~~, op. cit . , p . 46 . 
92 Cf . I Pet .l: l. 
93 Gal.2:9 . 
94 Gal.l and 2 are concer::> ed to assert Paul ' s independence of the authority 
of Jerusalem - and that h¢s authority came from a personal, direct 
experience . See the section in the present chapter, ' The Inner Light .• 
95 -Cullmann, ~ci~ , p. 51 . Italics original . 
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the unique greatness and dignity of having been in the first days of the 
Church of Jesus Christ its leeder. The original Church was founded unon the 
lec.dership of Peter, but lo/'hen the foundation wns laid Peter gave it up and 
James took over, Peter himself concentrPting his entire powers to missionary 
96 
work . 
After en extensive examination of the literary, liturgical, 
97 
and archeological evidence, Cullmann, chiefly on the basis of the literary 
sources, r ea ches the conclusion tha t "probably Peter ectually was in Rome 
98 
;.:.nd suff er ed execution under Nero ••• in the Va t i can district." But this, 
as such, does not 11 furnish a foundation f or the papal clc- i m" of Rowm 
99 
Catholi cism. It will not do to nrgu.o that Peter went to Rome to "transfer" 
the pr i ma cy f r om J erusal em to t ha t place . Pet er l eft J erusal em to spread 
the gospel. The signi f i cant thing is that in relE~ tion to the new l eader-
ship a t J erusalem he does not continue i n some superior position, as t l,ough 
James were onl y his substitute , or as though the l eader shi p of the church a t 
100 
J erusalem already meant only a loca l authority. 
THE ATTESTATIO[ OF 1DUI-1AMIS 1 
In the apostolic age there is an a lmost par adoxical a ttitude to-
\vards si gns of 1dunamis' a s e. t t estations of authority, an attitude alre2c.y 
evi dent in the age of the I ncarnation. 
101 
On the one hand those who "demand 
signs" are contrasted ~orith those 1.rho a ccept the stumbli ng-bl ock of the 
Cros s as t heir sal va t i on . On t·~ e other hr nd demonstra tions of 1 dunamis 1 
do i ndicc::. t e aut hority, and the two i deas of 1dunamis 1 and ' exousi n ' are 
very closel y r el ater i n t he New Testament . The ' dunami s 1 of God 
102 
vi ndi cated t he r evel ation of the Old Testament , and Paul l inks t his I~Tith 
the new dispensa t ion . The gospel both reveal ed i t sel f as a 1dunami s 1 wi thin 
96Ibi d . , p . 223f f . 
97cull mann , op. cit ., p . 70-152 . 
98Cull mann , ~1~. , p.l52 . Cf . a l so Toynbee and Perki ns , The Shr i ne of 
St . Pet er and the Va t ican ExcBvet i ons, London , Longmans , l 956 . 
09 . 
· I b:u3 ., p . ?l. 
100
cf . Ibid ., p .223ff . 
lOli Cor .l : 22 . Cf . I Cor.l and 2 passim. 
102cr . Ps .l05, 106, Exodus etc . 
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103 
the regenerate, and also came with ouh·n::rd demonstrations of the 'dunamis' 
104 
of the Spirit . St Paul n ctuall y appeals to the 1 power'- ful r:: nif..: st: tic: 
whi ::'h accom·-~nied the Corinthi.:ms 1 experience of conversion as an a ttesktion 
105 
of the superiority of the gospel to ony '·lOr l dly wisdom, and to "the 
106 
demonstration of the Spirit and 1 dunamis 1 11 which accompanied his preachi ng 
107 
as an attestation of its and his authority. 
The manifestations of 1 dunamis 1 included the 1 pneu.ma til.a 1 or 
1 charisJWta 1 (,..risdom, knotoledge, f ttith, healings, miracles etc.) . Miracles 
ar e described as 'energemata dun~meon . ' The supreme demonstration of 
10~ 
1 dunamis' is the Resurrection. This 1<ra s the final proof of the 
cuthori ty of the Chri stian revelation or nrord' to the early Christians . 
Thus the faith of the ecrly Church was a f r- ith based above all on the 
Resurrection . The 'dunamis' of the Resurrection was a final attestr. tion 
of authority on which th8 WP~le gospel depended. Nodern theologians vJho 
explain the Resurrection in t erms of subjective or psychological experience 
often fail to perce~ve t hv. t had the early Christians thought such explanation 
no.~ 
possible it would hinvalidn ted for them the authority with which they 
proclaimed it as the one t r ing thct finally h~d vindica ted the Ghristian 
f aith . It vJc::. s just this, the supreme Illc'lnifestation of ' dunamis', that made 
the apostles ' tongues speak with such tremendous authority when they 
proclcimed the gospel . 
True authority in the :New Testament is a 'dynamic' authority. 
A gospel 1r1hich was not attested by the manifestation of 1 dunami s' i n 
changing lives would not be true . At the same time it was recognizee that the 
manifestctio~1:3 :.; : this 1 dunumis 1 must be se <:·n from e.n existential vimvpoint: 
109 
tre 11 Jews" wer e still seeking for signs, the C-reeks wer e scandalized by 
lOJI Cor.lJ: J; I I Th.l:ll; Eph.l :l 9 ; Ro . l : l6; I Cor,l:l8. 
l04I Th.l :2- 5; I Cor.2:3-5 etc. 
105
r Cor .l:l8- 2:16 . 
106 I Cor.2: l f f . R. SY. Cf. II Cor.l2: 12 . 
107It ' ras not a ground of his authorit y (see the section, ' The Apostles '), 
but i t vms an att estation of his authority. 
10~o.l:3-4 cf . I I Cor .l3:4. 
109 I Cor .l:22. 
110 
the stumbling-block of the Resurrection, 
63 
and the exorcism of the slave 
111 
girl only made her O' .. mers violently hostile to Paul. 
Lastly, the attest ation of 1dunawis 1 was above all an a ttestation 
of the autbority of the Spirit of God, the supreme Authority. Paul 
112 
reminded the Corinthians of the 11 demonstration of the Spirit and }:oWer." 
113 
The miracles etc. that the Corinthians experienced are called 1 Q£~umatika. 1 · 
In His Resurrection Jesus is 11 designeted Son of God in pm,rer according to 
114 
the Spirit of holiness •11 The 1 clunamis 1 which accompanied the preaching 
of the apostles attested the authority of the 1Ford 1 they proclaimed, and 
thereby attested the authority of the Spirit for the authority of the Word 
is the authority of the Spirit. 1<l'het is proclaimed can only become the 
1,Tord When it is personally addressed by (the Spirit of) God, and therefore 
its auttority is the authority of the One who addresses it to the 
115, 116 
individual, i.e., the authority of God . 
112 I Cor.2 :4 R.S.V. 
113 I Cor .l2 :1 etc. 
llL.._ 
1to .1:4. 
115 See the Introduction. 
116
see further on 1 dunamis 1 in the apostolic age Villiams, op. cit., 
phap.5, to which I owe much of the material in this section. 
CHAPTER lV. 
AUTHORITY IN THE AGE AFTER THE APOSTLES . 
THE OLD TESTAMENT 
We have seen in Chapter I how later Judaism, partly under the 
influence of the Hellenism of Alexandrian Judaism, adopted a concept of 
the Scriptures as infallibly dictated by God, and how the apostles inherited 
this. From the apostles, in turn, those who lived after them inherited the 
idea of the Old Testament as an infa llible authority. In Juda ism the con-
cept of inspiration had been essentia lly bound up with tno concept of infal-
libility, and in the early Church, with the i ncreasing influence of Greek 
ideas of inspira tion, we find Pseudo-Justin, for instance, mai n t aining that 
the au thors of Scripture 11 had no need ••• but to pr esent themselves pure to 
the energy of the Divine Spirit, in order that the divine pl ec trum itself, 
descending from heaven, and using righteous men as an instrument like a 
ha r p or lyre, might reveal to us the knowledge of things divine and heaven-
1 
lyo II 
.Athenagoras spoke of the nspiri t making use of them as a flute-
2 
player breathe s into a flute. 11 ~a ter the metaphor of the Scriptura l writer 
3 
a s a pen in the hands of the Holy Spirit a lso became frequent. Tertullian, 
Irenaeu s and Origen were amongst those who followed this way of thinking. 
On the other hand late r Chrysostom, Basil and Jerome, at least when they 
were not expre ssing formally a description of inspiration, were more dis-
4 
posed to recognise the individuality of the writers. 
The inevita ble result of such a conception was to confuse the 
Word i tsel f and the 11 f orl!!Ulated Word, 11 i.e., the Scriptures . Thus 
5 
Poly~arp conside r s the Scriptures the very voice of t he Most High, 
Cl ement of Al exandria r efers a saying of St. Paul 1 s (I Cor . 3:2) to the 
Holy Spirit in the apostle "using n:ystically the voice of the Lord, n6 
l 
2 
Quoted Smith, 11 Karl Bar th on the Doctrine of the Inspiration of the 
Scriptures in the History of the Church, 11 Scottish Journal of Theol o~y . 
June, 1949, P• 158. 
l.hlJ;l., P• 160. 
3 
Richardson, Chri stian Apologetics, p. 204. 
4 
Stewart, 11Bible, 11 H.D. B. , Vol. I, P• 296a . 
5 
6cited Wa rfie l d, The Inspiration and Authority of t he Bible , P• 108. 
Ibid., P• 108. 
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and Irenaeus speaks of the Scriptures as "perfect, seeing that they are 
7 
spoken by God 1 s Word and his Spirit. 11 
Yet though the Old Testament was received as an infallible au-
thority, it was not received as the ultimate authority. It was the Old 
Testament as interpreted from the point of view of the more authoritative 
apostolic 1paradosie 1 that was received by the early Church. This is shown 
most clearly in the method of al legory, t aken over from the rabbinic tradi-
8 
tion. Although the application of such a method involved by assumption a 
concept of the text as authoritative and sacred in the highest degree, yet 
the point of interest for us here is that in the Christian Church it was to 
a large degree the interpretation of the more ultimately authoritative apos-
tolic 1 paradosis 1 into the text. It was this method that was used to recon-
aile the Old Testament with the apostolic 1 parado si s .• The Old Testament 
\'las subjected to the 1norm1 of the new Word in Christ as it was nformulat-
9 
ed 11 in the word of the apostles . 
THE NEW TESTAMENT 
Vle have seen in the previous chapter that the wri tinge of the 
apostles were at first regarded as having just the authority of the words of 
the apostles, i.e . , the authority of their writings was nothing other than 
the authority of the apostles themselves. Thus when St. Polycarp i s asked 
to write to the Philippians 11 concerning righteousness, 11 he deprecates the 
distinction thus bestowed upon him, referri ng them rather to the letter or 
10 
letters which had been left by the blessed and glorious Paul. Similarly 
Ignatius disclaimed the right to teach like the great apostles, recognizing 
ll 
that their words carry an authority other than his own. 11I do not enjoin 
you as Peter and Paul did, 11 he says. 
12 
they were free, but I am a slave . 11 
11They were Apostles, I am a convict; 
But the process we see begun in this way in the marking off of 
the apostles ' writings as the writings of the apostles soon led to their 
being marked off as the wri tinge of Scripture . 11By at l east the end of 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
Ibid. 
Of . Sanday, Inspiration, p . )9,79, Fosdick,The Modern Use of the Bible, 
ch. ). 
Cf. Cullmann, The Earl[: Church, p . 92-94 
Sanday, op. cit., P • 3 2. 
Robinson, Some Thoughts on Inspiration, P• 54· 
Quoted Sanday, op. cit., P• 362. 
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the second century a body of wr itings embracing a majority of the present 
twenty- seven was being regarded in the Catholic Church as the New Testa-
1) 
ment and was being placed alongside the Jewish scriptures. 11 Sanday 
would make the date earlier, holding that al ready at the time of Irenaeus 
(c. 180 A.D.) they were accepted on the same f ooting as 
It may have been even ea rlier than this, however for II 
16 
Paul 1 s epistles in the category of the "scriptures, 11 
14 
the Old Testament. 
15 
Peter 3:16 pl a ced 
17 
and I Tim. 5:18 
implies that al r eady by the time of its being written the ~ospel of Luke 
was accepted as Scripture (unless the saying quoted is from a lost apo-
18 
cryphal writing which both Jesus and the writer to Timothy quoted as such.) 
We may therefore say that although until the fourth century the range of 
the New Testament canon rms not always and everywhere the same, yet at 
least by the middle of the second century it was established that a long-
side of the Old Testament there was a second written authority of equal 
19 
r ank. Thus to the writings which we know as the New Testament there 
came to be attributed the same comnlex of ideas about infallibility, 
inspiration and dictation discussed in the previous section. This was 
even further ha rdened in the attempt to find a rigidly absolute (infallible) 
13 
Latourette, A History of Chri stianity, P• 134· 
14 
Sanday, op cit., P• 366. 
15 
II Peter and I Timothy a r e probably post-apostolic. According to 
A.E.Barnett II Peter is to be dated about 11 the middle of the second 
century 11 (ed . Buttrick, The Inter preter ' s Bible, Nashville, Abingdon, 
Vol . 12, P• 164). Salmon, Zahn, Plummer and Bigg, however, still 
contend for its Petrine authorship. 
16 
Sanday, op cit . , p. 384. See also Warfield, op cit., ch. 5, and 
especially p . 232 and 235 on this t e rm which occurs with a plur a l 
signification here only in the New Testament. 
17 
The Pastorals a re dated anything from 61 to 186 A.D. Such scholars as 
J. Jeremias, w. Lock and J , ~a rry still contend for the Pauline author-
shi p, but moat scholars dat e them a bout 110 A.D. or later . F. Gealy 
suggests 130-150 A.D. (ed. Buttrick, The Internreter 1 s Bibl e, Nashville 
Abingdon, Vol . II, P• 368-370 and 374· 
18 
Of. Jn. 7:38, which may also be quoted from a lost apocryphal writing . 
But Warfi eld (Warfield, o'p cit., p . 163-165) and F.D. Gee.ly (The Inter-
preter' s Bible, Nashville, Abingdon , Vol. II, p. 442 f .) think that the 
r eference in I Tim. 5:8 is to Lk. 10:7. 11It is striking that Jesus is not 
summoned to a dd the wei ght of His authority to the saying . . ••• The con-
clusion is irresistible , in spit e of certa in objections, that he (the author 
of I Tim.) thought of the Gospel of Luke as Scripture . 11 (Gealy) . 
19 
Brunner, The Christian Doctrine of God, p. 107. 
20 
standard in the controversies of the early Church with Gnosticism. 
67 
Again, however, as we have seen throughout our s t udy so far, 
there was a polarity or tension in the understanding of the Scriptures, 
and thi s emerges especially in the treat~ent of the New Testament. On the 
one hand they were rega rded as the infallibly authoritative utterance of 
God, so that Heracleon 1 s commentary on John's Gospel, for instance, ex-
pounds the parts of the Gospel which are solely the work of the evangelist 
as being as authoritative as the actual words of Christ, making no distinc-
21 
tion between them. On the other hand Irenaeus and Tertullian recognise 
different degrees of inspiration in St. Paul, Tertullian, for one, setting 
down the "laxer" precepts concerning m.•uriage in I Cor. as due to human 
22 
prudence and the stricter to divine inspiration. And Chrysostom ex-
plains the discrepancies in detail between the different Gospel s as assur-
ing us of the independence of the witnesses and not touching the facts of 
23 
importance as Gore says, "quite in the tone of a modern apologist. 11 
Moreover, a further ~important point is that the early 
Church, in canonizing four Gospels, in abstaining from seeking uniformity 
in them, and in not hesitating to put two more or l ess representative 
a postles alongside two less well-known figures from the apostolic age, by 
implication was admitting the human (fallible) character of the Gospels and 
the fact that they were r.:~e rely different (because human) 11 formulations 11 of 
the one divine Word, which though expr essed through them was over and 
24 
above them, not identica l with them, and was the only ultimate authority. 
The allegorical interpretation of the New Testament was by implication an 
acknowl edg :ment of the same thing in so far a s it W9.s a reading of the 'v'ford 
20 
Cf. ~runner, .Revel ation and Reason , P• 8. 
21 
Sanday, op cit., p . 307. Heracleon was a Gnostic, but i.n this attitude 
to the text ;~s merely exemplifying the typica l attitude of the age. 
Cf . the pr evious section . 
22 
Sanday, op cit., P• 387. 
23 
Gore, "The Holy Spirit and Inspiration, 11 ed . Gore, Lux Mundi, P• 358. 
24 
Cf. Cullma.nn 1 s essay on "The Plurality of the Gospels as a Theologica l 
Problem in Antiquity, 11 The Early Church, P• 39-54· 
25 
which came through the Scri ptures i nto t he Scriptures. 
TRADITION 
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The problem of tradition is the most crucial in the sphere of 
authority in the age afte r the apostles. It is the problem of the relet-
ionshi p between the authority of Scripture and the authority of the fliving' 
tradition of the Church. In the pr evious two chapters we examined the 
existence and nature of what we called the apostolic 1 paradosis 1 , which 
was r egar ded as fina l ly authoritative while the apostles l ived . The 
question is now: Was the authority of the apostolic 1 paradoais' r egarded 
as continuing in the 'living' 'tradition' of the Chur ch, or in the incarna-
tion of that apostolic 1 paradosis 1 in the writi ngs of the New Testament? 
26 
Cullmann contends that the concept of the function of the 
apostolate necessitated that the authority of the apostolic 1 paradosis 1 be 
vested in its New Testament incarnati on, and t hat the f ixing of the ca non 
by the poet-apostol ic Chur ch was an acknowledgment that this was so, i . e . , 
an a cknowledgment that the 'tradition ' of the Church had to subject itself 
to the authority of the New Testament wri tinge in so f ar as they were the 
incarna tion of the apostolic 1 paradosis. 1 
The uniqueness of the apostolate is evident in the theol ogi ca l 
r e l ationship between the apostolic period 'md "the period of the Chur ch, 11 
as Cullmnnn cal ls it. In the Christian conception the "period of direct 
r evelation" is central both to the tota lity of time and as the vantage-
point from which the hi story of salvation, both previous and future, is 
to be regarded . This i s the period fro~ the birth of Chri st to the 
25 
26 
The Word which came through t he Scri ptures rather than "what the Church· 
is teach~ng " (C . Pepl er, O. P . , essay in ed . Dugmor e, The Interpretation 
of the B~ble , p. 46) was what was intended to be read in(to) t he 
11formulated" Word4' in the early period a t nny rate . 
Cullmann1 .The Early Church, P• 75-99. This essay is also pri nted in The Scot·nsh Journa l of' Theology, June, 1953, P• 113-135· 
death of the last apostle. The period of the Church which follows this 
27 
is 1'the intermediate period, 11 because it is essentially the period be-
tween the absolute of the central period (the 11 period of direct revelation 11 ) 
and the absolute of the fulfilnent (the Second Coming). That ie why the 
New Testanent attributes the same i mages as are ~pplied to Jesus to the 
apostles, viz., 11 rocks, 1 'foundations, 1 ' pil l ars . 1 These images belong 
28 
essentially to the apostles, never to 1bishops 1 or ~lders'. No writing 
of the New Testament stresses the continuation of the work of the Incarna-
tion in the Church, and therefore in t he 11 period of the Church, 11 so much a s 
29 
the Fourth Gospel, yet it is this very Gospel which makes clear the dis-
tinction between the apostles as the original bearers of the revelation of 
30 
the Incarnation and those who receive the revelation from them. It may 
also be for this reason that this Gospel reports a special outpouring of 
31 
the Holy Spirit upon the apostl es before that which takes place in Acts. 
FUrther, there is all the evidence of the uniqueness of the apostolate 
32 
which we have already discussed and cannot repeat here. The conclusion 
therefore is that the apostle, as the prinary and unique bearer of the 
revelation, cannot have any successor: he must continue to fulfil his 
33 
function for future generations by his word, by his own word, and 
therefore by his word as it is incarnate in his writings (or in the writ-
ings of those who have hea rd and taken down his word.) 
The early Church ~cknm~le_9g~i__~l]is by the creation of the New 
Testament, and by a dmitting to it onlJr those wri tinge it could guarantee 
as the records of the apostolic 1 paradosis 1 or word , whether they were 
written by the apostles themselve s or their immediate hea rers. The post-
apos tolic Church thus preserved the apostolic writings as having the same 
27 
Cullmann, The Early Church, P• 77. 
28 
Ibid., P • 78. 
29 
Of. Cullmann , Early Christian Worship (Studies in Biblical Theology No.lO), 
London, S.C.M., 1953, in which he elaborates this as 11 the key to the 
understanding of the fou rth Gospel. 11 
30 
Jn. 17, especially verse 20. 
31 
~ Cullmann , The Early Church, p . 83. 
/2 . See Chapter II, sect~on 'Pet e r, the Rock, 1 Chapt er III, section ' The 
33Jn. 17: 20 • Apostles.' 
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exclusive authority the word of the apostles had exercised in the apos-
tolic Church. 
Cul lmann goes on to contend that the early Church thus made 
the finally normative authority the Bible. The Word of God itself which 
is a ddressed by the Hol y Spirit, ~ust be subjected to the norm of the 
34 
a postolic ' par a dosis 1 in the Ne\-1 Testament . This is in reaction t o the 
Roman Catholic position which subjects the ~ord of God to its ' tradition . ' 
But 'if the Bible itself is called the norm of systematic theol ogy, nothing 
35 
concrete is said, fo r the Bible is a collecti on of religious literature," 
which is far from being entirely consistent with itself, and which itself 
needs to be interpreted by a norm. It is not the Bible that is the norm 
of the Word of God, as Cull mann holds ; it is the Word of God that is the 
norm of the Bible. This is exactly why 11there is an element of indefin-
- 36 
iteness in the composition of the biblical canon," as i s shown by its 
history. The Roman Catholics are wrong in making the 11 for~lation 11 of 
the Word in the Church's 1 tradition 1 and doctrine the authoritative norm 
37 38 
of the viord; the biblicists a re w:rong in making its "formulation" in 
the Bible the norm of the Word . The Word instea d is the normative author-
ity of the Bible, the tradition, and the doctrine . But the normatively 
authori tative Word must be the original \'lord, the Word addressed to (not 
as 11formulated" by) the apostl es . That is why the apostolic writings are 
s o imporbnt, and that .is why the r~ew Testa~ent was created in the early 
Church. For the \'lord cannot be 11addressed 11 to man except throu@:h the 
11formulated 11 Word. If we may quote what was said i n the Introduction, 
"the forr..rulation of the Word is important because the Word is r evealed only 
through correct doctrine," and the apostles were the commi ssioned 11formu-
lators 11 of the Word. 
34 
See Cullmann, op . cit., P• 83, 87, 87ff . and passim. 
35 
Tillich, Systematic Theology I, p. 56. For a criticism of Tillich' s o\-ln 
understanding of the 1norm1 , however, see the Conclusion and the rest of 
this section. 
36 
Tillich, Systematic Theology I, p . 57· 
37 
38 
Chapter Vll. 
Including Cullnann as well as the Fundamentalists, and Cullmann is an 
example of the nee-orthodox school. 
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Thus in the creation of the llew Testament the early Church 
was accepting as the normative authority the Word which was addressed to 
the apostles , and which i t 11hea r d 11 through the 11 formulation 11 of that Word 
i n the apostolic 1 paradosis 1 which ca~e to be incarnated in the New Testa-
ment . The early Church could 11hear 11 the Word which was addressed to the 
apostles only through the apostles' formulat i on of it, i . e . , the apostles ' 
word. This was not to deny the value of later ecclesiastical tradition , 
but it was to subject it to the apostolic 1 paradosis 1 as the internretation 
of the Word which came t hrough the primary "formulation" of it (the apos-
tolic 1 paradosis 1 ) . Thus in so far as the internretation is a secondary 
formulation it is subjected to the more authori tative apostolic formulation, 
and therefore could be criticized by the ultimately authoritative norm of 
t he Wor d which came through the apostoli c formulat i on . But in so fa r as 
t he decisions of the early Chur ch, for instance, were ' interpretations ' 
(interpreta t i ve formulations) of the Word (which came through the apostolic 
formulation) rather than 'interpr et ations' of the apostolic formulation 
itself, they are more than mere guides to the exegesi s of the apostolic 
39 
formula tion. They are formulations of the Word, and therefore a re 
40 
binding on al l future gene rations of the Church, subject to the con-
di tion th2.t the Word they formula te was addressed by the Holy Spir it, 
i . e . , subject to the council ' s bei ng representative of the whole Church 
and "listening " to the Spirit in a.n attitude of humility, penitence and 
41 
pr ayer . 
The understanding of the relationshi p between the trans-
cendent Word, the apostolic 1 paradosis 1 , and the Church's t radition to 
which we h~ve now advanced i s one thqt overcomes, to a l arge extent, the 
39 
40 
41 
As Cullmann ~aintains . Cf . Cullmann, op. cit . , P• 85, 97. 
Contrast Gullmann, op cit. , P• 85. Gullmann denies this on the grounds 
that the Church ' s formulations a re inter pr et ations 11 for its own period . " 
But the apostolic formulation was itself an i nte r pretation of the Word-
in the terms and thought forms of the apostles ' own age . 
See further the Conclusion (in conjunction with the Introduction). 
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conflict between the Roman and 1 orthodox 1 Protestant attitudes. Follow-
ing the Roman attitude we may say that the living voice is above the 11 dead 11 
word of Scripture; but at the same time, following Protestantism, we may 
deny that it is the living voice of the Church tha t is above it. It is 
the living voice of God, the Word which He addresses, that is the ultimate 
authority. Moreover this solution is one that cuts between both the Roman 
and the Protestant theoretical attitudes towards the decisions of Church 
councils. Following Romanism we may affirm that the decisions of the 
early Church do have a binding value, but following Protestantism, tha t they 
cannot claim infallibility because they a~e binding only when the Holy 
Spirit 11 spoke 11 the 1Word 1 they formulated and it ono uever be provea in. nny 
42 
specified case tha t He did so speak. 
This a lso tallies with what we know of the formation of the . _ 
can:on. The books of the future New Testament canon were forced on the 
Church by something intrinsic to them, viz., the Word which came through 
them. This i s truer than to say either tha t they "forced themsel-ves on 
43 
the Church by thei r intrinsic apostolic authority" (books cannot force 
themselves) or that the Church decided the canon (there was never a formal 
44,45. 
definition of the canon by the ecumenical Church). On the other 
hand the indefiniteness of the canon, to which we have referred, points 
to the same non-identification of the ( tra~ndent. ) Word and the (human) 
"formulation 11 of it which we discussed in the Introduction 2 just as the 
writings of the Bible as 0formulations 11 of the transcendent Word 11 r~ f :1 l-
libl ·" , ... o th"' c11non itor:>l f ~~ ~ 11 f0r-:ruhtion11 of thE> "'xtent of the · ~vorri ie 
415 
b~ ·- fini t · ... , · It cn.n ul t irJ::J.t,..ly n"!i ther 1efin • nor cc>nfin~ tr.'= t:rnn acend-
ent Wod . 
42 
See further the Conclusion. 
43 
Cullnann, op. cit., p . 91. 
44 
See Stewart, "Bible, 11 H.D.B., Vol. I, p . 297a, Carpenter, 11 The Bible in 
the Early Church, 11 ed. Dugmore, The Interpretation of the Bible, p. )-8 , 
Brunner, Reve l a tion and Rea·son, P• 130. 
45
cf. Forsyth, The Person and Pl ace of Jesus Christ, p . 152 . 
46 
See further the Conclusion. 
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The setting up of the apostolic formulation as the 11 formulation 11 
through which the Word ca~e and comes reduced to the (inevitable) minimum 
the human element inherent in the very notion of the communica tion of a 
divine revelation to man. That minimum is inevitably involved in the 
(human) foroulation of the Word . The fatality of not keeping it at this 
minimum is shown by Papias, (c. 150 A.D.) who although he tells us that he 
attaches ~ore i mportance to the oral tradition than to the written writings, 
47, 48 
reports an ora l tradi tion obviously completely legendary in character. 
The same danger is shown also by the apocrypha l Gospels, the first of which 
49 
come from the same period. 
What we have said a bout the relation between the apostolic 
1 paradosis 1 and the ' tradition' of the Church finds its confirmation in the 
evolution of patristics. The Church Fathers who wrote after 150 A.D. 
(e. g., Irenaeus, Tertullian), a l though chronologically more r emote from 
the New Testament than the authors of the first half of the century (e.g., 
Clement, Barnabas, Hermas, Polycarp), understood infini tely better the 
50 
essence of the gospel . This is becau se the earlier writers were already 
too f ar from the apostolic age to be able to draw from direct eye-witness 
t estimony but at the same time did not have the formulation of the norma-
tive (original) Word a t their disposal, whereas the later Fqthers did have 
thi s (correct) f ormulation , the construction of which had done away with 
al l impure and deformed seconda ry sources of information. 
But does not 11 the rule of f aith" prove that ecclesiastical 
tradition is on an equal footing of authority with Scripture? No, for 
the idea of giving it primary authority was conceived at the same time as 
tha t of giving primary authority to the New Testament (about the middle of 
47 Cullrnann, op. cit . , p. 89 
48 
It i s important to note why Papias preferred the ora l t radition . It 
was because he would have contended that any scribe could r e-write and 
alter a written tradition and so make it unrel iable, whereas when the 
oral r eci t er of the Gospel was known as a good and honest man the ~tradi­
tion ' he transmitted~could be trusted because he would not change it. See 
49
the note on the ' hup~retai;Chapter I I, section 'Tradition .' 
Brunner, Revelation and Reason, p . 127. 
50 Cullmann, op. cit., p . 96. 
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the second century) , and it was given that authority as a definitive sum-
mary of the apostolic 1 paradosis 1 and as a text which the early Church be-· 
51 
lieved to have been itself fixed in the period of the apostles. 
The earl y Church, as the pri~ry Chur ch to be faced by the 
pr oblem, received the apostolic formul ation of the Word which came to the 
apostles as the primary formulated authority by which all other formulat-
ions were to be tested. We may conclude , then, that the i mplication is 
that this must be so for the Church of all subsequent ages qnd that all 
l c ter ecclesiastical tradi tion is secondary to this primary formulation 
in the New Testament . 
THE MINISTRY OF THE CHURCH 
We saw in the previous chapter that the authority of the 
apostl es dominated the Church to an exclusive extent while they were 
alive. Once they had died, however , the question of the authority of the 
ministry of the Church wa s raised in a more acute f~ shion. We have seen 
that this ministry subjected itself to the a postolic formulation of the 
Word even when the a postles themselves were no longer alive , in so far as 
that formulation had come to be incarnated in the New Testament. Under 
this formulation, then, wha t authority did the ministry of the Church come 
to have? 
l;.le sa'v tha t the New Testament pict ure of the 1 ministry' of the 
Church is a fluid one. In Clement's Epistle to the Corinthians (c . 96 A.D.) 
there is still no indication of a monepiscopacy, according to Williams, 
52 
for he s peaks in terms of a college of presbyters at Corinth. Clement, 
writing on behalf of the Church a t Rome , defends the va lidity of 
51 
La tourette, A Hi s tory of Christianity, p . 135f. , CUllmann , The Ea rly 
Church, P• 94ff. 
52 
Williams , Authority in the Apostolic Age, p. 69f., 109; cf. Latourette , 
op. cit. , F• 117. 
75 
the ministry o£ certain presbyters who had been removed £rom office by 
reference to the apostolic action that lay behind the appointment of some 
(apparently not all) of them and to the claim of the others to widespread 
acce ptance and long service. Clement also compares the Christian ministry 
with the Old Testanent dispensation, with its l aymen , levites, priests and 
53 
high priest but it is the sense of order that prevailed in the old dis-
pensation that he wishes to stress . He maintains that the apostles 11knew 
• that there would be strife over the dignity of the bishop's office" 
and i ntended to provide a continuance of authority of some sort when they 
appointed bishops (i.e., presbyters?) and deacons . 54 
Ignatius, writing to the Smyrnaeans (c.ll2) presents a differ-
ent picture. "Avoid divisions ••• follow the bishop as Jesus Christ fol-
lowed the Father, and follow the pr esbytery as the Apostles; and respect 
the deacons ••... Let no man perform anything pertaining to the church 
55 
without the bishop." (It may be worth noting that no mention is made. · 
however., of valid succession .) 
56 
The Didache again, has no hint of the mona rchical bishop, 
57 
but speaks of prophets, teachers, bishop~ and deacons 
58 
and as late as the writing of the ' Shepherd of Hermas ' 
among its readers, 
the position of 
bishop was not sharply distinguished from that of the presbyt ers in the 
59 
Church at Rome, according to \llilli ans. Here too there is no evidence 
of the appointment of "successors . 11 
Fran all these writings three points emer ge . Firstly, the 
main influence in the formation of the oinistry seems to have been 
practical, pastoral , a d hoc considerations, as in the New Testament 
53 
Bettenson, Documents of the Christian Church, P• 88 . 
54 
Ibid ., P• 89. 
55-
Ibid ., P• 89f. 5c--
57 
11The Didache has be0n variously da t e d f rom the first century to the 
fourth. The primitive character of its instructions and the existence 
of the 1 prophets 1 point to an ea rly date . " (A.R .Whitham, The History 
of the Christian Church, London, Rivingtons, 1954, p. 62) . 
58 
Bettenson, op . cit., p. 9D-93. 
Proba bly written about 150 A.D. 
a bly earlier by s ome scholars . " 
59williams, op . cit . , P• 73. 
11It has , however, been placed consider-
(Whitham, op. cit . , P• 57f.) 
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(e . g . , i n the appointoent of the seven deacons in Acts). Secondly, f r om 
the days of the Twelve to the evol ution of the ~anarchical bishop of 
Igngt ius there were a lways leaders of varying grRdes, opera ting over 
. varying Hreas . Thirdl y, the t'linistry of the latr:-r New Testanent (poet-
R!JOSt olic) days fe l t the need of A.postolic authority and the preservation 
of the true apo~tolic witness, a nd began (?)to think, a t l east r oughiy, 
6o 
in terns of ':\n his t oricr,l succes:oion of ninisters in the Church. (The 
first use of the technicc l tern, 11 succession, 11 occurs only in Hegesippus, 
61 
c . 175 ) • 
Irenaeus, writing about 180 A. D., revea ls that the refutation 
of heretics (in which the probl en of authority nost acutely confronted the 
early Church) beg::m with appes l to Scripture . When, however, the hereti cs 
r efuted this a~peal , 
because tho Scril)tures, they say, contain diverse utterances, 
and because the truth cannot be found in ther. the..t know not 
the trqdition . For that, they say, has been handed down not 
by t~eans of 1>1ri tinge but by means of the living voice • .• .• ... 
And this \lisdom each onP of the1:1 clair"s to be thnt which he has 
found by himself,62 
A.pT)eal Ne.s r.u:"'.de to the 1 tradition 1 11 derived fr01~ the Anostles 11 which was 
11 s?tfeguarded in the churches through the succession of !Jresbyters , 11 on 
the grounds th; t ''if the A":loGtles had known hidden oyst eries which they 
taught the perfect in private and in secret, they would rather have com-
63 
mitted then to those to whon they entrusted the churches . 11 .And 
Irenaeus clai~s to be able to "enunera te those who were eppointed bishops 
in the churches by the Apostles, and their successors (or successions) 
64 
down to our mvn day . 11 
T<-rtullian l ater (c . 200) taught that the test of true doctrine 
W='. s v1hether it 11accords with those a l"lostol ic churches, 11 which were founded 
6o 
Willi<J.r:ls suggests that the ,...,n.stor<J. l Epistl es , for inst"' nce , wore 
61 
written to surnl y this need of aoostolic authority by ~king a 
betwe~n the ~~o~tles .and t?c l?c~l elders~ via t he lele~ates . 
esnecJ.ally II TJ.m. 2 . 2. ( .filh3.ns, op. cJ.t . , p . 70, 73) . 
Bettenson, op . cit . , p. 95· 
62 
Ibid ., P• 96. 
63-
Ibid . 
64-
Ibid., P• 96 cf. p . 97f. , La tourette , op cit., p . 13lf. 
bridge 
Of . 
77 
by the apostles (who, in turn, were appointed by Christ) and which could 
claim authority on the ground of "unbroken succession from the begin-
65 
ning. n And by the time of Cyprian (c. 250) it was held tha t 11 if 
any one be not with the bishop he is not in the Church, 11 which 11 is one 
and may not be rent or sundered, but should assuredly be bound together 
and united by the glue of tho nriests who are in hRrmony one with 
66 
another . 11 
We see in these writings how, under the influence of pole~c, 
a definite change of emphasis took nlaces at first the primary stress 
w~s laid on the material authority of the apostolic 1 pa rodosis 1 
especially as it was incarnated in the New Testaoent (Irenaeus)J then 
the primary stress came to be laid on the formal authority of the apos-
tolic 11 successors 11 (Tertullian, who does not even mention the Scr i ptures 
in the passage from which we have quoted, but speaks instead of the 
67 68 
apostolic churches as 11 the sources • • • of the fai th 11 ) ; and final:- · 
ly, when the possibil i ty of disagreement between the apostolic successor s 
began to energe, the authority came to be rega rded as belonging to the 
11 successors 11 who were in agreeMent with one another, i.e . , to the major-
69 
ity of an ecumenial council (Cyprian) . 
Finally we may note that neither Tertullian nor Jerome 
thought the actual eniscopal order was divinely founded or absolutely 
original in the Church. Tertullian asserted, nst. John was the founder 
of the epi scopal order, 11 Jerome that 11in the first tir:1e the pri esthood 
and the episcopate v1ere one and the sane thing, and befor e a di abolical 
instinct caused parties to a rise ... the Churches were governed by the 
co!!II!lon council of the elders 11 and 11 so the bi shops ••• are superior to 
65 
100. Ibid., 66- P • 
Ibid ., 
67- P• 
104. 
100. Ibid., 
68- P• 
Of . Tillich, Systematic Theology, I, P• 53· 
69 
"The fi r st of these gc.therings , or synods, of which we have r ecord , 
a lthough we a r e not entirely cleBr tha t it was made un of bi sh9,ps or 
only of bi shops, i'ias held in Asia Minor to deal with Montani sr.1,' i. e ., 
nsoon after 160. A.D . 11 (La tourette , op . cit . , P• 132. vi . vlalker, 
A Hi story of the Chri stiqn Church, Edinburgh, T.&.T . Clark, 1953, p.59. 
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Council 0f u auooesaors , 11 
78 
the priests through ecclesiastical custom and not through divine di s-
70 
positi on. 11 
(THE BISHOP OF) RQl.1E 
Unti l the beginning of the thi rd century it never occured to 
a single Bishop of Rome to refer the saying in Mt . 16:17ff. to himself 
in the sense of leadership of the enti r e Church. Callistus (217-222) 
or Steganus (254-257) wa s the first to do so . And even then this did 
not pass \vi thout contradiction (i ncluding from Tertullian and Cyprian) 
71 
and fell f~r short of general acceptance. When Irenaeus defended t he 
pre-eninency of Rome in the second century it did not occur to him that 
72. 
Mt . 16 :17ff . might be relevant to this . 
Moreover the outstanding ancient commentators \'lho concerned 
themselves with Mt. 16:17ff. apart from the context of polemical church-
politics considered other possibilities of interpretation. Chrysostom 
explained the rock on which Christ would build His Chur ch as the fa i th of . 
confession, and later Augustine thought that by the rock Jesus meant not 
Peter but Himsel f . Another example i s Cyril of Alexandria's exegesis of 
73 
the saying . 
It is true that as early as Clement ' s letter to the Corinth-
ians (c. 96) we find the definite implication of the right of Rome to 
intervene and decide in the affairs of other churches . Clement ' s 
74 
words, especi ally the sentence, 11 If any nan shou ld be disobedient unto 
the words spoken by God through us, let them understand that they will 
75 
entangle themselves in no slight transgression, 11 hardly allow the des-
cription of his l etter as a mere exhortation to a sister church which 
70 
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For a SUI:li!la.ry of Clement ' s letter s~e Chapoon, 11Clement I, Saint, Pope, 11 
C. E. , Vol. lV. 
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79 
76 
Cull mann gives . But this does not necessarily mean that it is the 
power of the Bishop of Rome as successor to Peter that is involved. 
The letter is written "from the Church of Rome." Authority is not 
claimed for the Bishop of Rome; and it might be argued that if the 
Bishop's powe r wa s the essential power involved some reference must have 
been made in the letter to the transmission of power from Peter to his 
"successor, 11 especially as it seems that this would have been the first 
occasion for the assertion of such power. In fact the letter is neither 
pref aced by nor contains any reference to the author 's name. It is only 
from later tradition that we learn t hat it was written by Clement. 
Ignatius in his letter to the church at Rome (c. 107) ad-
77 
dresses it as 11 presiding over the brotherhood of love; 11 but, we note, 
it is the church at Rome, and not the bishop, which he addresses as 
11 presiding. n 
The tradition that the original Bishop of Rome was St. Peter 
goes back only as far as Irenaeus (c. 180) in the extant documents. He _ 
speaks of Hyginus as ninth Bishop of Rome, which would make Peter the 
78 
first, according to Joyce (there are some texts which read 11eighth 11 
instead of 11ninth 11 however), and mentions that the apostles Peter and Paul 
handed over to Linus the office of bishop, after they had 11 founded and set 
79 
up 11 the church at Rome . About 220 Tertullian reported the olaim of 
Callistus to Peter ' s special power to forgive sins, and a poem, 
11 Adversus Marcionem, n of roughly the same time says that Peter passed on 
to Linus 11 the chair on which he himself had sat. 11 Cyprian (c . 250) 
mentions that Stephen (254-257) had claimed to decide the controversy 
regarding re-baptism on the ground that he held the succession from Peter, 
76cullmann, op. cit., P• 2)0 . 
77 
Joyce, op . cit., P• 26)a. 
78 
Ibid., P• 262b . 
79-
Bettenson, op . cit., p. 97. Note th~t the statement that Rome was 
founded by Peter a nd Paul is incorrect: there was a church at Rome 
before either a postle went there . Cf. Ac. 18:21, Ro. 1:8, Cullmann, 
op. cit., P• 37ff on Ac. 12:17. 
80 
and speaks of Cornelius as succeeding to 11the place of Fabian which is 
80 
the place of Peter ." Similarly the tradition that those who succeeded 
Peter as bishop succeeded him also in supreme headship of the Catholic 
Church goes back only as fur as Irenaeus, who persuaded Victor (189-198} 
to withdraw a penalty of exco~unication against the churches of Asia 
81 
Minor without imputing his right to impose it. All this, however, 
could be the reading back into the first century of the institution as it 
existed before the close of the second century. 
There is evidence that the elaborate lists of Roman bishops 
involved such a reading back. When he wrot~ t o the Corinthi9no~ C.lEl!l'ent 
may have been only the chief of a group of presbyters in Rome, and not a 
bishop in "succession" as the later Church came to think of him. Ter-
tullian wrote that Clement (who is third after Peter in most of the lis~s) 
was the i mmediate successor of Peter, ordained by him, and the Catholic 
Encyclopaedia itself sts.tes that "the early evidence shows great variety.11 
£2 
in the listing of the early popes. Could anything witness more conclu-
sively to the l ack of a definite ordination by Peter of any successor to 
h;i.mself in his singular capacity as this lapse in the memory of t he Church? 
Surely such an event, and with it the 11 successor 11 i nvolved would have been 
remembered distinctly, had it ever occuredl (This is not to deny .that 
Peter nay have ordained ~ny leaders in the Roman church, including perhaps 
both Linus and Clement, but it does deny that he ordained anyone as 
successor to hioself as the "Rock ' on which the church wa s to be founded.) 
Moreover the remark that Peter and Paul handed over the episcopate to 
Linus, which we find in Irenaeus nnd others, is a recognition that Peter 
80 
81 
These are a ll cited by Joyce op • t 262b 
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di d not enjoy compl et e and exclusive headship of the whole Church after 
83 
all. 
It was only at the Council of Sardica in 343 that a fo rmal 
deci si on was made to r egard the Bishop of Rome as the final court of 
84 
appeal in any dispute, and, according to Bettenson, its ca nons seei:J. t o 
have won general acceptance only in the sixth century because the Eastern 
and Afri can bishops were not present at it, and the Synod of Car thage i n 
424 apparently denied that Rome ' s bishop was in any v1ay superior to other 
85 
metropolitan bishops . Later the Council of Chalcedon, i n 451 , gave a 
parallel and equal author ity to 11 t he most holy throne of New Rome, 11 i.e., 
86 
Constantinople . 
The whol e case fo r the succession of a suprene headship f r om 
Peter to the bishops of Rome is undermined if our conclusions about Jamea 1 
succeedi ng to that headshi p in chapter I I I are correct . Not only did 
that conclusion fit all the Ne\>1 Testament evidence exactly, but also the 
memory of i t was retained in the ancient traditions of Jewish Christianity. 
87 
Hegesippus, a Christian Hebrew of Palestine, wr ote about 160 A.D. that 
11 t he chaq;e of the Church after t he Ascension devolved on James the 
88 
brother of the Lord in concert with the apostles . " The Pseudo-
89 
Clementia, productions of t he Judaic-Gnostic school~ which are friendly 
to Peter, clea rly subordinate Peter to James, who is called "Bishop of 
Bi shops, 11 11 le3-der of the holy church of the Hebrews and of the churches 
founded e'ferywhere by God ' s providence. 11 Peter's commission to Clement 
83
see Chapter III, section ' Peter, the Rock.' 
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is traced back to a commission that James gave to Peter, and Peter is 
said to have an order from James to transmit to him all accounts of his 
91 
teaching. Moreover, Clement of Alexandria (c. 200) who, though he 
stresses Peterls special position among the disciples, says that Peter, 
James and John renounced the pre-eminent position after the ascension of 
Jesus , and chose James the Just as Bishop of Jerusalem. ( 11Here, however, 
92 
the fact is obscured that Peter had the leadership in the es.rliest period 11 ). 
The importance of these traditions is emphasized by the fact 
that they were held in spite nf the conception of the popes 1 inheriting 
supreme succession from Peter which the Church came later generally to hold. 
The fact that from the first century the Roman Church played effectively 
an outstanding and leading role in Christendom and gradually attained a 
completely pre- eninent position in the following centuries can be ex-
plained in that Rome vras the chief city of the Roman Em~ire, so that the 
Christian Church there naturally attained a special di~nity . 
This was to be expected. Being in the capital and chief city 
of the Empire, if it were at all strong it would naturally be 
regarded with deference by n religiou~_community which was 
found principal ly within that Empire. >J 
That this is so is apparent f rom the fact tha t Paul already considered it 
94 
so important that it became his ambition to visit the Roman Church and, 
more important, in that he felt it advisable to precede his visit by the 
most carefully thought-out and deliberately-written letter we have from 
him. Its prestige would be enhanced later by the presence of both the 
outstanding member of the original Twelve Apostles and the head of the 
Gentile mission together, and still more by the martyrdom there of them 
both. 
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All this is not to deny that the process by which the Roman 
Church attained a special dignity and became the leader of Christendom 
was ultimately a divinely intended development. But it does den~r that 
the papacy at Rome inherited the status of Peter which Jesus gave him as 
leader of the apostles in Mt. 16:17-19 etc. It also denies of course 
that it inherited infallibility by this means. In fact, as the Catholic 
Encyclopaedia itself says, 11 during the early centuries, there was ~ex-
plicit and formal discus sion regarding ecclesiastical infal libili·~ as 
95 
such. 11 This fact i s important, for even if it were true that the 
apostle did institute the primacy of Rome tl>..a t does not mean that it there-
by became infallible . Had the papacy been infallible there would have 
been no need for all the books written and the synods summoned against, 
heretics. Instead the unfailing recourse would have been an app3al to 
the infallible utterance of the Pope, 11and the oracle at Rome would have 
96 
been interrogated more than was of old the oracle at Delphi. 11 
It was quite natural, and in a way i nevitable, that o:·:: the 
one hand the Church should seek an infallible norm or authority i:1 its 
ministry, and above all in the leading figure in that ministry, as a re-
sult of its controversies with the early he resies (just as on the other 
hand it sought an infallible material norm in t he Scriptures) and should 
find evidence to support this theory even at the cost of reading i.t back 
into the origins of the ministry at Rome and generally. Its app3al to 
the ministry that stood in succession to those ordained by the apostles 
was a. valid one, just as' its appeal to the Scriptures vias val id, but in 
seeking for a bsolute certainty the Chur ch began to make the mistake of 
a ttribut i ng ultimate, i.e. absolute or infal lible,authority to th3se 
two, whereas the truth is that t he r e is only one ultimate an·d absolut e 
95 
Toner, 11 Infallibility, rr C.E., Vol. Vll, P• 793a. Iblics mine . 
96 
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authority, the Spirit of God addressing the Word throutsh the non-ultimate, 
and therefore fallible, formal, and material authorities of the ministry , 
and Scripture, which become identical with the ultimate authority only 
when that Word is addressed and heard through them. 
REASON 
From the immediate revelation there always arise the questions 
of its i~pli cations. For one thing the Christian meets the prevailing 
philosophical outlook of his time and he has to answer the question, How 
does the Chri stian revelation tally with (or criticize) this? That is 
what happened in the post- apostolic Church, and it is therefore that we 
find the emergence of a theology which recognized its dependence on Reason. 
Already in the apostolic age itself. the question of the i~pli-
cations of the revelation in Christ had arisen . But when Paul and John 
interpreted the facts of the f ai th and their implications they claimed 
that their interpretations were themselves inspired revelation. Thus the 
question of the authority of reason did not r eally arise, at l east in theory, 
until the post-apostoli c age . 
The universa l feature of theology in the early centuries of 
Christianity was its piecemeal character. It was not a comprehensive 
systematic theology, but a partial, an ad hoc' theology summoned into 
97 
existence by the particular problems at hand. The result was that 
reason in practice played an interpret a tive ra ther than a~ authoritative 
role. 
As far as theorizing about r eason went we find the beginnings 
of both the extreme attitudes t owards r eason which have existed in 
Christiani ty, culminating on the one hand in St. Bernard of Clairvaux and 
Luther, and on the other in Abel a rd and· the deists of the Enlightenment. 
Tertullian denigra ted human reason, passionately rejecting Gr eek philo-
sophica l thinking as the brida l gi ft of the fa ll en angels to the daughters 
of men. But he did not adopt this atti tude consistently.98 On the other· 
97 
Robinson, Notes on The Definition and Scope of Theology. 
98 
Richardson, Christian Apologetics,p. 228 and 228n. 
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side Justin Martyr was willing to allow that a saving knowledge of God was 
possible through natural phil osophy, and later his successor, Clement of ~ 
Alexandria, regar ded Greek philo8ophy along with the Old Testament revela-
99 
tion as a 1 praeparatio evangelica .' But Justin's own sear ch fo r ulti-
mate truth in t he teachings of Stoicism, Peripateticism, Pythagoreani sm, 
100 
and Platcnism, in turn, before he became a Christian, belied hi s theory. 
However there was also a central, more traditional attitude, 
which was that 11a rational unde r st anding of the world and its purpose is 
a ttainable by men, but only through t he guidance of divine r evelation, 11 
that 11without Christi an faith philosophy rr..ight conceivably approxima te to 
101 
truth, but could not know that it did so ." This eventually found a de-
finitive and ~asterful expression in the Augustinian dictum 1credo ut 
102 intellegam. t 
THE ATTESTATION OF 1DUNAMI S 1 
Even in the New Testament itself there seems to be a fall i ng 
off of the miraculous element by the time the Pastoral and the Joha~ine 
Epistles and the Apocalypse came to be written . And when we come to the 
post-apostolic age proper we find little evidence of 1 dynamic 1 happeni ngs 
that could be t ermed miraculous . As l a t e as Tertullian exorci sm is re-
garded as common in the Church, but by the fourth century Ohrysostom im-
pl ies that real l y great miracles a re things of the past and even as 
10) 
earl y as Origen and Tertullian (and Justin) this seems to be the atti tude. 
In fact a lrea dy in the Didache we see what we mav per haps r egard ao 
the resolving of the attestation of 1 dunamis 1 into a series of doctrinal 
and ' ethical tests of integrity; and with the doctrinal comes the all-
104 
i mportant stress on 1tradition. 1 And Irenaeus apparently equates the 
attestation of the 1 dunamis 1 with that of the apostolic succession, for 
he writes, 
Where the charismata of the Lord nre given, there must wo seek the 
truth, i.e. with those to whom belongs the ecclesiastical succession 
from the Apostles, and the unadulterated apd incorruptible word. 
It i s they who ••• securely expound ••• nlO? 
99 i &i-f" p. 228f. 100 , p . 231 . 
101 Ibid., p . 227. 
102 Ibid., P• 233· 
103 Williams, Authority in the Apostolic Age, p . 88. 
104 Of . Bettenson, op. cit., P• 90-93· 
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CF..APT.ER. V 
AUTHORITY IN THE ~,EDIEFAL AGES 
THE TBADITIOl\T AND THE t-HNISTRY OF THE CHUPCH 
By the ~~dieval Ages the conception was that Christ had left a 
deposit of faith of which part was taken over with His explicit approval 
from the existing Jewish Church and part revealed by Him to His apostles 
and other hearers during His earthly life and especially during the forty 
1 
days after His Res..trrection. He Fas believed to bave committed the task 
of preserving the deposit to the twelve apostles and to their successors, 
the bishops, as depositaries . His promises in Mt .l6:17ff. and the various 
other passages which we have already discussed were interpreted as guarantee-
ing their 'infallibility• as the interpreting and defining authorities of 
the authentic content of the deposit. (The do ctrine of papal infalJibility 
itself was implicit in some of the statements of the later Miadle Ages and 
2 
St . Eert'ard -vrrote of Rome as "the pla ce where the faith cannot fail11 ) . 
True, individual bishops might have erred and might err, but the 
promises of Jesus had been to them as a group and above all to tre Roman 
bishop and a majority of bishops in communion Nith the Roman bishop could 
not err . 11 The teaching of the Church" wa s thus infalJ ible. Aquinas, 
for instance, could quote a Father in his Summa Theologica as author-
itative enough to settle the question at issue, but at the same time did not 
regard them as individuall y infallible for he acknowledged sometimes that 
some things in the patristic writings contradicted the teaching of the 
Church, and then it wa s always the t eachi ng of the Church that was author-
itative. But this is exceptional, and even when he quoted from the t r ad-
ition a s apparently supporting the ' obj ections ' to his tbeses his reply 
to the quotation wa s to expl ain rather than contradict it. 
~ 1illiams, "Tradition, " E.R.E., Vol.XII, r .412a . Cf. Acts 1:3 . 
2The Vatican Gouncil, De Eoclesi a Christi, cap.iv (Father Prime ' s transl ation). 
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Nevertheless it was disagreement among the bishops that had 
contributed another characteristic apparatus for safeguarding t ·he deposit 
which existed in the Middle Ages. In the second and third centuries, we 
saw in the previous chapter, it had been possible for Hippolytus, I renaeus, 
and Tertullian in 'vriting against the Gnostics to appeal to the unanimous 
consent of the "successions" of bishops as proof of the authenticity of the 
Church's 'tradition.' But later the bishons themselves had begun to disagree 
concurning the content of the faith. These disagr eements were r esolved by 
summoning councils reoresenting, in theory or in fact, the whole body of 
the chief depositari es, i.e., the whole eniscopate. The f irst of these 
3 
ecumentical councils t-las held in the fourth century, and by t he time of 
4 
the Middle Ages t hey were a normal means of settling disputes. Their object 
was not so much to discover fresh truth as to determine what the doctrine w~s 
which had been bel ieved in the Church from the beginning . Because it was 
usually impossible to attain complete unanimity the principl e was ador-ted 
that an ove~~helming majority of the de~ositaries, especially if it imcluded -
t he occupants of one or more of the great apostolic sees, had the same 
authority as the whole body, and small minority bodies which refused to 
submit were decl ared schismatic. However , \-Te note , "it is true that most 
of the so-called ecumenical councils were not actuall y representative of the 
t otal episcopate of the world. 'Ibey became ecumenical in virtue of their 
5 
acceptance, i mmediate or gradual , by the majority of bishops." 
In the late .t.iiddle Ages it was held that the t eaching of t he 
Church was identical wi t h the t eaching of the Scriptures . Aquinas spoke 
6 
interchangeably of the content of revelation as the t eaching of Scriuture 
7 
and as whatever the Church taught . Tradition and Scripture were a ccepted 
3
· ·e have already noted that the first synod of bishops in the history of 
the Church 1..ras held in Asia ~iinor to combat ~!ontanism . But this was not a-
council of the whole Church. 
4see our comments on the Council of Jerusalem in chapter III, section 
' The Ministry of the Church. ' 
5
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8 
as equal authorities. The canon had been generated by the living force of 
the tradition as part of the means by which it was to be preserved and 
perpetuated. True, Aquinas said tl-lat "the sole rule of faith is the 
9 
canonical Scriptures, 11 but this was because he made no distinction bet"~oreen 
the teaching of the Scriptures and the teaching of the Church. 'L'bile he 
established the authority of the Scriptures in his works he assumed the 
authority of the Church - not because the Scriptures can be understood only 
from the existential viewpoint of the Church but because it was assumed that 
the t eaching of the Scriptures and the tradition of the Church were identical. 
Already the sentiment was apparent which later culminated in the decree of 
Leo XIII that as God is the author of both Scripture and tradition it is 
10 
impossible for them to conflict. And, because of this identification, the 
Bible, seeing t rat it was now not above the tradition in authority, was 
no more the judge of tradition, and actually f ell into tbe background in 
' 11 
the late Hiddle Ages. "Its authority was not so much disputed as ignored." 
In practice it became more and more subordinated to tradition as embodied in 
the Church. \-!bat had contributed largely towards this \-las the allegorical 
method of Biblical exposition which had become a rank growth by the time of 
the Middle Ages and wl-lich made it impossible to maintain the Bible text as 
normative , a s compared with the ecclesiastical development of doctrine. 
11 i th allegorical exposition the Scholastics could 11 prove11 all thet they wished 
12 
to prove. 
REVELATION AHD REASON 
We sa'" in the Introduction tha t Aquinas ' s fundamental conception 
of the contributions of revelation and r ea son in theology wes that they were 
in the f orm of doctrinal propositions . In the Medieval Age the genaral 
8 
Cf. Brunner, The Christian Doctrine of God, p.l08. 
9Quoted C. Pepler , 0. P. , 11 The Faith of the Middle Ages ," ed . Dugmore, 
The Interpret a tion of the Bible, p.43 . 
10Leo XIII, Provider-ti ss imus Deus , cap .v . 
1~illiams , op. cit. , p . 296b. 
12Brunner, The Chris tian Doctring_of God, p.l08. Cf . Pepler, "The Faith of 
the Hiddle Ages" ed . Dugmore, The Interpretation Qf the Bible. p . 46 . 
The Medieval fourfold sense of Scripture is expounded in Aquinas , 
op . cit., I .l,X. 
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assumption was a universal rationality, i.e., that everything that could be 
kno1..m was ext'lressible in a proposition in logical relation to all other 
pro!JOsitions. Thus all knowledge was attributed pro~ositional form, that 
lJ 
which came through revelation as well as that which came through reasor. . 
Aquinas thus quotes texts of Scripture as authoritative propositions in his 
theses, 11objections, 11 and 11 reDlies11 • 
The problem of authority therefore r esolved itself for Aquinas 
into the problem of the co-ordination of the propositions of natural tteology 
given by reason vri th the propositions given by r evelation. His solution 
to this problem is knoFn as "the Hedieval Synthesis . " It was a syntr.esis 
in that it brought together tFo different as.,ects or elements (two different 
branches of knowledge). 
Traditional Creek thought had distinguished between the knowledge 
acquired from rational philosophical thought and that acquired from mythology. 
"Rational philosophical tl'1ought and mythology were regarded as parallel 
14 
sources (either rival or complementary) of human knowledge." Kot however 
that the rational philosophical thought had excluded thinking about God . 
On the contrary the na: e 11 theology" comes from the Greek idea of a rational, 
philosonhical 11 science of God . 11 Aristotle tried to work out a theology 
or science of God on the basis of rational speculation on that area of reality 
which has the quality of divinity. The Christian philosophical thinkers 
inherited this formal understanding of the two types of knowledge, but 
substituted for mythology the historical Biblical revelation (and along ~ith 
i t the partial, ' ad hoc ' theology of the early Church) . The basic difference 
between the two sources was that the one supplied propositions 1>1hich ~.rere 
rationally coherent and intelligible, the other propositions which were 
13Robinson, Notes on The Definition and Scope of Theology. 
14podgson, op . cit . , p.20. 
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accepted on faith as distinct from reason. 
Later, in the 1Jest authority and blind obedience were stressed 
to such an extent that reason was given no real place. The typical attitude 
of the Hest was that "the truth or doctrine is to be believed because defined, 
15 
delivered, and authenticated by the Church'!. Then, through the rise of 
Scholasticism, which began in the eighth century and received great i mpetus 
from the rediscovery of Aristotle's works in the West, the claim of reason 
was once more heard, and the merit of Aquinas's system is that it recognized 
the claim of both reason and revelation in trying to correlate them in a 
"synthesis." 
Aquinas's solution of the problem of the interrelationship of 
revelation and reason was to made them the principles of gaining knowledge 
in different, not opposing but complementary, areas. According to his 
system, reason can go so far in its search for truth. It can discover that 
God exists, for instance. By it "we can be led ••• so far as to know of Cod 
1,rhether H~_exists, and to lmov of Him what must necessarily belong to rim, 
as the first cause of all things," and to know what the r elationship of 
cre3tures is to Him in so far as Ee is "the cause of them all" and "super-
16 
exceeds them all. 11 But after that \ole must rely upon revelation. 
Revelation proceeds to give us the doctrines of the Trinity - ';that God is 
17 
Three and One" 
- of the Incernation, of redemption through Christ, etc. 
Truths given through revelation thus completed, and were added to the basis 
18 
"built up" by the unaided reason in what it could discover for itself. 
Aquizias1 "synthesis" is thus a noble and impressive system of truth 
in which reason and revelation are brought together in an harmonious alliance. 
It is not ·quite ac :~urate to speak 1-ri thout qualification of reason and 
15FairPu.rn, quoted Robinson , .Notes on The Definition and Scope of Theology • • 
16 
Aquinas , ~· cit., p.l2,xii. 
17 
1bid., I .l2,xiii ad 1; cf. J .32,i and II (2).l,vi. 
18Aquinas, op. cj,t., I .l,i. Fatural truths were not self-evident to natural 
r eason, but had to be "demonstrated'· by it (cf. Ibid ., I.2,i-iii). 
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revelation as governing different parts of a single kingdom as if they were 
pri ·ciples which had no contact with each other at all. Reason can be used 
to demolish obstacles which would hinder the acceptance of revelation, and 
reason must convince itself that the authority of the revelation on the grounds 
of which truths of revelation are received is a good one - 11 kat the preferred 
19 
revelation is authenti~ and really comes from God 11 - and cen even point 
to CO(l siderations r egarding the content of revelation which would pr epare 
the r,ray for its r eception. Further, 11 though r eason should be prepared t o 
accept on well-established authority much that goes beyond its o~m power 
to discover, it should naver accept anythi;.:g contrary to '"hat it can itself 
20 
discover. 11 Once revelation has arr ived on the scene reason does not 
leave the scene , for revelation is given to reason and 'revealed theology ' 
itself requires reason to organize these truths. 
Moreover , the Bible itself incl udes side by side with truths 
which cannot be reached by reason truths which can. In other vrords the 
content of r evelation includes natural truths. For, St Thomas says, 
even as regards those truths about God which human reason could have 
discovered, it was necessary that man should be taught by a divine 
revelation; because the truth about God such as reason could discover, 
would only be knor,m by a few 8-nd that after a long time, and vi th the 
admixture of many errors •••• 21 Therefore , in order that the salvation 
of men might be brought about more fitly and more surely, it was 
necessary that they should be taught di~ine truths by divine revelation,22 
Nevertheless, although reason and revelation are princi~les 
which do have such contact vrith each other, each has an exclusive authority 
in a different sphere . Once the au thority of revelation has been shown 
credible by reason, revelation becomes the exclusive authority in the s~here 
of r evealed truths; and though the revelation may include natural truths 
r 0;nscn still remnins tr.e fino. l cuthority iro the srhere cf n.c: tur." l truths, and 
must t est the revelation by t esting the n?. tural truths it includes . 
19~~illie , Our Knowledge of God, p.112. 
?(;• 
._ 1}:-id . 
21 
rf • .. quin:--s , or. . cit., I.44,ii. 
22A~uinas , op. cit., I.l,i . Cf. I.l2,xiii and also Baillie , op . cit., 
p.l14f . , Richardson, Christian Apologetics, p .246 . 
' Reveal-
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ed truths' themselves are beyond reason and therefore cannot be either 
contrary to reason or. supported by it . Thus we see that according_to the 
principles of Aquinas' system the problem of authority as far as reason and 
revelation are concerned is resolved by limiting the claims of reason to the 
area of 'natural truths' (where it 1vas also=unlikely that the natural truths 
included in revelation should oppose reason), and making revelation the 
exclusive authority in the area of 'revealed truths' (which were beyond 
reason) . Thus, far from there being any conflict between the authority 
of reason and r evelation, they rere precluded from such conflict by each 
being given a separate area of exclusive authority. 
As far as criticism of Aquinas' solution goes, we have already 
23 
discussed t he inadequacy of the concept of revelation on which it is based. 
Once the understa~ding of the content of revelation as consisting of pro-
positions is no longer granted, Aquinas' organization of those propositions 
into different spheres in which reason and r evelation are respectively 
exclusive authorities brea ks down. Secondly, the conception of ' natural 
theology' itself has broken down in modern thought, largely throu gh the 
24 
questioning of the traditicnal 1proofs 1• of God by Kant . Tbirdly, by 
saying that faith supplements reason Aqu:i . rcr~ s was losing the insight of his 
master, Augustine, that faith condition~ r eason, that faith is an existential 
viewpoint (to use modern terminology) from which reason proceeds, Father 
25 
tha:r:. something which a.dds to r eason. 
By h&nding over to r eason apart from revelation an important 
area of our total kno\-Tledge of the world and God, St Thomas had t ake n the 
first step toP·ards the de::.-s,>n of a l at er century ~hich "yielded up to r ea son 
the whole spher e of man' s possible knowledge of God and made r evelation only 
23
rn the Ir troduction. 
24
s ee further Baill i e , op. cit ., chapter s 1 and 3 regarding natural t heology, 
and Tillich, Systematic Theology I, p. 227-233 regarding t he 'rroofs ' 
of God . 
25Richardson, op . cit., p.233-249 , and for a di scussion of the r el a tionship 
between the speculation of the ' natural' reason and that of r eason 
enlightenad by gr a ce see Fodgson, 2P· cit., p. 2l f f . 
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26 
a 'republication' of the truths of natural reli_gion" 
THE ATTESTATION OF THE l . JITI.~ESS OF THE SPIRIT 
In Summa contra Gentiles Aquinas in arguing with unbelievers 
appears to claim that the authentication of ~cripture, or rather, the 
authentication of the authority of the Christian revelation as we would 
express it for the purposes of this thesis, possesses in itself full logical 
cogency such as to compel belief in all reasonable minds, according to 
Baillie. But elsewhere when he is discussing ·d th his fello¥r-Ghristians 
the nature of faith he sneaks of faith as not merely of the intellect but 
also of the will, as in fact a supernatural virtue attainable only by means 
- 27 
of a direct infusion of divine gr ace . "That the minds of mortal beings 
should assent to such tbings," he 1·Ient so far as to say, ':is both the 
28 
greatest of miracles and the evident work of divine inspiration. 11 
This means that in adr'ition to the external proofs by vrbich the authority 
of the revelation is attested there is also a direct interior persuasion of 
29 
·its truth by the grace of God in the heart of the believer. '·P.ere St, 
Thomas approaches very near to the Reformation doctrine of the t estimonium 
30 
This does not seem however, to be consistent with his understand-
ing of the role of reason in a~thenticating the aut hority of revelation. 
Nor does it seem consistent with the way in which be understands faith to 
31 
be ~ knowledge inferior to that given by reason. Hevertbeless, it does 
shov that there was another sid e to Aquinas. 
26R· b d 't 245 l C ar son, QQ~., p. n. 
27
cf. Hocgson, op. cit., Aprendix I, Richardson, op. cit., p.215. 
28Aquinas, Contra Gentil es, Bk. I, Chapter 6, quoted Richardson, '?B· cit.; 
p .214f . 
29cf . Aouinas. Summa Theologica, I.l,iv; I.84,v; I.79,ix. 
30 
Baillie, 
31A . qulnas, 
Hoclgson, 
op. cit., p.ll 3f. Cf. Richardson, op. cit ., p.213f. 
op . cit ., !.12,13 ad 3. Cf . also Baillie , op . cit., p.ll6ff., 
op. ci t., p .200ff . 
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CHAPTER VI 
AUTHORITY n~ TH~ AGE OF fil~ RSFORkATION 
LUTH..:ili 
Luther's fundamental conviction was that he had been just-
ified by God throu~h faith alone, acoordinb to Romans 1:17-18. From 
thi s it followed that hi s salvation was wholly and entirely the work 
of God, that it was the ~~nedia!~_ work of God (not something the Church 
did on behalf of God), and that it had come to him through th~ Bible. 
He had searched for tho way to peace vvi th God in the teachings of the 
Church and had only been led into thicker darkness of soul. But in 
the Scriptures he had found that peace, or rather it had found him. 
This made him see thb immense contrast betwe~n the doctrine of the 
New Testament and thG doctrin0 of the Roman Church,1 and wnen he later 
had to choosa bvtw~~n them he found that the Word of God in Scripture 
had inevitably alreauy bocome for him the supreme authority in the 
things of salvation. 
Luther, th~rofore 1 be6an to op~oso the current TEACHING 
01!' TH.b. CHURCH because it s;;;emed to him to have substituted "human teach-
ing" for "God ' s Word" by saying with tho Scboolmen that man could earn 
2 
God's favour and salvation by 50od works, and by building its theology 
3 
on th8 foundation of the theories of Aristotle. 
At first Luther Qid not sue that there was implied i n his 
assertion of the su~rvme authority of the 8criptures any contradiction 
of the authority of TH~ POPB. Tetzel se~ms to hav~ be~n the first to 
see this when he asserted a~a~nst Luther ' s theses that 11 tho authority 
1 ()f. Brunner, The Christian D_o_ctrine of God, p o 108 . 
L . Th~s charge was not accurate without qualification, for they did. 
sp~ok of •unmorit0d grace ' on the whole. But they laid stress on the 
duty to do what one could to obtain thi s grace, and even St . Thomas, 
who protested a6ainst this 9 h0ld that full salvation was obtained, 
after JUstification, by good works (Davies, The Problem of Authority 
_=0_1_ the Continental Reform~:r-~1 p. 18). Luthor-;-as-an- Augustini"ari-;-vlas 
an opponent of Scholasticism. 
J 11Aristotle is so in vogue that there is scarcely t i me in the churches 
to interpret the gospel •• (Erasmus, quoted by R. Bainton, Here I Stand 
London, Hodder anu Staut;hton 9 1951). ---- ·--___ , 
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of the Pope is supreme in the Church~" that he alone 11 interprets author-
itatively the meanin3 of Sacrod Scripture in acGordance with his own un-
derstauding~ 11 and that he 11 can scarcely err in matters of fai th1'' 4 but 
Luther hims~lf claimed to hav~ be~n astounded when it was asserted to 
him by the Papal Legate) that the ·authority of the Pope was 11 above a 
6 Council~ Scri:pture 7 and evGrythint, in the Church. 11 Apparently he had 
not realized th~ full extant of the papal claim until that moment. But 
when he did he vehemently denied that tho authority of the Pope was 
above either that of 0ouncil or Scripture . He later attacked the claim 
t hat no one has the ribht to int0r:pret Scripture exc ~pt th~ Pope, as 
something the Pope had erected as a wall to protect hims~lf . He claim-
ed that the Scriptures did not need to bu interpreted by the Pope for 
they were perfectly plain in mcanin8 ~ and that ev0n a layman miciht hava 
greater authority in m.J.ttors of faith if he were a Christian and the 
Pope nat o This was his doctrine of PRIVATE JUDGM~·T . 
The disputation at Leipzig showed Luther that his concept 
of the authority of Scripture involved the denial of the authority of 
the.. Gid~.l!fnAL COm~·\JILS as i t was undurstood in the Western Church of his 
day . For him the sole function of a Council was to reaffirm the doc-
trinos set forth in Scripture. He therefore proposed to t0st the pron-
auncements of Councils as well as of Pope with Scripture. In his de 
C a:p_!_~~~ta t..., Baby_l_~ica he argu(:;:d that although it is true that the 
Church is able to distinGuish the word of God from the word of man yet 
it is imposs ible on that account to say in any given instance that the 
Church has spokE.n~ for those claiming to be the Church may not be the 
Church at all~ as the exawple of tho Council of Constance proved.7 
Luther~ therefor<.-, assumGd that T:tib; t fORJ) OF GOD in Scripture 
was the necessary and suffJ.oi...,nt ground for any doctrine . This was the 
one and only suprvme authority~ the touchstone of a~l that claim0d to 
4Q,uoted Davies~ op.ci t., p. 22 . 
5cardinal ·Cajet·an.---rhe occdsion was his interview with Luther in October 
15lu which was ordore::d by the PopG in order t.uat Luther might recant his 
ninety ... fi ve tr'.3sis published tho previous l~ ovember. Cf. Lindsay, History 
of the Reformation, Vol. 1~ p . 232f., Bainton, op. cit.~ p. 93ff. 
6 ---- -
Luther ' s ac0ount of th8 intervi (:;:w, quotud Dcvies, o~~it., p.23. 
7D . . t ·· 7 avJ.es, op. CJ.~~ p.~ • 
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be Christian. His attack on all the other authorities of tradition9 the 
teaching of th8 Church, the Pope, ru1d the General Councils was made only 
because as they were formul~tod in his day they could not be reconciled 
with what was to him the unique authority of Scripture. 
Luther 's doctrine of the Word of God is extremely impor tant , 
not only bec~us~ it meant a r eturn to th~ apostolic and post- apostolic 
emphasis on the supreme authorlty of thv 'paradosis ' of the apostles 
(as it was incarnated in :::,cripture)~ but also because "Luther was the 
first to repres~nt a Biblical faith which could be combined with Biblical 
crlticism. "9 Yet here too, as in much of his theology, Luther reveals 
conflicting tendencies which are finally not to be r econciled. 
I n the first of the two conflicting trends in Luther's 
doctri ne of th~ Word of God wo note that at f i rst Luther made no distinQ-
tion betwe~n the Word of Gon and the Scriptures,10 concerning which he 
. 
said we must "accept, believe, yit;ld to and humbly submit our understand-
ing to evvry single word, whoev~r speaks it, as i f God himself were speak-
But as we have suon, his whole idea of the supreme authorlty 
of Scripture had resulted from his exporience of the gospel of justific-
ation by faith whic~ he opposed to the t~aching of the Scholastics. Thus 
in his study of the Bible Luther looked constantly for this gospel, and 
although it did not worry him when he did not find it in the Old Test-
ament, as that he knew to have bG&n the ' paidabogos ' l eading to the 
gospel, its absence from any book of tho New Testament profoundly shock-
ed him. It is this that accounts for the furious scorn he vented upon 
the ~pistle of James. He felt himself faced with a profound dilemma 
and followed the only way outg he set up within the New Testament a 
criterion by which the claim of any book to be part of the Word of God 
8 See Chapters 11 and 111. 
9Brunner, The Christian Doot~~~e of Go~ (Dogmatics Vol.l), p.lll. 
1Bavios, o~~- cit., p • .3lf. 
14uote d f~~m Luther ' s RC2E~?_r}:>riefvo~lesune;, which hu wrote (not long) be-
fore his postin8 of the ninety-five thesbS (uavies, ?R~-~~~' p.20). 
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was to be tested, the ori tori on of whether or not it 11 preached Christ, 11 
which meant for him whether or not it preached the gospel of justific-
ation by faith. 12 Thus his ultimat~ norm crune to be 1 justification 
by faith 9 1 and on the grounds of this norm he condenmed the Epistle 
of James as having beon written 11 by some Jew who had heard of the 
Christians but not joined them. 11 11Let us banish this epistle from 
the university, 11 he said, 11 for it is useless. 1113 Having said this 
he did no t hesitate to go on to impugn Hebrews 14 and Revelation l5 
as books which obscured the gospel, and also Jude as being unnecessary 
in t ho canon in so far as it was merely an abridged republication of 
16 II Peter. He found corroboration of these criticisms in that these 
books 11 have from early times had a differunt reputation, 1117 - but 
this was merely in support of a judgment already made on the basis 
of his ultimate norm. Having started on the New Testament in this 
way he apparently also rejected Esther from the Old Testamdnt as un-
fit f or a Christian Book. 
l.i.oreover Luther maintained that John 1 s Gospel, Romans, 
Galatians, Ephesians, l John and 1 Peter were 11 the true and noblest 
18 books of the 1~ew Testrun~.;nt 11 because they set forth the gospel clearly, 
----·-·---
12
cf. Davies, op. cit., p.JJ. For Luther 11 the burden of Scripture is 
Christ, or the GosJ}el of Redemption through faith in Jesus Ghrist 11 
(Paterson, The Rule of Faith , p . 433. 
13io/,uoted Davi;::-o-p . cit., J?.J6 . In the light of these quotations Lind-
say (op.cit., p.462n.) and Peel Clrl'hE.: Bible and the People~ Protestant 
Views· of the Authority of tho Bible, 11 ea. Dugmore? The Interpretation 
of the Bible, p. 68) arc wrong in asserting that Luther meant that the 
Epistle of James was 11 a right strawy epistle11 only in comparison with 
Jn. 9 Ro., Gal., l!iph., 1 Jn., and l Pet. ------·- -·--·---
14Luther cont8nded that Hebre\vs contradicted the gospel in one of its 
doctrin~s (Davies, op.cit., p.34), althou.;h he admitted that 11 it ex.-
peunds :in masterly wiseT-fs chief article - the pridsthood of Christ11 
(Paterson, op. cit., P·434). 
l5Luther thought that Revelation did not preach the gospel (Davies,oE.cit., 
p.35), and could not f&el that it had proce0ded from the Holy Ghost ---
(Paterson ~cit., p . 435), though he did express a greater appreciat-
ion of it later. 
16D . . t 34 avles, op.cl ., p . . 
17~uoted ibid., p. 35. 
18I bid., p . 33, Paterson, op. cit., p.434. Lindsay is wron~ in implying 
that Luther used the term 11 the Word 1 in saying what was most clearly 
set forth in these books (Lindsay, op. cit., Vol.l, p462). 
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and thi s at least implied - thou&h Luther did not work out the implic-
ation here - a distinction betwe~n the Word of God and Scripture . So 
did his treatment of Scripture as not merely 19 a collection of isol-
atod texts but a vehicle of the one 60spel - in a way that was revel-
utionary in his time. It was his not ree,arding all parts of Script ure 
as of equal value, fur ther, that prevented him from laying down a prin-
ciple of the authority of Scripture in formal g0neral t8rms and thus 
kept him from actually formulating a doctrine of the v erbal inspirat-
ion ru1d infallibility of the text of the Bi ble . 20 
Luther tnus drew a disti nc t ion between Scripture and the 
Word of God, and what is more , he was the only Reformer t o do so. It 
is true that Calvin and Zwingli' s actual Biblical ~xegesis, and also 
Calvin's doctrine of the 'internum testimonium spiritus sancti •, impl- . 
i od such a distinction, but in their explici t statements they made no 
distinction whereas Luther di d. 21 Luther himself, in his exegesis, 
22 had observed historical i naccuracies in the Old Testament, had recog- _ 
nized the Books of Kings as more worthy of credit than the Books of 
Chronicles, 23 had observed that the Old Testament pr ophets could err 
in mundane and political thin;s i n spito of being infallibl0 in the 
t hings of Christ, 24 and had noted the secondary position of certain 
19
se0 below. 
20Brunner, The Christian Doctrine of God, p. 109. 
21Lindsay (.~p~~=~~v:-~·:·-;:--;46-1~-:-) and especially A. Peel ~cit. 7p.68) 
are wrong in attributing this distinction to 11 the:Reformers" generally. 
Cf. Davies, ~~· c~~., P•70ff. concerning Zwin6 li 7 p.l08ff. concerning 
Calvin, Lindsay, op . cit., Vol. 1, p.463, Brunner, Revelation and 
Reason, p . 275:., . 127n .- ---
22D . . t 4 av1es, op. c1 . , p . o. 
23L · d . t V 1 . 1 466 1n say, op . c1 • , o .. , p . . 
2LL 
'Paterson, op. cit., p . 434. 
• 
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writers who wrote in dependence on the immediate instruments of revel-
ation (e.g., the prophets in their dependence on lhoses, the sages and 
historians on the basis of older instruction, and som0 of the New Test-
amunt writers on the apos t l es) . 25 In all these he admitted tho ad-
mixture of human and divino elements in Scripture and so by implicat-
ion the non-identification of Scripture and the Word of God9 never-
theless it was none of these that brou~ht him to an actually explicit 
distinction between the two, but his norm of' justification by faith.' 
Thus we may say that for Luther, although he did not get 
as far as expressing it in this way, 26 the great original authority 
which attests all other truths is neither the Church nor the canon of 
Scripture handed dovm by the Church ;; "it is rather the _s_ubj_~ct::matter 
of _:the Wor~-~f-God 2 which, however different may be its form of ex-
pression, is able to attest itself to the hearts of men as the Word 
27 of God by itself and its divine pO\;er . " As a result, one of his 
early followers was able t o express the truth more precisely than 
Luther did~ 
I esteem Holy Scripture above all human treasures, but not so 
highly as the Word of God, which ••• is spirit and not letter , and 
wri tten without pen or paper, so that it can never be blotted out ••• 
He who thinks that he can be made truly r i ghteous by means of a 28 Book is c.scribing to the dead letter what belongs to the spirit. 
And when biblical criticism and the new scientific view of the world 
later challenged tho b0libf in the Bibl& theologians were able to think 
back to this revolutionary insight of Luther into the truth. 29 
But we have alruddy remarked that tn~ro was another tend-
ency in Luther's thoubht, on~ which conflicted with all thi s. He was 
not able to think out to a logical conclusion his new living understand-
i ng of the \vord of God but again an~ again rvturned to the traditional 
orthodox doctrine of the infallible 'letter' of the Bible which could 
not b~ attacked at any point . He was opposed in controversy with an 
25Ibid. 
26--
If hEl had he would not have had the opposing tendency in his thought 
(see below) •. 
27Dorner, History of Protes tant Th0olo~y9 ~uoted Dugmore, op. cit., p.72. 28 .. ----
Hans Denck (1495?-1527) 9 ~uoted Dugmore, op. cit., p.71. 
29Brunnor 9_ The_ Christian Doctr ine of God, p .ll2. 
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extgrnal inf~lliblo authority: he therefore sought an external infall -
ible authority to which he himself could appeal . Ho appealed to the 
letter of Scr ipture as an infallible authority whose writers had been 
literally and inerrantly inspired by God, 30 and whi ch alone pr oved and 
transmitted the truths of revela t i on. 
Thus in spitu of Luther ' s deeper i nsi ght into what the 
Word of God was, he yet made it something external and wri tten down . 
We have s~en that he could not i dentify it with Scr i pture as such and 
t herefore in his mind i t consisted of the Ol d Testament (except Esther?)-
made up of the Law and the gospel of which both were parts of the Word 
of God to men - and most of the New Testament - that part of it which 
set forth the gospe1, 31 thou5h he never actuall y in so many words said 
that the Word of God was limited to such and such parts of Scripture . 
He called the Bi ble 11 particularl y the book, writing and word of the 
Holy Spirit. " "I will not waste a word in arguing with one who does 
not consider that the Scriptures arc the Word of God, " he said. "Pe 
ought not to dispute with a man who thus rejects first principles ." .32. 
Melanchton and the Protestant School men who have been so 
often sovorol y judged for rGlapsing from Luther ' s l iving theol ogy into 
a petri fied biblicism, thorofare, were in r eality following in their 
master's footsteps when they defined their ultimate authority as a . 
content of faith written and laid down once and for all ; 11 they differ-
ed from him merely in making tho text of the Bible as a whole rather 
than the Word of God into the infallible repository of doctrine." 33 
Finally we must briufly note Luther ' s attitude to the 
authority of REASON . With his renewed emphasis on the doctrine of 
original sin and total depravity his understanding of the role of 
reason was a return to the Augustinian insight , viz., that it was in-
competent to handle the things of religion apart from the existential 
30 Davies, op.cit., p.40, Brunner, Revelation and Reason, p.275 . 
31D 0 0 t 37 avles 1 op . Cl ., p • 32~uoted Pater~n, op. cit., p . 433. 
3.3D . 0 0 t - -4-
avles, op. Cl . , P • ) 0 
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viewpoint of regenerated man. But he went further than Augustine, 
contending that reason was strongly disposed to unbelief and had been 
34 the tool by which Satan had vrought much mischief in theology. 
He called it an "evil beast," a bitter and pestilent enemy of God, 
and proposed to slay the beast and offer it up as an acceptable sac-
rifice to Him. 35 This was a return to the extreme attitude in Chris-
tian theology exemplified alroady in Tertullian 36 and was in reaction 
to the rationalism of the Schoolmen and the philosophy of Aristotle 
on which they based so much. His denial of the power of unaided 
human reason to discover truths in the f ield of natural theology con-
stituted a radical rejection of Aquinas ' ' synthesis ' of the respective 
authorities of reason and revelation. 37. 
Luther ' s answer to the problem of authority had great mer-
it in that it stressed that the Church and its mind (and therefore its 
Pope, its Councils and its 'tradition') stand perpetually under the 
authority and j udgment of God' s Word38 and in that it did no t identify 
that Word with Scripture as such. Further, it sought to objectivize 
thv content of religious faith against the danger of complete subject-
ivism. 
Actually, howevor, this attempt at objectivization failed. 
For Luther the objective and ultimate authority is the Word of God~ 
but this 1Yord of God is a selection from the Bible 1 and the principle 
of selection turns out to be something not ob jecti ve like grammatical, 
literary, or historical grounds , but a religious experience, viz., the 
experience of peace and forgiveness which he h~d found through Paul ' s 
theology ru1d which therefore made Paul's theology the c r iterion of the 
Word of God for him. Thus WG are asked to accept such and such books 
34paterson9 op. cit., p .435. 
35In Galatians (3:6) , See Richardson, Christian Apologetics, p . 228. 
36seo OhaptAr IX, section 1 RGasorr. ' 
37see t he previous Chapter on ' Reason and Revelation. ' 
3BCf. ruackinto~h, Types of Modern Theology 9 p.270. 
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as the Word of God because Luther's relie,ious experience (although he 
may well have thought that his was the universal experience, as people 
often do about their experience) commended them to h im as such. But, 
as Davies says, 
it is clearly impossible to assert that a cortain souree of rel-
igious truth is objectively authoritative on the evidence of one 
person's subjective experience . In fact~ instead of an objec tive 
religion we find ~9blank subjectivism, heavily, but not impenet-rably, disguised. 
On two other grounds Luther's solution is also to be crit-
icized. Tho first is what no modern scholar would deny today, namely 
that the moaning of Scripture is not just everyvvhere clear and plain 
to the ordinary reader. It must be interpreted and this inevitably 
brings in the subjective element to some extent, and with it the danger 
of arbitrariness. ~very translation out of the Hebrew and Gre~k texts 
is itself "surreptitious exegesis."40 The claim that the Bible could 
be read, just as it stood, without the guidance of tradition, provok-
ed the satirical epigram vvhich described it as "the book where every-
one seeks his own proper opinion ••• where still everyone finds what 
ho seeks, "4l and the t ruth of this judgment is shovm in the mul tipli-
city of sects which has sprun5 up t o curse Christianity 5 each finding 
its raison d 'e tre i n its own interpretation of tho Bible. 
The other ground is that of literary and historical critic-
ism which has made impossible tho old conception of tho nature of Sorip-
ture and the content of revelation. (which we h&ve already discussed in 
42. 
the Introduction). Luther was driven to provide an infallible author-
ity (Scripture) in opposition to tho infallible authority claimed by 
Rome; but modern criticism has shown that neither of the two is infallible . 
39Davies 9 op. cit. 9 P•57. 
40Ibid. 
41Quoted Dodd, Jhc Bible T9day 2 p.22. 
42It will be ramembered that in the Introduction we remarked that the 
Reformers did not change the conception of the content of revelation 
which was current throughout Christianity from the time of the early 
Church until the nineto0nth century. This was true also of Luther, 
althou15h his doctrine of the Word of God represe::nted a potential 
break-awayo 
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CALVIW 
By the time Calvin had written the first form of the Instit-
utes he had fully r ecognized the problem of authority and that his 
exaltation of Scri pture to the supreme place involved him in conflict 
with the Roman CHURCH. In it he attacked thG Roman Church for assum-
ing that 
1 t is in the power of the Church to l ay dovm articles of faith and 
to equate the authority of the Church with the authority of the 
Sacred Scripture~ a man is not a Christian who does not consent 
with certainty to all their doctrines ••• fueanwhile, at their own 
pleasure, despising the Word of God, they hammer out doctrines, in 
which they later insist that men should have ·ccrtain4]aith, and lay down l aws whose observance they make obligatory. 
Arid this they did when even the apostles were denied the power to lay 
down new articles of faith, he added. He crit icized tho Roman rites 
not so much on the ground that they aro not prescribed in Scripture, 
which he arunittcd t o prescribe very few, but because in spite of the 
fact that they wero not so prescribed they were attributed divine sane~ 
tion and made absolutely obligatory . 44 
Calvin deplored the "most disastrous error" of those who 
hold that it was th0 authority of tho Church which gave weight to the 
Scriptures, "as if forsooth the eternal and inviolable truth of God 
depended on the judgment of mon . 11 45 True, t he Church did have an 
authority, but it was tho authority given to its "ministry of the Word 
of God. 11 46 It was not the Church that judged the Word, but the Word 
that judged whether it was a true Churchg the sign ' par excellence ' 
of the genuine presence of the Church is " tho pure pr eachi ng of the 
Word of God. 1147 
He acknowledgedthat from time to time there might be dif-
ferences of opinion regarding the interpretation of Scripture and that 
43Quoted from the first edition of Calvin 's _Institutes, Davies, op. cit . , 
p .l03. Cf. the edition translated by Henry Beveridge, John Calvin, 
Institutes of the Christian Religion, London, James Clarke, 1953, Vol~II 
p . 389ff. 
4LL. - . t 127 'Dav1es, op . c1 . , p . . 
45Quoted ibid., p.loB. 
46~uoted ibid., p.l02. My italics. 
47Ibid., ---;.-;:-25 and 103n. 
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then a COUNCIL of bishops would be quite a good means of resolving 
the difference; but he denied that t his made the Chur~h an independent 
authority, or even that t he Councils were i denti cal with the Church , 
pointing out that it had been a Council that condemned Christ, that 
even at Nicaea there was great strife until Constantine quelled the 
bishops, and that Pope Leo himself had charged the Council of Chalcedon 
with ambition . On the whole he ascribe s honour to the four great 
Councils, while asserting that later Councils have most seriously 
deterior ated, but his criterion always is conformity with Scriptur e. 
Thus Calvin took the same view of Councils on the matter of authority 
as he did of the Church as a whole~ they had no independent author ity, 
but only~~ authority completely derived from the Word of God. 48 
Calv in thus gavG an explicit answer to tho problem of 
authority by attributing that authority to THE WORD OF GOD, and deny- _ 
ing that it existed elsewhere except in so far as it was derived from 
that Word; there is no appeal from the Word of God 9 and no man or 
body of men can set aside, add to, or disagree with the Word. 49 Far 
from being dependent on the authority or guarantee of the Church, its 
own authority is self~evident. 
As to the question, How shal l wo bo persuaded that it came from 
God without recurring to a decree of the Church? it is j ust the 
same c:.s if it vrere asked, How shall we learn t o dis t inguish light 
from darkness, white from black, sweet from bitter? Scripture 
bears U}?On the face of it as clear evidence of its truth, as ·;136 te 
and black do of their colour, sweet and bitter of their taste . 
For Calvin the Word of God and the Scriptures are one and 
the same thing, as Warfield has shown,5l and far from contradicting 
this by ascribing more authority to one part of Scripture than to an-
other, Calvin regarded both Testaments and every part of the Bible as 
having the same authority (although the ceremonial and judicial sections 
do not appl y to us as laws given for the Jews before Christ) . 5~ The · 
48Ibid., p . l 29f. 
49cf. ibid., p.lo7. 
J 0calvin, Institutes, I .vii 9 2. 
51 Ibid., p.lo8f. 
52Davies (op. cit., p . l09-114) advances enough evidence in proof of this 
to confuTe Peel (op. cit., p .68 ) and others who c ontend otherwise. 
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Scriptures were tho Word of God becausu they were oracles composed "at 
the dictation of the Holy Spiri t, 11 for whom the apostles were " ccrta:j..n 
and authentic sccretaries . 11 53 Calvin thus committed himself to a com-
pletely verbal and mechanical theory of inspiration.54 
Hovever a very important point to note i s that, unlike 
Luther, Calvin maintained that tho Bible had no authority over the 
stato 7 which derived its authority to publish its own valid ordinan-
cos immediately from God. Thus in Calvin's theology "tho door has 
been pushed sli~htly ajar for tho State to enter later with a claim 
of absolute ri5ht to speak in its own sphero, and then for science, 
art, and the r est to do tho sa.J.>~e . 11 55 
On the other extreme from the Roman Church wore proponents 
of what we have called THE Ihl~~R LIGHT, the Anabaptists, who claimed 
to have private r evelations J rantod thorn by the Holy Spirit and which 
were preferable to the· wri tton i/ord. These Calvin r efuted on tho 
ground.that acuording to J ohn 16~13f. tho Spirit's function is to con-
firm and seal what Christ has taught, not to invont new doctrines, anQ 
that all utterances of the Spirit, so-called, must be tested by the 
utterances of tho Spirit in Scripture, since the Spirit cannot be in-
consistent. 56 His denial that even the apostles had tho power to lay 
down now doctrines applied also to thom.57 
In l ine with tho traditional conception Calvin undorstoo~ 
divine revelation to be supra- rational and therefore needing a super-
natural guaranteo .58 This he believed to be constituted in 11proofsn, 
53f.oi,uotod Davies, op. cit.~ p.ll4, SE:n .. further p~ll5-116 . 
5~l . e ., in his dog~atic formulation of his conception of the Word in 
Scripture . This is not to dony tha t in his exegesis Calvin, like 
. Luther and Zwingli, impli ed a moro enlightened viow!lcf. Brunner, Reve1-
ati01!_ ~9- _B._Eason, p .l27n . , 275, Tho C_hrist~aE. . ..P_C?_otri!le of God, p.lll). 
'Nevertheless probably Galvin would have explained actual mistakes 
that he saw in tho text in tho same way as uodorn Fundamentalists do, 
i . e., by denying· that the orie2inal text v1as imperfect. · 
55D . . t 138 av1es, op. c1 ., p. . 
56Ibid . , p . ll8. 
57see above where we discussed Calvin ' s attitude to the authority of 
t he Church. 
58cf. Richardson, Christian Apologetjcs 2 p . 212, 154ff., 177ff. 
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such as the anti~uity? the miracles? and the fulfilled prophecies of 
Scripture?59 by which it could be proved to the REASON that it posaess-
ed the authority of God. "In the way of argument?" he said? "it .l.J 
easy to establish? by evidence of various kinds, that •••. the Lawy the 
Prophecies, and the Gospel, proceeded_ from him. 1160 He seems to have 
been inconsistent at this point, however, on the one hand maintaining 
that without the testimony of the Spirit it cannot be proved to un-
believers that Scripture is the Word of God? on tho other that it can 
be proved to the intellect but that while tho unb~liever refuses tha 
testimony of the Spirit he cannot have faith. 61 At any rate he held.. 
62 that "the testimony of the Spirit i s superior to reason," although he 
didnot thereby mean to disparage reason as such, 63 and that once Scrip-
ture 11 obtains the credit which i t deserv:es with us by the testimony of 
tho Spirit" it "ought not to be made the subject of demonstration and, 
a.rguments from reason. ••64 
With this doctrine of THZ WITN~SS OF THE SPIRIT Calvin 
made his outstanding contribution to tho discus.sion of the problem 
of authority. This was not a.n altogether "now principle for theology? 11 
as it has beun described however, 65 for, as Richardson points opt, 66 
from the diaciples whose hearts burned within thorn on tho road to 
Emmaus, through St. Augustine with his doctrine of "tho interior light, 11 
to St. Thomas as we saw in the previous chapter, the insight to which 
Calvin gave expression had been a "universal insight of Christcmdom. 1167 
59wG have already commented on tho breakdovm of the " argument from 
prophecy11 and the 11 argument from miracle11 (Chapters I and II above). 
60
calvin, op . cit., I .vii ,4. 
61s D . 't 14 ee av~os, op. c~ ., p . lf. 
62c 1 · · t I · · 4 a v~n, op. c~ • , .v~~, • 
63cf. Richardson, op. cit., p . 212. 
6 --· 4Quoted Lindsay, op. cit., Vol.I, p . 465, Dugmore, op. cit., p . 69. 
Beveridge ' s version rGads "deigns not11 for 11 ought not" (Calvin, 
op. cit~, I. vii, 5). 
65 -
66
By Mackintosh, Types of Modern ThooJ_~~' p.7. 
Richardson, op. cit., p . 213-219 
67Ibid., p.211. 
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Lutl.lor 68 end Ziringli. 69 too he.d both spoken of' tho Spir.:.. ~ o.-:tosting 
or teaching the meaning and tho truth of the Word of God. But Calvin 
was tho first to give this doctrine a clearly worked out for@ulation 
and.. to :provide it :precisely as an answer to tho question, how is "the 
authority of Scripture" 70 a ttostod. Calvin himself hov1ovor, did not 
sao tho fundamental character of this issue for he thought of it aa 
quito separate f rom tho general question of authority (which is solv-
ed for him by the suprer.mcy of the Bible), and_ once he has shown how 
the authority of tho Bible is at~estod_he does not ag~in go behind it 
to that which attests it.71 
As God_alonc 2an :properly boar witness to his own words, 72 so 
these words 7 will not obtain full credit in ~he hearts of men, 
until they arc sealed by the inward testimony 7 of the Spirit. 
Tho same Spirit, therefore, who spoke by the mouth of tho :proph-
ets, must penetrate our hearts, in order to convince us •••• Let 
it therefore be held as fixed, that those who arc in~ardly taught 
by the Holy Spirit acquiesce implicitly in ScriptureJ4 
In thes~ words Calvin foruulatcs his doctrine of the ' internum testim-
anima Spiritus Sancti.' Thus the authority of the Bible is comrJended 
to tho Christian believer by tho Spirit of God convincing i nwardly. 
Calvin himsel£ did. not actually expl icitly r~lato tho idea of tho wit-
ness of tho Spirit vrith that of tho intrinsic coercive power of the 
Bible showing that it comes froB God as clearly as black distinguish-
es itself from whito75 but they do not necessarily contradict each 
other. Warfield suggests that we relate them by saying that the Spir-
it. provides in us the sense we need to perceive the coercive :power of 
the Scriptures, just as wo need a sense to distinguish white from black76 
----------
68
soe Davies, op . cit., p . 32. Luther must have como vary close to 
Calvin's doctrin~1cf . Brunner, Rvvelati on and Reason 2 p . l{lf9) . 
69navies, op._ cit., p .72. 
7°calvin, o~_£_it~, I.i and the heading. l.;y italics. 
7lD.avies, op . cit., p.l38. 
72The version quoted by Lindsay (op. cit., Vol.I, p .465) and P~el (op.cit. , 
p.69) reads "word" instead of "words.il - - ·-
73·He also speaks of it as "the secret testimony of tho Spirit" (Calvin, 
_I?P• ci.!.!.7 I. vii, 4) . 
74calvln, ~~-cit., I .vii, 4 and 5· 
75S0e above . 
76n · . t 141 avles, op. cl . , P• o 
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In our cr iticism of Calvin's answer to the problem of auth-
ority we may say that it shares with Luther's the great merits of sub-
j ecting all other authorit1es to that of the Word of God and of seek-
ing to objecti vise that Word; and it does not turn out like Lut~1er ' s 
to be the elevation of one man ' s personal experience to the level of 
the finally authoritative source of religious truth 9 for the Scriptu~e 9 
in Calvin's view9 was a body of writings defined long before his time. 
He further made great contributions by bringing to the fore the doc-
trines of the witness of the Spirit and of the coerciveness of t r uth77 
in revelati on. His doctrine of the witness of the Spirit 9 which was 
a re-emphasis of a biblical teachin~, 78 prepared the way for the revol-
ution in the understanding of faith from a merely informing assent to 
dogma to the transforming f ai th which is the gift of the Spirit, 79 and 
also for the understand.ing of the Word of God as personally addressed • 
to the individual. 
However, Calvin's attempt to objectivise the content of 
the Word of God and at the srune time to make it alone the supreme 
authority fails too. In his view the Scripture was a body of writings 
defined long before his time. But how was it defined? Not by the 
Councils of the Church, for they merely formulated decisions already 
reached &radually by the great b ody of Christiar:s on grounds of their 
personal and corporate experience. But to assert this is to give the 
prior authority not to the Scriptures but to that body of Christians 
which lived between the foundation of the Church and the fixing of 
' so the canon. To answer that the authority of the Scripture could 
no t possibly depend on the Church even in this sense because it had 
forc ed itsGlf upon the Church in virtue of the intrins~c coerciveness 
of the truth it contained is to fail to answer why tho Reformers ro-
jected tho ap.o.c.xY);lha whon the early Church had for t he most part 
77cf. J. Oman, Grace and Personality, London 9 C.U.P. 9 1925 9 p.l2. 
7 8 c f.9 e • g. , I Cor. 12 d . 
79Cf. Brunner, Revel ation and Reason) p.156-172. 
80
navies 9 op. o~t., p.9o. 
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taken it over from the Septuagintal canon~ 81 and in the end r eally 
begs the question, which after all is , Are these writings 9 and just 
these wrl tings~ t l1v ones which contain the final truth? Also 9 what 
is coercive does not always turn out to be the truth, and on the other 
hand the truth is not always coercive. If Davies is right t he func-
tion of the witness of the: Spirit in Calvin's mind was limited to the 
attestinb of th0 dlvine origin and authority of the Scripture as a 
whole and he did not thlnk of i t as determining which parts of Scrip-
62 ture should be included in the canon. But even if hv did 9 as Cal-
vin formulated the doctrine it would lead to complete subjectivlsm, 
and J.t fails to answer a situation in which a man like Luther denies 
that certain books are accredited in this way. 1~oreover l t fails in 
that the moder n be liever does not admit that that witness leads him 
to accept every part of Scripture as the Word of God. In fact when 
Servetus deni ed part of the content of the Scriptures to be the Word 
of God Calvin was forced to invoke the authori t y of the. Church as the 
ultimate arbiter of correc t interpretation as against the individua1. 83 
Tho second and third points of criticism against Luther 's solu-
tion apply also to Calvin. Calvin ' s attaching equal authority to all 
parts of Scrij)tur<:. 9 iu cont r ast to Luth<?r, actually exposed the Chris-
tian l~eligion to the dangers of a chaotic individual ism even much more 
than Luther did. 84 
Finally , in his doctrine of the vntness of the Spirit 
Calvin seoms to be inconsistent in saying that the Spirit reveals to 
us the divin& origin and authority of Scripture and at the same time 
qsserting that H0 will r eveal no truth outside Scripturu (in opposi-
tion to the Anabaptists). 85 
81.,,. 11 ' II d ' . If hl la.nls 9 Tra ltlon ~ ..c... R • .l!). 9 Vol.XII, p.414a. Th-:;; Reformers ' 
r<.'ljection of the AJ:)oorypha -;vas partly due to II ~:ac.l2~ 43-45 · 
' '2 0 Davies 9 op. Clt. 9 p.142-144. 
03Cf .. , .. · 1 Th Rd. 
• iV• .del. 9 e e J.soovcry 
Stoughton, 1~54 9 p.ll2. · 
Cf. CalvJ.n 9 o:p . cit._, l.vii 9 1 ,2 9 4 . 
o_f_~l_?.~Bible 9 London, Hodder and . .. 
84cf. Doddj The Bible Today 9 p.22. 
85Davies 9 op . cit., p.149. 
CHAPTER VII 
AUTHORITY IN THE MODERN AGE 
ROJIJLAN CATHOLICI§i 
Not until the Reformation was tho problem of authority 
deliberately faced. In reaction to the Reformation, with t he Tri-
dentine (1545-1563)1 and the V.atican (1869- 1870) 2 Councils modern Ro-
man .Catholicism began. Tho Roman Church claims that it 
received and venerates, with eq_ual pious aff.ection and rcverence 1 
all the books both of the New and tho Old Testruuents, s i nce one 
God is the author of both, together with the aai d Traditions, aa 
well those pertaining to faith as those pertaining to morals, as 
having been given oith3r from the lips of Chris t or by the dictat-
ion of the Holy Spirit ••• according to that sense which the Holy 
Mother Church has held and holds, to whom it belongs to doci~o up-
on the true sense and interpretation of the holy Scriptur es . 
We sec here, first, the Roman attitude to THE :BI BLE. "It 
would be utterly impious either to limi t inspiration to some portions 
only of Sacred Scripture, or to admit that the sacred author himself 
ha~cr~od • • • • For all the booksooo with all their parts, have been 
wri tton under tho dictation of tho Holy Ghost • • • and ••• arc im.rJune from 
absolutely all error. "5 In spite of this it may be enough that in 
inspiration 11Al1.1ighty God. should inspire the sacred vrri tor with ideas, 
without also providing in the inspiration i tself tho words wher ewith 
to express those ideas. 116 Thus Pius XII acknowledges the i ndividual 
styles, idiom, and 11 processos of thought11 of tho biblical authors . 7 
It is not evan denied that there are degrees of inspiration8 though 
inspir ation always involves infallibility as comprising God 1 s author-
l See Latourette, A History of Christi~i~y, p . 866- 871. 
2Ibid., p .l092-l095 · 
3
"Tridentine decree, q_uoted :Bcttenson, Documents of the Christian Church, 
p . 36 5_. ·--~--·--·----·---
4The Tridentine Profession of Faith (1564), q_uoted :Bettenson, op . cito, p. 3 7 2 . _ ._, ____ _ 
5Leo XIII, Providentissinus Deus (1893), cap.vii; of. Pius XII :Biblic-
al Studics--r•Divino Afflantc Spiritu•, 1943), Introd., para. 3: 
6Lattey, Intr9ducti~to tho Engli~~ T~anslation of the Encyclical Prov-
identissumus Deus. This i s the opinion of the :Biblicai- Comrnission---
instituted by Leo XIII in 1902. 
?Pius XII, op . cit., Part III, para.37f.,43. 
8Prime, The Holy Sec and kodern Problonsg Holy Scri~tur~ (unpublished 
lecture}:-
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shi p.9 The possibility of sources behi nd and even additions to an~ 
glosaes in the text is not denied, but to be consistent the Rooan Ch-
urch must add that certainly tho sources and at least some of the aQ-
di t ' ' ' d 11 10 1ons wore 1nsp1re as we • In line with this, and parallel to 
its narrowing down the authority of the Church to the single voice o~ 
the Pope, it further selects. fror.1 all the extant manuacripts and vor-
sions the Vulgate as "entirely irJDune frorJ any error in Llatters of 
11 faith and oorals. •• 
TRADITION is placed on a level of equal authority with the 
Bible. The 11 sine scripto traditioncs 11 are to be accepted 11pari pie-
tatis affectu ac rover entia. 1112 As God is author of both Scripture 
and tradition, it is asserted, it is i npossiblo for thoo to confl-
' t 1} lC • By •tradit ion! is meant not a body of teaching which never 
found literary expression but one which was handed down orally by 
Christ to the succeeding generation. 
Those unwritten traditions forrJ a.n i nportant sup:pler.1ent to the 
written Word by revealing the rJind of Christ, otherwise undisclos-
ed upon capital points of doctrin0, worship and discipline, while 
they also, in virtue of their clearness , supply the standard which 
is callod for by thv obscurity ~d tho uanifoldncss.of Sc~ipturo. 
The oral tradition thus appears to be the nore nece~~ary and the 
rJore serviceable of the two channels of revelation. 
In fact the infallible inspiration of the Bible is accepted only be-
causB tradition aaserts it according to Roman Catholicism, 15 and the 
consent of the Fathers is made a suprer;1e test of exogesis. 16 In all 
things concerning faith and morals, it is hold, the 11unaniiJity11 
(which i s explained, when presGed, as the "noral 11 or prc:..ctical unanin-
ity) of the Fatheranust have arisen from the unanimous teaching of 
the apostles, and therefore froo our Lord Himself. 
9Ibid. , of. Leo XII, op . cit., cap.vii. 
lOP . . t rJ..r.le, op. c1 • 
1~ius XII, op. cit., Part II , para.26. Cf. Latourette, ~P · cit.; P• 
868. 
12Denzinger, quoted Brunner, The Chr_istian DocF.ine ..9L!f_od_, p .lo8. 
13Leo XIII, op . cit., cap·.v. 
14paterson, The Rule of Faith, p.33. 
l5p ' . . t f l ' r1me, op. c1 ~, c • Knox, _!he Be ief of Catholics...t. p .llO . 
16 Paterson, op. cit . , p . 33no 
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THE CHURCH is the custodi an of the two deposits 9 Scrip-
ture and tradition. The idea of the Church bulks central in the 
RorJan religion, and it is necessary to recognize how true that is 
before one can really understand Ror.1an Ca.tholi cisr.1. It doninates and 
colours the whole interpretation of the Christi an di spensati on . It 
is conceived as having bean founded by Christ, not only in its or igin 
but in its constitution. It adL1inisters His power on earth, perpot-
uatos His work, and is in e. real sensa a. r eincarnation of Hir.1 . "The 
v i sible Church is the Son of God as He continuously appears, ever re-
peats Hinsolf~ and eternally renews His youth ~ong 1~en in hunen foro . 
I t is Hi s perennial inca.rnation. 1117 Ronan Catholicisn r.1aintains that 
the distinction between Christ and the Church that Protestants nake 
is an artificial one . 11Being the Body of Chr ist 9 the Church is.. 
i dentical i n a Dystical way with its Lord, and consequently the auth- . 
ority of the Church cannot but coincide with the authority of Christ 
and the authority of Scripture. 1118 
Christ ••bequeathed to tbat Church his ovm teaching office, 
with the guarantee (naturally) that it should not err in tvaohing. ••19 
11 As tho Divinely appointed teacher of revealed truth~ the Church is 
infallibl e . This gift of inerrancy is guaranteed to it by tho words 
of Christ•• in John 14~ 16 and 16 gl3 20 and 11by the unanimous testi nony 
of the Fathers. 11 21 The scope of this infallibility is not to 11 r.ianif-
ost new doctrine 9 11 but to 11 guard 9 and fa.ithfully expound the revelat-
ion handed down by the Apostles, or the deposit of faith . 1122. A divine 
revelation req~ires an infallible interpreter, it is ~gued • lest false 
interpretation render it as inoffeotive as if it had not be0n. given, 
l7Mohler 9 quoted Paterson~ op . cit. , p . 24ln. 
18schwei tzer~ 11Biblical Theology-· and Ethics Today 9 11 ed. Richardson and. 
Schwei tzer 9 ~bl~-~~- Authority for T?_~z.9 p . l39. 
l9Knox~ J h0 __ B~~ief of 9ath~~~~~, p.29. 
20see chapter II for a discussion of these texts . 
21 Joyce, 11The Church 9 11 C.E . , Vol.lii 9 P• 754b. 
22The Vatican Council 9 quoted Joyce~ ~~9 p.754b. 
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and because \Vi thout it 11 the flock would have no guarantee of the truth 
of any doctrine. 1123 
It y;as the :Churc.b. that finally decided. which books were 
canonical and which not at the Council of Trent . One o~y not appear 
to the authority of the Scriptures since that authori ty depends, on the 
authority of the Church. 24 In fact sacred wTitings never were the 
aupreDe authori ty i n Divine r evelation, for above Scripture there was_ 
always the living voice, whether of the prophets, the synagogue (which 
replaced the prophets) or the Church (\lhich r eplaced the aynagogue). 2-5 
Thus a Ror.1an theclogian can say, 11NGi ther tho Holy Scriptures nor the 
Divine tradition, but the teaching Church, which infallibly expounda 
both sources of truth • •• is.. for us the first rule of faith, ,,2.6 and a 
Rmaan ca:t.echiso dewands that 11 the Catholic Christian oust beli0ve ••• 
that which the Catholic Church presents to be beli0v0d, ~hether the 
s.arae be found i n the Scriptures or not. 1127 
THE HI~RARCHY of the Church wake up the actual d0posit-
aries of the deposit handed down in Scripture and tradition. Thus 
only those who are in the apostolic successi on are abl0 to interpret 
the Scriptures correctly. Various texts froi.l Scripture arc advanced 
to prove that Christ conoi tted thG infallible teaching office to this 
succession. 28 When this hierarchy differs within itself its infallib-
le authority devolves upon THE G~~~AL COillf0ILS in which it oeeta. 
But above all, by tho decree po .l.:i_~_?le~i_a_ ...Q_l}_~isti of tho Vatican Coun-
cil of 1870, the authority of tho depositary class is concentrated in 
the hands of a single chief depositary, viz., THE POP~g 
"v'J"e ••• define the.. t it is a divinely rovoaled dog1:1a~ that the Roraan 
Pontiff, when he speaks ' ox cathedra, 1 that is, when as shepherd. 
and teacher of all Christians by his supror.1e Apostolic authority 
23 ~ 
Joyce, OJ? • cit., P·755a; of . Toner, 11Infallibility," C.E. , Vol.VII, 
P·79lb . 
24Toner, op • . ...9} t:, p . 792a, Knox, op_. cit., p . llO. 
25p . . t ru:1o, o;p . c~ • , 
26 Loafs, quoted Brunner, The Christian Doc_t_~.i?~_<?f Go~, p.l08. 
27Quoted ibid. 
28 --
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he defi nes a doctrine concer ning faith or r.wrals to be hold by the 
whole Church, by the divino assistance promi sed to him in the per-
son of st. Peter, has that infallibility which Our divine Redeemer~ 
vnshed his Church to have in defining doctri ne concerning faith 
or oorals; and therefore tho definiti ons of the Rooan Ponti ffs , by 
their own force and not by reason of tho consent of the Church are 
i r reformable • •• • If ~nyono should say any~~ing contrary to this -
definition of ours ••• lot hiD be ana..thor:ta. 
Thus the Pope has· becooe tho infallible organ of revelat ion par excel-
lence who " r er_;.ains ever free f r or:i all error. n 30 Various texts~ ospoc-
ially ~atthow 16:17- 19, are advanced to prove that this was in the Dind_ 
of Chr ist . 31 He is tho finally authoritative interpreter of Scripture . 
As far as tradition goes he can assort, 11I a!u tradi tion. 1132 As the 
"visible foundation" he is tho "unfaili ng principleli of unity of the 
Church and of the episcopacy, 32 and therefore whatever bishops or 
Chr istians are out of COiJDunion with hir.1 aro autoruatically outside the 
Church. His authority is higher even than that of the Councils in so 
far as without tho confirmat ion of tho Pope no counci l can be reckoned' 
ecur..1enical or infallible33 and. " in all cases pertaining to ecclesiast-
ical rulo1' he is a final court of appeal above any Council . 34 In 
short~ it is for hirJ to decide the 1:1oaning of Scripture 1 the gonuiness, 
of t r adition, the legi tir..1acy of Comwils 1 and the orthodoxy of the 
bishops and the faithful . 
Finally we r.1ay note tha t the Rooan Church believes tha.t 
Jesus left his power of perfort;-.ing r.1iracles to His true Church that it 
1.tight be distinguished fror.i all false churches and schisr:1atic s ::Jcts. 
by t his ATTESTATION. OF 'DUN.AlaiS.' Thus "the Catholic Church has al-
ways clairaed that the persistence of occleS:iastical r.1iraclos is a sub-
siciiary proof of her own logi tir.:acy . " 35 
29The Vatican Council, Do ~oclesia Christi, cap.iv (Father Prime ' s 
trru1slation). Cf. Bettenson~ op. cit . , p . 38lf. 
30The Vatican Council, De ~ccles;:-~~~::;i, oap.iv. 
31 -
See chapter II? also Joyce 1 "Pope 1 The," .Q_.:& . 1 Vol .XII 1 Toner, "Infal-
libility", C.E., Vol.VII. 
3~ilJ.s4rx, 1846-1848, quoted by Williar-'s 1 11 Tradition , 11 .t!].R.B. , Vol.XII, 33Po lj-J. Do -~.;.=..;_ 
Toner, op. cit . , P• 792f. , Knox, Off the Record, p . 69 9 Q. v . 
34The Vatican Council, De :illcclvsi : C~is;:;-~ap-:-iii. . 
35Knox, .Tho Be]-ief __<?.f.._C_~~holi~~' p . ~-;8f .-
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We shell loe.vc cri ticisr.1 of the concept of the infaJ.li-
ble BIBLE to the next section. But here we oust note the Rowan 
subordination of the authority of the Bible. It was only with Leo 
XIII's encyclical in 1893 that the study of the Bible was given im-
petus in the Roman Church~ and only under Pius XI, iLuaediate pre-
decessor of t he present Pope, t hat degrees in that study were given 
16 the sar.~e of:fticial status as degree.s in theology or canon law1 
Scripture is subordinated to do~Jag although formally it is asserted 
that the Scriptures consti t ute the norD of the dog.~a the attribu tion 
of infallibilit y to the dogma which r ules out of court its continual 
re-exaJ.lination in t he light of ScripturG in practice Dak:es it the 
nortl i n the exposition of Scripture. 37 Scripture is ~ade a more 
appendage to traditiong in justifying the dogoa. proclaioed in 1950 ' 
the Roman Church doe s not spend t ine giving a . scriptural foundation 
but appeal~ to the "consensus" of the Church, as i f the collective. 
inspiration of the Church has no longer any need t o be controlle~ by 
the apostoli~ witness. 38 The principle of Scripture, thus weakened, 
is finally abrogated by subordination to t he Popeg al though f ormally 
the Roman Church atter:Jpts to co-ordinate the authorities. of Scripture 
and papacy in f act the recognition of the.Pope as its only author i tat-
ive expositor~ 39 and its r er.10val fr01:1 being the critical court of 
appeal by the establishnent of t he papal doctrinal authority as. the 
40 supreme court of appeal, ranks him above it. No wonder then tha t 
even on the formal side we have Aq_uinas ' s affirnation, 11The sol e rule 
of faith is the canonical scripturas 9 11 4l replaced by Loaf ' s that not 
Scripture but the teaching Church i s 11 the first rule of f ai th. 11 
I t is true~ as we have se8n, that the Church lived by an 
36
see Pius, XII, op. cit., Part I , para.lO. 
37Brunner, Revela~~ Re ~ ..~~~, p.146. 38 --·- -·---
Cullmann~ _T_?.e Early Cl.!:_l:lrch_,_:e_.84f . 
39Brunner. Revelati on and Rease~ p.l46 
40Brunner, The Chr i stian Doctrine of God, p.l08f. 
41 -Quoted? ed. Du~Jore, The InterEretat~9n of the Biblo 2 p . 43 . See Chapter VI above . 
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oral TRADITION at first. But - as scientific historical study has 
proved - any merely oral tradition bccoDos an adr.1ixture of "early'' 
elenents and "late"accretions. 42 It was for this very reason that 
the New Testanent was forned, as we saw - to preserve the original 
' paradosis ' in its purity so that it could reoain the criterion. 
The very historical nature of the Christian r evelation oakes the pri-
ority of the written testinony over t he oral essentia1 . 43 In spite 
of all this and of the evidence of its truth in the apocryphal Gos-
pels and the rapid perversion of Biblical doctrine in the early days 
of Christianity, Rouan Catholicism oakes the authority of tradition 
e~ual with that of Scriptur e . 
The Ronan theory re~uires that Acts lgl3 be interpreted 
in a way that seeoa, inconsistent with I Cor.15. It is true that the 
original oral tradition oust have been wider than the vrri tten recor ds... 
of it, but there i s no evidence of any considerable body of it survi v-. 
ing in addition to the records. Hegesippus and Papias tried to r e-
cover Dore of this precious naterial in the second century, but di~ 
not succeed. 44 Even Roman Catholics such as Dollinger, Mohler, and 
Newoan have been sceptical of the historical tenability of the proposi-
tion that practically the whole syster.1 of Rooan dogoa, worship, and 
govP.rnrJent has been conveyed froo Chri st and His apostles by unwrit-
ten tradition. Newoan proposed that it was a logical developoent but 
t he Vatican Council expressly laid dovvn that the Church does not de-
cla:c.e new t r uth but only expounds the deposit of faith delivered throu-
gh the apostles 45 - and this in spite of the late appearance of and 
prolonged controversy about , e.g. , the doctrines of Purgatory (not even 
a probable opinion in Augustine's time), the seven sacraoents (natured 
only in t he l ate Middle Ages), and the It~aculate Conception (an art-
icle of faith only in 1854). As Paterson points out, the "unanioous" · 
acceptance to which Rooe appeals in proof of i ts tradition oeans.. only 
42Brunner, Revelation and Reason, p.l26 . 
43Ibid., p . 127. 
44paterson, op . cit . , p. 34. 
45The Vatican Council, De Ecc_lesia -~~risti, cap . iv. 
o;p. cit . , ;p .,39. 
See Paterson, 
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the witness of sone persons~ Sl:ll:letines a . r.1inori ty ~ in a par ticular 
church or period, and the lack of cont~adiction by others .46 
It is only the doctrine of the infallibility of THE 
CHURCH which lends such pl ausibility as it possesses to the author-
ity of an oral tradition . 47 "Only the Church which believes that in 
the sacrif i ce of tho Mass the sacrificial death of Christ is repeat-
ed can respect the Scripture and the tradition ~ari pietatis affectu1~ 
It cannot 1:1aintain that its i wi tation of Christ has been other than 
broken and inperfect on the practical side, however, so how can it 
expect to be infallibly perfect on the theoretical? True, every 
Church believes that the Spirit has kept it faithful to the fundaoen-
tal truths~ at least in the long run, but that is not the saoe aa. to 
claio infallibility at all tiraes and in all thi ngs (pertaining to 
faith and 1.1orals) . Nor would an infallible Church be an advantage~ 
for it is in striving for inward assurance that truth beconos truly 
our own. Romanism9 by its stress that dogr:1a is to be received on the 
external authori t y of tho Church- in contrast to the Refor nors ' doc-
trine of the inner witness of ti.~e Spirit - tends to reduce f aith to 
intellectual assent to sooething heteronor.10usly ioposed fron without . 
F~ith in Christ, faith in His Word 9 is thus based and nade dependent 
on faith in ( the infallible trustworthiness of) the Church. 49 This 
is in line with its conception of the mediatorship of the Church . 
It allows no rooo for the iL~ediate inward appropriation of truth by 
the individual which is the only true certainty and the only way to 
true faith . It is this stress on intellectual acceptance that con-
fines its approach to the outsider so ouch to tho rational . But 
faith is not intellectual acceptance that uerely inforns-g it is the 
gift of the Spirit that transforos the whole raan. 50 
46Paterson, op. cit . ~ p . 36 . 
47Ibid., p.39 . 8--
4 Brunner, Revelation and Reason, p . l 26 o 
49Brunner, Revelation and ~e~, p . l66-172 cf.l56. 
5°sec further the· Introduction. 
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fundament al critici sm of the concept of the infallible Church i s 
Barth 1 s that it becomes ~'wholly oblivious of the truth that the 
Church and its mind stand perpetually under the authority and judg- · 
ment of God ' s Word. 11 
Nor has the Church always placed reliance upon the same 
organ as infallible. At first it must have been very loosely the 
episcopate, then when the bishops disagreed the Councils, and fin-
ally, since 1870, th0 Pope in isolation~3 But as far as THE COUNCILS 
are concerned, in none of the Scriptures are the contributions of 
the collective body found to be comparable in spiritual discernment 
or trustworthiness to those of the individual men whom God called 
to be His special instrumunts of religious enlightenment and pro-
gress. Further, many of their "infallible" conclusions were arrived 
at with extremely bad arguments and in the midst of violent party 
strife . Nor have they even all agreed. Eight out of the nineteen. 
have been wholly and six partly condemned later by the Pope (includ-
ing the 11Robber- Synod11 of Ephesus which was as large and repres.entat-
ive as Chalcedon and Nicaea) . 5.4 As Martineau acutely remarks, 
neither a fallible individual nor a collection of fallible individ-
uals can constitute an infallible authorlty.55 
We have already criticized at length the Roman attempt to 
base their claims for THE POPE upon Scripture,56 and, where it fails, 
on tradition . 57 To say the least, there is no valilliproof that 
Peter was enabled or intended, "to transmit his problematical powers, 
to his hypothetical successors . 11 58 li'Ioreover the limitation of the 
infallibility of the papacy to ·matters of faith and morals when on the 
5~ackintosh, Types of 1lodern ~l?:_e_?lo~y_, p. 270 . 
5~ote also that wh•:m Rome speaks of the "living" voice of the ChurcA 
being above the 11 dead11 word of Scripture it is using purely emotion-
al and propaganda words. for vvhich other words s.uch as "undef ined" 
and 11 defined11 could readily be substituted. 
53Paterson, op~ cit., P•47. 
54 b. d 6' -I l ., P•4 fo 
55cited by Toner, op. cit., p.794a. 
56see Chapter II , I~I • 
.57 chapter IV o 
58Paterson, op. cit~ P·49· 
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one hand Matthew 16:17-19 conveyed admini~trative power to Peter,and 
on the other when the Scriptures are assigned inerrancy in all ita 
knowledge seems qyite arbitrary. Further, if Go~made the Pope in-
fallible why did he not make all the other bishops infallible as well~ 
seeing that that would have allayed so much of strife and false doct-
rine -unless we say it is 11 easier11 for the 11 omnipotent11 God to make 
one bishop infallible. In fact why did He not make all believers 
doctrinally infallibl~? 
Nor has the course of true papacy run smooth . During 
the Great Western Schism, there were at one time three popes,59 an~ 
the Council of Constance which put an end to the achism did not comply 
with the condition that 11 there can be no such thing as an oecumenical 
60 
council independent of, or in opposition to, the pope . 11 Roman 
Catholicism has to call this 11 an extra-constitutiond.l crisis 5 11 and 
therefore 11 an altogether exceptional emergency. 1161 :Sut this is one 
exception that does not prove the rule! 
In 681 the ecumenical Council under Pope Agatha anathem-
atized his predecessor, Honorius I, as 11 the confirmer of the heresy11 
of Monotheletism. The letter of Honorius which was at fault had 
been an official one, but it is denied that it had the characterist-
ics which would make it ' ex cathedra,' though it was held to be so 
by some Roman Catholics before the Vatican Council~2 In any event 
the argument holds that il' thu popes in th~ir studied declarations.. 
have contradicted one another how can they be expected to be infallib-
le just by making pronouncements in a certain, more closely define~way? 
Taught by this lesson many Roman Catholic theologians hold that 11were a 
pope to become a public heretic, i . e., were he publicly and officially 
59See Latourette, op. cit., p . 627ff . 
60Toner, op. cit.,~95P · 
61Ibid., P•799a. 
62
see :Settenson, op. cit., p . l28 5 Paterson, op. cit., p.51, Toner op. 
cit., P·798, Chapman, 11Honorius I 11 , C.E., Vol. VII. 
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centuries taught a doctrine of inerrant and plenary inspiration. 
To question anything in the Scriptures, therefore, is to 
question the very words of God and so to deny that He is true. To 
argue on the basis of modern supposition about the impartation and 
reception_of knowledge is to use the assumptions of an age which 
like all other ages will pass away and leave the ~lord of God endur-
ing for ever. In the end these suppositions cannot be relevant 
for the question, How was the revelation transmitted? can be answer-
ed only by those to and through whom it was trru1smitted, i.e., the 
authors of Scripture. 
The crucial question is: Are tho Biblical writers trust-
worthy as doctrinal guides? To reject the teaching of the apostles 
and our Lord regarding the doctrine of inspiration is to impeach 
their teaching generally. We accept the doctrin0s of tho Tri~ity, -
the Incarnation etc., on the authority of tho teaching of the Bible, 
but as Dr. Purves has said7 "If we may not accept its account of it-
self, why should we caro to ascertain its account of other things?~1 
To explain away the Kew Testament writers' testimony to plenary insp-
iration on the ground that it is duo to the adoption of the current 
theory implies that they " are trustworthy only when they teach novel-
ties. 11 72 To assert that Jesus (or the Hew Testament writers) "knew 
better" but adopted the current doctrine for some "ad hoc" reason is, 
to assert that He made use of a deceit in order to support the truth 
for which he argued and so to impeach his veracity. 
A doctrine of inspiration is thus fundamental to Fundament-
ali sm. Two writers regarded as classic authori ties in this field are 
Warfield and H. Rimmer (who has American doctorates in Science, Lawa 
and Divinity.) Their' theories, however, are not the same~ Rimmer .. s 
concept of inspiration is external and mechanical to the last degree. 
According to him Isaiah 40~22 teaches that the world is a sphere and 
71Quoted Warfield, op. cit., p .214. 
72Ibid., p . 192. Italics original. 
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Job J8gl4 implies the solar system. These and similar passages are 
advanced to prove that the Bible must be verbally inspired to the ex-
tent that its authors could not even have understood what they were 
writing. 73 
On the other hand Warfield denies inspiration by "dictat-
ion.'.74 .tTevertheless it was a process in which the control of the 
Holy Spirit was too complete to permit the human qualities of the 
secondary authors to condition the pure word of God in any way.75 
"To wish to maintain the inspiration of the subject-matter, without 
that of the words, is a f olly; for everywhere are thoughts and words 
inseparable."76 Therefore 9 maintains ·,/arfield9 God so framed and 
f 
moulded the physical, intellectual, and spiritual natures and person-
alities of the men he had chosen beforehand that they were exactly 
fitted to be the precise instruments for the reception and transmiss--
ion of just the message he desired.77 This process began in his 
nemote ancestors,78 and was such a total preparation that it includ-
ed even the prophet's " accomodation" to t he speech i n which the revel-
ation was to be clothed. Then God framo~ His ovm message in the 
language of the man chosono79 How it was transmitted to him, however, 
is not clear. 
The ex.te:r:d; to "\fhioh it is believed that Goa hau absolute 
control over v~1at the biblical authors wrote is shown by the theories 
"' · 
80 h. · t · t t ~ d · · · t tt d · t o:t. numerJ.cs? w J.cn a t ein:p o ru1 unrJ.ca e pa erns a;:1 aszocJ.a -
ions of numbers in the Bible in the I1lli.1bers aotuall;; use cl and in the 
7JRim~er 9 The Harmony of Scionco and Scripture 7~varfiel~, op. cit., p .l73n . 
?5Ibid. 9 p .. lj3 
76Rothe, quoted Harfield9 op. cit . 9 p .423 . 
77\varfield9 op . cit . 9 p . 92. 
78Ibid. 9 p.157. 
7_ 9rbid. 93 
- , p •• 
8o See 7 ec g . 9 Filmer, God Counts~ K. Sabiers~ Astounding New Discover-ie~9 Los .ru.e;eles, Robertso:r;·~Publishin.:s Coup-c:mY:--·---·-··-- ·------··· 
-t.-----L 
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numerical e~uivalents of the letters of the text 9 to prove that there 
must have been one mastorwind b8hlnd the writing of every single letter. 
It is not de:cned that there are difficulties in believing 
the Fundruuentalist doctrine of Scripture. But contradictions or errors 
in the text, if not able to be solved by some kind of exegesis, can 
always be donidd to havG been contained in the original manuscript 
or reserved until a future "statE: of knowledge" can explain them. 
Moreover, do not tho doctrines of thu Trinity and tho Incarnation, do 
not the very questions of whether we really exist or anything has real 
existence beside ourselves, present great perplexity to tho mind when 
men give thoro their undivided attention? Should we expect otherwise 
with this doctrine thcm?81 "It may sometimes seem difficult to take 
our stand frankly by the side of Christ and his apostl(::)s 9 " says War-
82 field grandly. "It will aLvays be found safe." 
In the favour of Fundamentallsm it must be said that at 
least it is a genuine attempt to exalt the iord of God exclusively, 
to set up a God-centred authority instead of one conditioned by hUiuan 
presuppositions which vary from era to era9 an~ to objectivise it 
against the danger of subjectivism. In fact l(arl Barth has said that 
were he forced to choose betwo0n its theory of Scripture and the merely 
historical-critical method he would have no he would have no hesitation 
in choosing its theory.d3 Moreover it did preserve tho evangelical 
gospel through a tlme Yihen the rest of Protestantis1,1 seemed to be 
succumbing to rationalism9 and it has managed to solve some exegetical 
problems which many non-Fundru~entalists reject as contradictions with-
out further ado.J4 
However Fundamentc.lism fails to realize that the doctrine . 
of the infallibility of the Bible became hardened into rigid form 
31
warfield9 op. cit. , p.215 9 127f. 02 -------Ibid., p.l~o , 
~ 3K. Barth, The ~R~~~le to the Rom~-~? London, O.U.P. 9 1953 9 p.l. 
4see 9 e.g.~ some of the examples in R.a. Torrey, Difficulties in 
the Biblv 9 Chicago, L1oody Press. 
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in the early Church for exactly the san1e reason and on the same ground~ 
as the developmGnt of the doctrine of an infallible hierarchy, in 
the attempt to establish an infallible authority to prove that the 
heresies were wrong. 
The criticisms advru1ced against the Reformer's doctrine of 
Scripture apply also to Fund~~entalism. We need not repeat them here, 
but we may note that its attempt at objectivisation fails even more 
than the Reformers'. The assertion that t he biblical authors did not 
fully understand what they were writing and the discarding of the 
historico-scienti fic me t hod in finding the meaning of what they vvrote 
i n effect r esult in complete subjectivismg it means that in the inter-
pretation of Scripture "everything depends solely on the dogmatic sys-
tem which the fundamentalist brings wi t h him when he opens the Bible.'~oS] 
Interpreting the Bible as a norm isolated from all Church tradition 
results in an ex travagant abundance of sect s g "any part of Scripture 
or a certain interpreta t i on of a certain text once ac0f') te cl i s pr oclaim-
ed as the only norm with astounding obstinaoy 9 "
86 
whether i t stands 
on the edge of Scripture or not. On the other h<mQ the appeal to the 
fact that the Church believed in plenary inspiration so long, if pres-
sed9 implies that all tradit i on is i nfallible and thus leads to Roman 
Catholiciso; and whil0 Warfield spends so much space on showi ng t hat 
t he Church beliuved in the inerrancy of inspiration for so long he is 
inconsistent in not accept ing as well t he traditional belief concern-
ing the ac t ual proce ss of inspir a tion . Both the above theories of 
i nspirat ion fail , Rimrner ' s i n not accounting fo r the i ndividual styles 
of the wri t ers, War field ' s (which is duo to a starkly onesided 1 C~lvin-
ism~ ) i n malcing God ' s con t r ol so ruthlessly absol ut e that it leaves 
no ~oom for f r eewill, i.0 . ) for the sin which did colour tho person-
alities of even t he authors of Scripture and t herefore must have colour-
ed their "formulation" of t ho \'ford of God as well. l'.J.oroovor oven i f t ho 
85s chwoi t zur, "Bi blical Thvolot§.y and Ethics Today 9 " od. Richards on and 
Sohwoi tzer 9 Bibl i cal Al;lt~ori t;r._. fa_:;-_, Today , p . 14. 
86I bi d. 9 p . 142. Nearl y al l the modern s ects base 
on an interpretation of Se;ripture which depends 
doc t r i ne of pl enary and infallible i nspi rat1on. 
Fundamental ism and the llible ? p.lOf. 
--·--- --------..-.---
t heir r ai son d' etre 
on the Fundrunental ist 
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argument that thoughts and words are inseparable is valid9 to accept 
"verbal'' inspiration, the idea that the Holy Spirit not only i nspired 
the writer's thoubhts but helped them in the choice of the words to 
express them, is not necessarily to accept inerrant or plenar~ inspira-
tionj as Baillie points out. 87 
Fm1damentalism admits the corruption of the present text 
but arbitrari ly fails to allow for corruption in the copying and t rans-
mission of the earlier sources used by the historians of Scripture, 
and for the fact that the invasions of Israel 9 the sackinb of Jerusalem, 
the hurried flights and long marches over flood and field, and the im-
perfect receptacles used to preserve the prophets' sayings resulted 
in confusion of order, inclusion of anonymous fr.::.gments, and repeti-
tion of mater2al when the post-exilic scribes attempted to restore 
88 
them. In fact, however 9 once it is admitted that thG text of the 
Bible now in our hands is fallible the whole basis of the appeal to 
it as t he infallible vvord of God crumbles, for who is to say to what 
extent the text was corrupted between the writing of the ori ginal manu-
89 sc~ipts and the copies of the;n now extant? Moreover, if God over-
ruled absolutely in the writing of Scripture why did tie not think it 
important enough to overrule absolutely its preservation, if He wanted 
us to have an inerrant Book? 
Fm1damentalism makes faith stand on belief in (the infal-
lible trustworthiness of) the Bible, JUSt as Romanism makes it stand 
on belief in (the infallible trustworthiness of) the Church. Thus 
"I must believe that the sun stood still in the Vale of Ajalon 7 because 
it says so in the Book, just as much as I must believe that God in 
Chr2st forgives me my sin and gives me his love. "90 As we saw in 
the Introduction .the concepts of revelation and of faith in which 
Fundamentalism results are totally inadequate. It continually threat-
ens to mru{e the Bible the object of instead of the means to faith. 
87B ·11· a2 2e 7 The Idea of Revelation in Recent Thought, p.115. 
8"" dSanday, Inspir~tion, p.239ff. 
89Rowley, The Relevance of 'the Bible, p.24. 
90 -
• Brunner, Revelation and Rease~, p.174. 
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But our starting point must be not, 'Believe in the Bible 9 ' but 'Be-
lieve in Christ.' FundamentalisrJ thi~s that once scientific and his-
torical criticism is admitted to the study of the Bible there is no 
reason left for not surrendering to the most extreme and irresponsible 
cri t:Lcs who so often cannot even be called t:hristians. But if we start 
off with faith in Christ and from this vantage point make our judgments, 
the!"'1 7 as Brunner puts i t 9 "there is ••• a 'radicalisru' which from the 
standpoint of faith has once for all become impossible," just as much 
as there is "a 'conservatism ' which has equally become impossible from 
the point of view of historical criticism. 119l 
It is true that the apostles, and perhaps even our Lord 
Himself9 ascribed infallibility to the Scriptures.
92 But we havo seen 
that the apostles did not think of themselves as writing vvi th infallible 
inspiration? and even if Jesus did ascribe infallibility to the Old 
Testament this can be explained in that He "emptied Himself" when 
He was "found in human form." To say that He could not err morally 
and reli~iously i s not to say that He could not err epistemologically. 
To flatly i.-'l.entify those two is td ·say that finitude and creatureliness 
are the same thing as sinfulness and to imply that He retain~d His 
omniscience and so did not take on a truly human nature.93 The truth 
is that His attitude to the Old Testament (including His ascription 
of the Law to 1.ioses and the Psalms to David) was i n the same category 
as His speaking of the sun "rising " etc. 
In fact the communication of all revelation between a 
higher and a lower mind always demands such accommodation. 
The teaching which a parent gives to a child must be expressed 
in tho child's la.nguage, • •• thought end experience •••• But such 
acco~nodation does not in any way mislead the child. Its whole 
purpose is to convey as clearly as possible such truth as he im-
medi~4ely needs, without confusing his mind with extraneous mat-
ter. 
9lBrunner9 Revelation and R~~~9 p. 174. 
92
s e<:: Chapters II and III, under the sections on 'The Old Testament. ' 
For this reason Brunner ' s criticism of Funda.wental ism as actually 
"a breach of the Second Comrnandm~.:Jnt" is dangerous (Brunner, Revela-
tion and Reason, p.l20) . 
93Is it not :bvi;us that our Lord was too much a man to be have been 
able, for instance, to propound tho theory of relativity? 
94aoudge 9 "Revelation 9 11 ,C;.H.:cJ.? Vol.X9 p. 747b . 
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In tho words of Galiloo, "The aim of the Holy Spirit in the Holy Scrip-
tures is much higher than that of teaching us tho wisdom of this world. 11 
It "is to teach us how we are to reach heaven 7 and not how the heavens 
are moved."95 The very concept of revelation involVes the idea that 
God reveals what is otherwise undiscoverable. 
Matters which are discoverable by human reason, and the means of 
investigation which God has put w~ithin the reach of men's facul-
ties, are not the proper subjects of Divine revelat ion9 and mat-
ters which do no t concern morals, or bear on man spiritual rela-
tions towards God? are no t within the province of revealed reli-
gion.96 
Because t ho Church has forgott en t hi s it has waged the bi t ter war wi t h 
s cience which i t i nevitabl y loses so long as it r efuses t o s ee t his 
pr inciple - a war which has had much to do vri th t he sever i ng of the 
Chur ch from \/estern ci viliza t i on. By havi ng clung to t he bi lbi cal 
cosmology of space (agains t Copernicus 7 Galilee, Kepler , Newton), timE! 
(Lyell), and primeval hi story (Dar win ) t he Church has already al ienated 
modern man far more than t heol ogians of ten porceive . 97 
The Fundrunentalist ' s r efusa l to take t he human word of 
tho Bible seriously moans tha t i t has little importance f or him t hat 
t he biblical mess age shoul d be int erpreted int o the t hought of t oday . 
Accordi ngly he mer e l y re~oats t he sentences and phrases of t he Bible , 
and when modern man cannot understand what he is trying to say he 
regards t hi s no t as a problem for method but as tho "stumbling-block " 
Scripture s ays th~ gospel will be for the world. On the other side , 
modern man, hindered unnecessar i ly by something whi ch i s not t he scrip-
tural stumbling-block at all 9 i s confir med in his suspi cion that "Chris-
t i anity wants nothing bu t to conserve antiqua t ed ideas and heat them 
up. "98 Fundamentalism no t only refuses to r ecognize the modern sol u-
95~uo ted Brunner, op. ci t ., p . 280. 
. 96~uarry, quoted 
and St oughton, 
Revelation. ' 
G.A. Smith 7 Tho Life of Henry Drwnmond 9 London , Hodder 
1899, p. 242f. See the whole chapter on ' :6\roluti on and 
97Brunner, op. cit . ? p . 276- 281 9 6. Cf. Fosd.ic.k, The Loder n Use of the 
Bible 9 Lecture2; Ti lli ch, Systemat ic Theolo~y_I. p. 144. -8- - - · - J 9 Schweitzer , op. cii?_.~ , p.142. Cf . Til l ich 9 ~;ystematic Theol , ~~~, p.3ff. 
Con trast the spirit of Paul and John v:ho di d not regard t he terminology 
of t he Old Test&uent anQ the sayinbS of Jesus as sacrosanct, but at-
tempted to express the ess...,ntial Word which came thr ou€;,·h them in the 
thought forms of those ·whom they addressed. 
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tion to difficulties in the Bible, viz., bibli cal criticism, but the 
ancient one as well, viz., allegory9~ and thus makes it more difficult 
than ever for modern man to accept the Word of God. 
Fundamentalisill often condemns biblical criticism100 as 
an invention of the .i!inll.gh tenmen t. But already in the early Church, 
chJ.efly throut;h the influence of Origen, there was considerable dis-
cussion about the authorship, relative value, and contradictions of 
the Scriptures. 101 Moreover cri ticism has made the Bible n1agnificent ly 
. 102 
alive and released many parts of it from obscurJ.ty. It is not true 
to say that it tears the Bible to pieces, leaving a mero tattered 
patchwork of what was once a glorious unity. 
The fact is precisely the opposite. The new approach to the Bible 
once more integrates the Scriptures, saves us from piecemeal treat-
ment of them, and restores to us the whole book sean as a unified 103 development from 0arly and s imple beginnine,s to a great conclusion. 
Warfield 's argument t hat if we cannot accept the Bible ' s 
account of one doctrine~ viz., inspiration, all that it teaches is 
impugned is ' prima facie ' of great force. But in the ond it begs the 
whole question, On what authority do we believe? Finally, i f .Jesus 
had meant us to nave cll1 infallible Bi ble would He not have written 
it Himself? It is of suj?rcme importance that He did not, however~ 
that, in fact, there is not one single de~d or saying we can be posi-
t . . 1 H. l04 . d ~h t J.Ve was proc1se y J.s - J.n or er ~ a our religion might find its 
focal point in no book nor any other creature but only in Jesus Christ 
Himself' 9 t he Risen Lord who speaks HJ.s ·word to us, a Word that comes 
to us through the Bible but itself ever remains over and above us~C'5 ,lC6 
99Seo Fosdick, op. cit., Lecture 3. 
100
rt must be admi tto(L, hoyvover, that ''cri ticis1.1 9 11 and especially 
"highE:r criticism," are an unfortunate choice of words which en-
gGnder preJudice not without reason. 
101 Sec Dodd9 The Bible Tod~l' p . l)f. 
1Q2B r . · runner, op. cJ.t., p.~o7. 
l03F d' , --.-t 
os J.CK 9 op. c1 ., L~cture 1. 
104
uf. Bailli~~-Idea o~ Revelation in Recent Thou~ht, p.114. 
105 ~eo further the Conclusion. 
106For the exegetical evidence which makes Fundamentalism impossible 
sec Glasson, E_un<!_amcntal~~~c! .. _tho B_i~E_, Rowley, Tho Relevance 
of tho __ Bible, chapter ) 9 0tc. 
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THE SCHOOL OF TFlli IlmER LI GHT 
..:;,:;;;;;:o_.,_.;_:;.=., ·-
ivha t ~ for lack of a better name , we may call tho ' school' 
of the Inner Light is that body or section of tho Church which has em-
phasized tho author ity of tho inner teaching of the Spirit above tho 
external authority of tho Church and the objective authority of the 
:Bible. Usually i t has involved a reaction against externalism and 
formalism (and consequent spiritual laxity) in the Church. But like 
all movements which place an exclusive emphasis on one aspect of the 
truth~ i t has tended to deviate from the Church itself. 
l~evertheless it can find its spiritual ancestry in the 
Old Testament prophets, the men ' par excellence' whose authori ty was 
the immediate te achi ng of the Spirit.107 This emphasis was revived 
in the prophets of the New Testament? and again in Montanism towards 
108 the end of t he second century . The Montanists prized the records 
of Christ's and the apostles' teachings but believed that the Spiri~ ~ 
109 
revealed the 11 inner meaning11 of the Scriptures t o them. They claimed 
direct personal spiritual revelation~ and maintained that the Spirit 
continued to speak through tho prophets. Montanus asserted that the 
Spirit had revealed to him tho early end of the world and the descent 
of the New Jerusalem from heaven to be fixed in Phrygia. 110 
The same emphasis continued to be expressed in the mystic-
lll ism of the Middle Agvs~ though generally in a less radical form. 
During the Reformation it broke out again in an extreme form with 
f tl b t . t 112 d . d some o 10 Ana ap lS s an other comrnunl ties forme as offshoots 
of the Reformation. They believed themselves guided by the Spirit 
through inwar d illumination, and a fov1 Anabaptists prophesied the im-
minent re turn of Christ and tho setting up of tho Now Jerusalem in 
Strasbourg or Mlins t or. 
107
soo Chapter I? especi ally the quotation from Edmond Jacob concern-
ing true and aberrru1t forms of prophecy. 
108Latourotto~ op. cit., p.l28? Barnett, The Living Flame, p.ll3f. 
109 -
Tortullian ' s phrase, q_uotod Barne t t, op. cit.~ p.ll6. 
110
soe furtherLatoure~to~ op. cit., p.l2bf.~ Bettenson~ Documents of 
the Christian Church 9 p.lOBff., Barnett~ op. cit.~ esp. p.ll3-l28. 111 ----
Herman? The t!eanln.:. and Value of LI:f. s_t. ic_ i~~o p.28jf. 11 2 ···----·- . -- ·----'"'-' ----' 
Latourette, op. Clt~9 Po779-790. 
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Ill the seventeenth century George Fox foUllded the Society 
of Friends, the most enduring of various such bodies which emphasized 
the Inner Light. For four years Fox had sought religious peace in tha 
established and dissenting Churches~ but he did not find it Ulltil he 
received a.n4- immediate r evelation 11not ••• by the help of man, nor by 
the letter, •• • but ••• in the light of tho Lord Jesus Christ, and by His 
iramediate spirit and power 9 as did the holy men of God by whom the 
H 1 S · t · tt ••113 H 1 . d t h . . d o y cr1p ures wore wr1 en. e c a1me o ave v1s1ons an 
direct divine illumination and guidance which he called 11 openings. 11114 
The ~uaker movem,:mt was a reaction against the external biblicism and · 
disbelief in immodiato revelation of, especially, Puritanism. 115 Hav-
ing foUlld within themselves the Light which is Christ who is alone 
sufficient to bring life and salvation they discarded all the 11author-
ities 11 of mon, their teachings, words, "worships," "Temples," creeds, 
d · · t · 116 k. t . t th L d . . 1 d an n11n1s r1es 9 see 1ng o wa.J. upon e or 1n pure sl ence an • 
117 
make their minds 11 like a sheet of blank paper," the bGttor to f eel 
His word in their hearts. 
In Chapter III we discussed St Paul's various experiences 
of the Inner Light in the nature of 'Christ-mysticism' and immediate 
revelation. Christianity can novor dospise tho notion of immediate 
revelation, for it itself is built on the foUlldation of tho prophets~ 
and tho primitive Church hold its own inspired prophets in high honour. 
l~·or can it despise tho mystical element in religion. "Let us say it 
once and for all 9 that religion is a mystical thing from beginning to 
end."llb Without tho mystical olemc.nt Christianity becomes something 
external, formal, empty, impotents and self- deceiving. The believer 
must feel and know in his heart that Christ has risen, must experien~ 
113 Fox, Journal, p.20. 
ll4Ib' d ----. 1 • 9 pass1m. 
ll5Braithwaite 9 "!'riends, Soceity of , " E.R.Eq Vol.VI, p.l42b. 116
cf. the q_uota tion from Edward Burrough, Brai thwai te 9 op. cit. 9 p.l43a. 
ll7Grubb 9 quoted Braithwaite 7 op. cit., p.l43a. 
118
nuhm 9 quoted Herman? op. cit., p. 289n . Cf. James Stewart: "Every Christian is a mystic'" (j. s~·ewart 9 A !.~an in Christ, London, Hodder 
and Stou5hton 9 1951, p.l62. Sec his whole chapter on ' Mysticism 
and Morality • ). · 
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Ghrist. 11It is not enough that thou sayest: Luther, Petvr 9 or Paul 
has said this, but thou 1.1ust in thyself feel Christ HilllsGlf . ••119 
\vi thout the work of t h_, .::ipiri t the Scriptures themselves remain veiled. 
All this is an essential emphasis of '11hich the Church has sometimes 
needed to be reminded by ruen lH .. e George Fox. :in fact we must beware 
of criticizing too sevor} y even men like Carlstadt and Franck for they 
belonged to the very school which so largely prepared tho way for the 
Reformation itself. 120 
But when an exclusive stress is laid on the authority of 
th0 Inner Light it leads to two distortions. The first is a typo of 
mysticism whloh threatens to be pantheistic. George Fox himself 11had 
no slight estee1u of the Holy Scriptures, 11121 but later a group of 
~~ers under ~lias Hicks repudiateu the importance of the person 
and work of Christ. Such exclusive exaltation of spiritual 11experien9e11 
of or communion with Christ comes to regard the historical revelation 
as accidental, as the mere symbol or garment of the experience of the 
eternal, and recognizes neither the authority of Scripturo not the 
bond binding men to the Word and fellowship of the Church . 122 It 
soon comes to hold that it does not matter what pGople believe so 
long as they have, or think they have, the right experionc<:l. 123 Stand-
ing apart from men, apart from the historical revelation, religion 
thus becomes thG union of the. alone with the Alone 1 tha absorption of 
the individual into th& Absolute. This is also a way that q_uickly 
leads to rationalism, for both it and rationalism are severed from 
the historical, and t ho principle of roason easily becom~s substituted 
for the princi ple of the Inner Light. 
ll9Luther, quoted Brurmer, Revelation and Reason, p.171 cf. p.lBO. 
See also Chapter VI above on Calvin's doctrine of thu witness of 
the Spirit. 
l20H . . t 2' 6. eru1an 9 op. Ol • 1 p. o • 121 -----Fox, Journal, p.2o. 
122Brunner, op. cit. , p.147. This is in contrast to tho true Chris-
tian mys;!i cs who "regarded ordinary Chr istianity as the test of 
the genu\ness of their extraordinary experiences" (Corbishley 7 
"Do the Mystics Know? 11 7 Hibbert Journal, October 1~51 9 p.6). 123 -·----
Cf. Davies, The Probl ow of Authority in the Continental ReforD?.~rs:~ 
p.j). 
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The second distortion to which exclusive stress on the 
authority of the Inner Light l eads is one that does not regard the 
Scriptural revelation as a mere aside, but thinks it insufficient, 
something to vYhich additions must be 111ade, whether of an explicatory 
or superseding nature. Such were the actual prophecies of l'tion tan us 
and the Anabaptists, and 11 The Book of Adler'' which gave Kierkegaard 
h . b' t 124 occasion to write on t J.s su JeC • 
Finally, we may note the practical impossibility of mak-
ine:, the Inner Light in the individual the only authority" This is 
evident in historyg the ~uakers were soon driven to set up the corpo-
rate judgment of the cormnuni t y when the views and doings of oortain 
individual members began to embarrass them, they themselves later 
fell i n to a rigid traditionalism; and to counter men like Elias Hicks 
12'' 
they had to produce official statemGnts of faith . :> No ttexperiencett 
as such by i tsolf can be allowed to carry the ultimate authority with-; -
t . th d t l t b. t . d b. t. . 126 ~ l27 ou open1n5· e oors o comp e e ar J. rar1ness an su JGC J.VJ.sm. 
RATION' ALI SM. 
The line which separatos the school of the Inner Light 
from those who emphasize the exclusive authority of reason is a very 
tenuous one. The revolt against the external, heteronomous authority 
of the Church or t he infallible Bible in the attempt to make t he truth 
one 1 s own easily becom8s an appeal to auton0111ous hw,lan reason as the 
final authori t ;J' instead of an inv,rard se0king for t he t heonomous \lit-
noss of tho Spirit. Hence it is that r.1any of those v.-ho during the 
Reformation broke away from the Church in i sol ated communities which 
did not join any of the reco5nized Protestru1t Churches can be olassi-
124 See Croxall, ''Kierk0gaard and .authority, 11 Hibbert Jour~-~-' January -
1946. 
125Braithwaite 9 op. cit., p.143. 
126
see ·w.A. Hall~-lie;ious l::xperience as a Court of Appeal,'' H~b­
bert Jour~_Etl, Vol.Llii, July, 1955. Hall is vrrong, however, i n 
attributing this position to non-Fu.nda;,,.:mtalist evangelical Pro-
testantism generally. 
127Schleiermacher and his fol lowers also opened thel!lse lves to this 
danger by tryint::, to der1vo all the contents of the Christian faith 
fro:w the experience of tho regenerate Christian (See Tillich? Sys-· 
te~ Thoolo~_!, :P•47L). ---
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fied under either or both schools. 128 
We have seen that from the time of the early Church there 
has been an element i n Christian thought which has exalted r eason. Ratio-
nalism entered into history w~ith the criticism brou5ht by the Ionian -
129 philosophers against the popular mythology of Greec&. The early 
Christian apologists used this appeal to reason in attacking paganism. 
Justin r1artyr9 and 9 much later, th0ologi ans of the thirteenth century 
thought that the whole content of the Christian revelation was p~ tentiallJ 
discoverable by t he unaided hlli~an reason. 
In the scholasticism of the earlier 10-ddlo Ages, however, 
the application of reason was limited to discussion which took the 
ultimate beliefs, the 11 t r uths of revelation," for granted. Neverthel ess, 
the unprecedented elaboration of formal method that took place as a 
result of this and the id~a of f aith as an intell~ctual assent to 
"truths 9 11 f.:lomo of which were discoverablo by reason, were themsEJlv.as 
130 brecdine; grounds for the rationalisr.1 that was to break out later. 
The Renaissance brought with it the movement of thought 
called humanism, and durin6 tho Refor mation the school which stressed 
the authority of reason arose or, for the most part, came by way of 
h . 131 umanl sm. The Anti-Trinitarian Servetus 9 for instaL1CG~ v,ras a man 
132 
whose t hought was shaped by the influenc~ of ~rasmus. 
With tha advent of the Bnlightenment in the seventeenth 
century and the colla!)se of the "infallibilities 9 11133 Dei sm emerged 
with its clairu to be a "natural r eligion'' discernible by all men every-
v•here through their r eason. According to Lord Cherbury 9 who has been 
128Latourette, op . cit., p.788. 
129 ,.r d h 11R t 1· 11 ., •• R ··· V 1 X · 81 no e ous€. ~ a lona lsr.1 9 .c; • • ~. 9 o • 9 P•J a. 
130
cf. vv'hi ttaker, "Reason, 11 E.R . E. 9 Vol .X and Chapter VI 9 section 
' Revelation and Reason ' above.--
1 "'1 
J Latourette, op. cit., p.7dti. Note that it is here, long before • 
the application of the muthods of biblical criticismj that the 
movt-!,lent in theological thoubht which e:,oes variously by the names 
of ' Liberalism, ' ' kodernism 9 ' and ' Uni tarianish1 1 arose. 
132Ibid. 9 p .790. This explains why Unitarianislfl won so many more con-
verts from the Reformod Church, which was J.lllch moro inde;bted to 
hur:1m!isril than thv Luth.Jran Church (Ibid., p.795). 
133 1 J. Oman 1 _grace and Personali t~9 London 9 C. U . P. 9 1925 9 chapter . 
lJ4 
called the father of Deism 1 there are five essential~ innate, and 
universal propositions of religion, viz. 1 that God exists, that it -
is man ' s duty to worship Him 9 that the proper method of v,rorship is 
the practice of vi r tue 9 that man is under the obligation of repent-
ing for his sins, and that there ·,vill be rewards end punishments in 
the life to come. 134 God we.s the original Archi teet of t he 1..miverse 9 
but once He had set it going it governed itself by inexorable laws 
and did not need Hls interference . Everything not discover able by 
reason in Chri stianity was condefilned as a corruption of the original 
"s i mple " gospel of Jesus. This atti tude and the non-recognition of 
the need of r evelation are sho~1 in the titles of the books by John 
Toland, Christio.ni ty not 1.!ysterious (1696 ), and L.iat t hew Tindal 9 Chris-
t ianity as Old as Cree.tion (1730). 135 
A typical rationalist of the nineteenth century was Heg~l . 
He is the classic example of a man who sought to explain Christianity 
in terms of a previously constructed speculative system; and resolved 
the Trinity into the ' thesis, o.ntithesis 9 and synthesis ' of the Abso-
lute . 136 The extrm,le theological 'liberalism ' of the nineteenth and 
early twentieth oenturies vras largely under the influence of rational-
ism. It denied miracles for the sake of a universal reign of natural 
law, and reduced. Christianity from beine; the absolute religion to 
being the highest so far achieved in man's progressive self-realiza-
tion. Revelation was reduced to discovery, and Jesus becau.e only 
a Teacher or inspiring exai!tple. 131 A typical representative was r;iar -
tineau who with the help of the TU.bingen School came to the conclusion 
that 
134:t-J .H. Robinson, Notes on -~~iS}~Theism 9 and Pantheism. Cf. Kack- , 
intosh, Types of ~hodern Theolot,y? p.l3- l9. 
135see Bet;enson~ op. c i t . , p.426-431. 
136 
... .1ackintosh 9 op. oit.,- p.lol - 1179 l42f. 
137wanson, ''The li'ai;~~ of Liberalisw to Interpret the Bible as t ho 
Word of God~" ed. Dugmore~ op. cit., p.~3ff. Cf. ibid., p. ll3 
and Tillich, Systematic_TheOlob'Yl, p.73. 
135 
Christiani ty as defined or understood i n all t he churches which 
formulate it has been r.1ainly evolved from what is transient and 
per ishable i n its sources~ from what is unhistorical in its trad-
itlons, mythological in its ~rgoonceptions, ru1d misapp~ended in . 
the oracles of its prophets . 3 
Christianity can never finally despise reason as such . 
Reason has ataek in religion both essentlal and extensive. It exer··· 
cises a necessary control in weedinG and trimming the plant of religion 
without which i t would denegerate into superstition and fanatioism, 139 
and the arguments of re ason have had real effect in rnodifying or de-
veloping the doctrines of Christianity. 140 Theology itself is an ac-
knowledgement that we must use reason in the service of the Word of 
God, especially in seeking to translate or interpret the Christian 
141 
message i nto modern l anguage and thought concepts. 
11:illrror and confusion r e sult 7 however 7 when t he role of the 
intellec t is changed frOiil that of control to that of ~~ of know- ' 
142 143 ledge. 11 Religious fai t h must be open to reason~ and may even 
hope to be sustained by r~ason to a certain exten t, but it never can 
be born of reason . Kant in his _C_~i !_i_q_ue. _'?i_.E.,1~P~ .. J~·-~...9E.. showed the 
l imi tations of reason, 144 and lJodern thoue:;h t has returned to Aut; us-
tine's insight that reaso:n i s something that proceeds fran tho view-
point of faith. I t ah1ays prooeE..ds from some faith. Rationalism 
loves to re~resent the issue as one of reason v er sus faith as mere 
opinion or blind belief.l45 But 11 the idea of an impartial abstract 
r eason is a mirage , a notable i l lustration of man's perennial tempta-
tion to exalt h imsel f among t he gods, knowing good and evil . 11146 Our 
138J. Mar t ineau , The Se at of Authori ty in Relit,ion ( lo90) , p.649-650, 
tJ.Uoted Williams, .Authority i n the -~.AP'Ostolic _~~ p.11 5. 
1 39soderblom , Tho l~ ature of Reve l ation, p .. l1L 
l 40Wodehouse , op . ci t . , p . 581a. 
141
cf. Brunner? Re-;~~tion and Re ason , p. 311, Brurmer , The Chris tian 
Doctrine of G-od~ chapTer- 29 Tillioh , .Sys t emat i c Theology I, p. 3ff. -
1 42s··d ., l . t 112 o ero om, op . c l • , p. , I.~y i talics. 
143I Pet. 3~ 15 . · 
l44,f , . k ' t h ' t 19 2 ' t.: • .1.~ac -ln os , op. Cl • 9 p. - 6. 
145Richardson 9 Christi:-~~ologctic~, :p . 242. 
146 Ibi<!:~ p. 223. 
_____ L 
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reason is alvvays conditioned by many things. Hu.tne 7 Goethe 9 Rousseau 9 
Voltaire 9 Tholilas Paine, Hobbes, and Cherbury were all products of thE?. 
.c~nlightenment 7 claiming reason as their sole authority, yet none of 
them agreed philosophically or religiously. Rationalism itself always 
has a concealed principle of faith 9 an 'a priori ' presupposition. 
Deism presupposed the contemporary pseudo-scientific picture of the 
world as well as a watered-dovn1 version of what was a specifically 
Ch . t · t· f G' d d l' · l47 rls lan concep lon o o an re lglon. Liberalisw presupposed 
a humanistic outlook and. the:; relevance of the application of the bio-
ligioal concept of evolution to the spheres of civilization and reli-
. l4d glon. 
We see thus that faith itself cannot be opposed by reason. 
It can be opposed only by another faith-principle. 149 lioreover reason 
itself is involved in the fall of man. Thus it is conditioned above 
all by sin~ the s l ave of self-interest and pride, it inevitably begets 
f alse theories, rationalizations, and error of al l kinds. Only by the 
illumlnation which saving faith brings can it become truly rational. 
Reason as an authority can to a certain limited extent serve as a 
judge of religious t r uth but never as its source. 15° 
l47cf. Paterson, Th~~~~-o_f __ Jai th 9 p.9o. 
146Cf • 
149,,f 
150 
v 0 
J. Baillie, 'l1hG B~-~~-e_t __ ~_l.2__~r~~~9 Lond.on 9 0. U.P. 9 1951. 
Richardson> op. cit ., p.235 ~ 
See f urther Tillic.:h~ Systei:1atic Theology I 9 p. 79-117. It is the 
authority of what Tillich calls 11ontological 11 reason rather than 
"technical" reason with which we are primarily concerned here 9 
of courso. 
~~---L 
CONCLUSION 
Wherein then shall we find final authority? The Bible 7 
t r!e Pope 7 tradition, the C~1urch 9 thv wi tneGs of the Spi:ri t - all thes-e 
we have found to be falli.i:J.L e . Just as \IU said that u. collection of 
fallible individuals cannot e;onsti tute an ii.-1falliolc organ of author-
ity in tho Uouncils of the.. Churoh, so no combination of these fallible 
authorities can yield us .... n infn.llibll- authority. Does this r...ean then 
t J.!at therG is no final touGhs tone, no certain autnori ty 9 n o final 
source ru1~ judge of religious truth? i~o wo forced to ailluit in the 
o •• d t hat everything we believe is after all under a g_uestion mark 9 
t h at it is best charaot~rizE:d as 1.1e ro opinion rather than certain 
truth? 
If it did we wou lu. no lone;er be able to tsive Christianity 
our allegJ.ance. T~10 gos~el of Ghristiani ty vJOulJ. no l0n6 er be good 
news for it would oe uncertain news. .And a s an ansv1er to the world 
it would fail completely 9 for the only gospel that 1.7ill save the con-
fused world toda y is one t h a t can bo proclair.1ed ui th auth ority . 
But there is an crr1swe:r to our pr oblem. The answer li~s 
in taking seriously the state1,10nt tha t God is the: ul t i"u;a.te authority 
for al l reli~::,;ious truth~ and. t herefore &s the ul tii:,u.te authority 1 is 
t he only ul tir.,ate authority. But thio stu.tiucnt must be Lmderstood 
in a way E_adic_ally different to that which it li,uned.iately suguests. 
Wh en <tG s ay that God i s t he onl y ul t h 1a t e authority for al l rel i c ious 
tru th t he inunediat e idec1 of what is mean t r epl ies \ ti t h t he objec ti on ~ 
Yes~ but v1e cann ot t ake our q_ues t ions to God as t o an oracle. f or an-
swers~ to try t o do so i s onc e ,10re t o e J.:al t the Inne r Ligh t or t~w 
wi tness of t he Spirit i n a wa-;;- t hat v1ill lead t o c ompl 0te sub jectiv-
i si.l. That 9 ho;iever9 i s to mi s un de r s t and wh a t i s Jaoant when we say 
t hat God i s t.ae onl y ultir;1a t 0 <...uthorit;y . It ls to assuue th_t thG 
final aut;.writ~' iuus t be an authori t;y t o wl-!ioi.1 mru1 oan t,o and say 9 11 I 
Y!isll to knovr t i.1c aJlSW0r : so please tell .1ie ,1hile I wai t 911 i.e., it 
is to assum..; t J.1.at t he flnal a u thori ty mu s t be i n t he enu man- centred 9 
instead of p.er c.ei v i ng that if the final authority is able and sufficient 
(as tho Per son, Almi.:;hty God, is) to intervene, to speak the truth, to 
c oramission r:1en to proclaim it 9 and to see tl1at it trim:1phs over error, 
then it is not so all -ir:lportant after all that there be an "infallible" 
authority to which you or 1 Hmst be able to go to extract infall ible 
answerse But God ' s authority cannot be man-centred. It is not neces-
sarily God- as- we-hear- Him9 it is not .£_~ appr'oheusion of what God says 
that is tho ultimate authority' it is Go~9 God who is alv~ays over and 
above us, God ·whvi..~ we can never grasp or "use" to answer our questions, 
God whether He has rev ealed and made certain the truth to us or not. 
We can never cone to God as we might O:A.'1H3Ct to come to 
an "infallible" Bible or to a Pope as to an oracle from which we can 
expect an answer because we s eek and ask for i t 9 an answer which, 
once ~S'iven, we can sit down a.l1d 11 oxamine , 11 That is to se0k to grasp 
God, to seek to "use" Him. Y~..-t~ wondt>rful to tell, He ;;my choose to 
speak to a ;nan of I!_im~el~, of His ow.a gracious mercy. It will not 
be becausv of anything tho hlan concerned does - it may be that the 
man i s not seeking, even th.s.t he does not YTish to hear or is rebellious 
against hearing - but it will be because God chooses to spe~c that He 
s:pea.ks • .And whun He speaks it will not be a word that the man who 
hears it can sit down and examin<:: ~ it ,;ill not be a v10rd that he can 
seize or take, it ;,vill be a Word that will seize him. In that act of 
revelation that man ·will have known God speaking His Word to him · and 
-- ·---- ___ , 
because he has knov•m God speakint; it to him that Word \Vill bear for 
hi;.1 final <:..uthori ty ~ it will bear the authority of God. Just as the 
prophets did not noed to " test " tho::J tlord that had seized thma bj any 
Bible or tradition or Pope because they .co~l-~ do no other than know 
that this vas God ' s Word, so too he HiLi. know. God Himself authori-
zcs His Word in tho heart of tho li1an to whom He addresses it. 
All this .c.11::ans that man cannot expect to know the answer 
in virtue of his ovm seekine,;. He cannot s o;.y, l will go to my authori-
ty, my Bi ble, my Pope, IJY Uhurch 9 my minister, my "guidal,cC:~ 11 or "r,w" 
God, and raal~e it yield an answer. He may find an .s.n s..-wr in this way 
13.9 
but he never will find the answer. Man can never of himself find 
the true answers in this~ the sphere of the ultimate mysteries. ~an 
can know only when God chooses to make him know, when God chooses to 
speak His ~~·ord to him. He gives him to know of His ~~-~~~. This is 
the meaning of the sovereisnty of .God' e grace. God gives him to know9 
but He 12-~~ him to :mow. 
The WorJ. spoken by God breaks vertically into human exis-
tence from th~ sphere of the ultimate. But lt is addressed to man 
and in being received by h i m it takes on the finite, ''broken'' charac-
ter of His existence. This is what we mean when we say that the Word 
is "formulated": it is given a _for,n~ a human form. Jesus was "found 
in hlhlan form 11 when He ccu;1e to bring the revelation of God to man & simi-
larly the Word God speaks rnust also assume a hmaan form in coming into 
man's existence, ioe., in coming to man . It thus becollles "condi tioneci~" 
This conditioning takes place to a greater and greater degree in various 
stages: 
1. The Word becomes f·ormulated when the man to whoLl it is originally 
addressed receives or "hears " it. We may make tha analogy of Kant ' s 
con0eption of objects adapting theillselves to the · ~priori' categories 
of a man 's mind in his apprehension of them. 
2. It is further "fonnulated" when he seuks to transmit that Word 
to others by ex~rbssin6 it in words, whether orally or in writing. In 
fact it now ceases to be the dor d actually addressed by God in the 
first place and becomes only a formulation of that Word 9 a form of 
words ( sy;[1bols1 ) which points to the original Word. 
3. l t is then re-formulated in its reception by the person to whor11 
it is transmitted in the second place. This re- formulation is deter-
mined by the nature, personality, and thought-processes of the person 
concerned. 
4. It is again re-forr;:ulated when transmitted to a t hird person -
and so on ' ad infinitum. ' 
1
cf. Tillichg 0 Any concrete assertion about God must be symbolic, for 
a concrete assertion is one whie;h uses a sGg-went of finite experience 
in '?rder to say soi.lethin~ about hir:i11 (Tillich1 Systeraatio Theol~y I, p.265 ) . But our language J.s sy;:ibolic JY.h_op._QY_~:r_ we spea::K aFou--t'"""ihe '-
sphero.of the unconditioned, not o~ly when we make concrete assertions 
about lt. 
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The Bible and the crel::lds 9 dec r ees, and doctrines ..t:lromulgated 
by Church, Counc.:il, and Pope ar e all :'formulations" in either the se-
cona or the fourth stage above of a Word originally addressed by God. 
To seek to mru~e any of these an ultimate or absolute authority is to 
evoke the pr ophetic protest which gives God - and His Vior d, thereforo -
2 
alone absoluten.:.:ss. It is to make not the Word but the ~la.~.?-o!! 
of that Word, the form which points to it, absolute; it therefore 
threatens to make an idol. Jesus Himself, as a man partaking of finite 
3 human existence, as the in~rnai:_~ Lor di denied that His authority 
was ultimate. 111 do ~?_! speak on my own authority, 11 He said. 4 Evc:m 
the words of Jesus crumot be made tho f2nal and ultimate authority. 
To maKe them that, or to make the Bible or the Pope that, is docetism. 
It is to say that the ·~vord which comes from the sphere of the ultimate 
only seems to take on a form conditioned by the finiteness and "broken-
ness" of human existbllC0.5 Further, it is to create a heteronomy. 
"Heteronomy is the authority claimed or exercised by a finite being 
in the name of the infinite. 116 A heteronomy always threatens to sub-
stitute an intellectual assent to dogma or 11 truths 11 imposed from with-
out for the faith that is the gift of God. A man mibht go to his 
Bible or his Pope for an answer, but ho would only be " told" or in-· 
formed; he mit,ht assent to, or hu might quest ion, the word proffered 
to him, but he still would not have that gift of the Spirit which is 
a theonomous fai th in the ·ivord of God, a fai th that ~I_l-~· He would 
not have the knowledge Vv"hich occurs when His S_iliri t beareth witness 
with our spirit . "When finite or relative authorities are made absolute 
or ultimate they unavoidablJ intellectualiee revelation 3.nd "dismember 
t11e existential correlation betvl'een the revelatory event and those 
who are aslced to receivs it. 117 Tho rGvelatory event is the hearing 
2
cf. P. Tillich, The Protestar1t ~ra, London, Nisbet, 1955, p.226. 
3
cf. Jn.4~24, R.S.V.; "God is Spir~_!·" 
4 Jn.l4:10? of. 7~17f. 
5con trast Paul ' s viovT of our kno·wledge of the ultimate things as con-
ditioned and 11brok<::n 11 (I Cor.l3~9-lO, l2 ) . 
6Tillioh 1 Systematic Theology I, p .l64. 
7Ibi_~, p--~6lf. -
of God's Word immediately, i.e., in the first stage above. 
All this is not to sug5est that the way to find the finall~ 
true and authoritative answer is to wait upon God 'in vacuo' for Him 
to speak to us 9 lest we wrongly exalt the "formulation" of the Word to 
tho highesto No 5 for it is through J}!,O formulatio!! (though only throu!@_ 
the foroulation) that God speaks to us 9 whether through preaching or 
a personal witness by some Christian or a v~itten word5 either in the 
Bible or another Christian book - and when He speaks through the formu-
lation it is again His Word as received in the first stage described 
above . That is why the Bible and tradition 5 creed and Council are so 
important. They formulate the Word given by God. Through that formu-
lation God can then speak His Word directly to the individual. Hence 
it is that correct formulation is so essential if the true Word is to 
come through it 9 and hence also that it is always through the Bible 
and through the Church that God speaks. But the primary formulation 
must remain the Bible, for God originally spoke His saving Word and 
wrouGht the salvation which it proclaimed in event and the Bible is 
tho formulation of the original Word as it orune to those present at 
the event . Councils may nevertheless serve to formulate that Word 
more explicitly in certain respects and in terms which might be more 
adequate 9 especially for their ovm time? and their formulations may 
be as absolute as the Bible is as a formulation 9 i.6. 9 as absolute as 
a conditioned formulation can be 9 but this only if the. Word they formu-
late is that which God addresses to thmi19 ii•lmediately 9 through the 
Scriptural formulation . If a Council merely r e-formulates t he a)rip-
ural formulation, i.e., if its formulation belongs to stage four above 
instead of stage two, then it i s conditioned and r elative to a much 
greater extent, to an extent that may even make it falso 9
8 and cannot 
be as binding as the scriptural formulation. The f act that it can 
never be proved, however, whether the Council made its formulation 
at stage two or stage four, and the further fact t hat there is a dan-
8 The 21st Article of the Church of ~ngland states tha t General Coun-· 
oils "may err 9 and sometimes hav0 orred. " b'ven the Roman Church 
acknowledges this. 
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ger that high officers of the Church may be .a:pir i t u ally-:po·:ir, ~por::u1ps 
even cut off from God 9 further show th13 necessity for making the Scrip-
tures the primarj formulation . 
Yet Councils remain the best means of solving disputes in · 
the Church . This is because the Word in being heard is conditioned 
firstly by the finiteness of hwnan existence, secondly by the emphases 
and distortions which belong to the thought of an age, thirdly those 
whi ch belong to the thought of an area (or denomination), and fourthly 
those which belong to the thought of an individual (as the uni~ue per-
sonali ty that he is). hatur ally, then, in an ecumenical council much 
of this conditioning will cancel itself out, as it were, and though 
the forQulation may thus become less comprehensive it will probably 
be more central. moreover the Spirit, and therefore the guidance of . 
the Spirit , has been promised and given to the Church as a whole in a 
spec~al way. 
Here too we see the relevance of traditiong it helps to 
overcome the conditioning dependent on the~~' and can also be a more 
explicit and ade~ua.te forr.mlation of some of the implications of the 
original Word thun the Bible, itself, thus guiding us at points where 
the Biolc alone is not sufficient. Yet it also has its ovm danger~ 
that of stiflint; the living, iDDediatG \iord by tho r ecollection of 
the past occasions on whi ch it was heard.9 
It is, therefore, a serious matter for an individual or 
a 1.1inori ty to take thoir stand against the body of the Church or the 
body of tradition, r.10ro serious than one Cal! use words to describe. 
It may yet be, however 9 t~at the individual is in the richt and the 
Church or the tradition in tho wronb• This occurs when God ' s Word 
is stifled in the organized Church, perhaps by traditionalism9 and 
He has to raise up anew a prop11et no t t c:. t t_!roua~. hi.., :tlv ,· cM spoah: 
H.i-s· tru0 ~;ord .to, tho Ob.urc~l <...<;.'.in . Nevurtheless the individual can 
never becorae a new apostle. Whether he be Pope or Luther or Fox he 
9
cf. R. Prenter9 "A Lutheran Contribu tion, " ed. Richardson and Sch-
weitzer, Biblical Authori ty for Today, p.llO. 
r.iay strive only to r estor e the original apostolic Word 9 i.e., the 
Word that ca~me or iginally thr ough the apostles. As we have seen, the 
apostolic office was a uni~ue one, confined to a uni~ue period in his-
tor y. The apostolic for mul ation must always remai n the primary f ormu.:. 
10 l ation and ther efore canno t be changed or added t o . If we may use 
an illustr ati on, the Church i s a gr eat comp any standing in a line whi ch 
str etches from its pivot which is Christ . The apostles hold Chr ist 
with one hand and the rest of the Church with their other hand. The 
early, post-apostolic Church holds the apostles with one hand and the 
r est of the Church vdth the other . The line in which the whole Chur ch 
stands (and of which the ministry is the formal continuati on, whether 
we call it apostolic succession or not) should be straight, in the 
suoo diroc t ion in which it started, but sometimes owing · to the tempt a-
tions on either side of it it becomes cr ooked. Because of the mists 
of time the Church does not realize thi s and may insist that it still 
stands in a str aight line. Thus sometimes God has to give a man, 
by His grace, a vision which enablus him to see that those among whom 
he stands are not in the original direction of the line started by 
Christ and the apostles (because it takes two points or men in a line 
before its direction is determined we can never go behind the apostles, 
interpretation of the One who stands behi nd thei .. as though the original 
direction could be found in that One). Or di naril y the Church is the 
means of telling us whether we stand in the line, for we would sock 
to al ign ourselves with it. If any man on his OvVl1 denies that the 
Church is standing whore it should as radically as Luther did 9 there-
fore, that is a very grave charge, a charge he should avoid oaking at 
10The danger of such an extreme approach to th~ Bible as Bultmann ' s 
theories of demythologization is that it not only seeks to inter-
pret the forli1Ulahon of the Word by the apostles (which the theo-
logian must seek to do for hi s age) but radically discredits the 
formulation itself. See I. Henderson , L:iyth in the l~ew Testament 
(Studies in Biblical Theology, No . ?), London, S.C.l-h, f9s2;-:B-run-
ner, Th0 Christian :Doctrine of Creation and Redei!Jption (Dogmatics 
Vol.II), London, Lutterworth, 19)5~ Brunner , Revelatton and Reason, 
p.2d3-285, 396- 412, ed. Richardson .ru1d Schwoitz0r~o~. cit:;-p-.---
146f., 223-22). (The sair10 appli0s also to such a:pp-;oaches-as t hat 
of the extreme ' liberalism' exh~b~ted i n the writings of Leisy and 
Barnes, for instance). 
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all costs if~ humanly speaking, he can. Yet when God speaks to a man 
as He did to Luther, giving him such a vision as we have discussed 
or~ of course~ when a man is utterly _deluded into thinking he has 
been given such a Vlsion - then there is nothing that will persuade 
him to stifle the command or the urge to make the charge. Yet when 
God does give a man such a vision it i::: always to bring the Church 
back into the true line. This does not mean that ~e wishes to have 
the whole Church become Protestant or ~ethodist or Quaker. The spiri-
tual results of tJ.1ese mover.1en ts are not r:ccessarily measured by the 
nwnber of adherents they win but by their ever-increasing influence 
in all the denominations~ by means of .-·hich God seeks to bring the 
whole Church back into line with His true word. This is not to deny, 
however~ that the Roman Catholic Church, for instru1ce 9 has not absorbed 
enough the influence of Luther's doctrine of justification by faith 9 
as we would affirm from the Protestant point of view. 
In all this we see that it is the Word of God addr essed 
to the individual that is the finally authoritative Word. Not the 
Scriptures, not the ministry of the Church~ but the Word addressed by 
God throug~ them is finally authoritative . It is the finally authori-
tative content, the finally authoritative t ruth 9 because its authority 
is the ultiuatc and final authority of the God who addresses it to 
the individual in His Spirit. 
11When the Spirit of truth cones, he will guide you into 
all truth, 11 said Jesus. 11 But because tlle Spirit blovveth where He 
listeth He cannot be confined or lir11i ted by the ecclesiastical or the 
traditional. The chief priests and the scribes with the elders came 
up to Jesus and said to Hii-1 9 "Tell us what authority you havo.n12 Of 
their ov~1 authority they were sure . The chief priests if questioned 
would hav.e said, "Our authority is a tradition which e;·oes back without 
interruption to Moses and Aaron 9 into the line of which YIG have been -
consecrated." The scribes woul<i have said, "Our authority is the 
11 Jn . l6;13. 
12 Lk. 2Qg l ff. 
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Scriptur0s uhich we have studied until we are experts in 1ts inter-
pretation. 11 But who was Jesus? 'vv"ho was this man who was nei thor 
conse0ratod into tho priesthood nor recognized by the scribes as one 
of the .. ,selves? ·~~hat was His aut~1ori ty that He had acted without their 
approval and upset the tables in the TompJ.e and drive;.1 out the money-
changers and the sellers of pigeons who were so necessary to the sac-
rifioos anQ the ouJ.tus? By what authority did He turn against the 
religion as it had been handed dovm to the>.J by their forefathers? they 
would have asked. 
But Jesus did not answer their question by pointin& to 
any 11 lnfallible 11 authority. Instead :ae asked ther.1 a question~ "Was 
the baptisr1i of John from heaven or from t1en? 11 To this they could not 
answer. If th0y had said that it lO'as from men they would have hurt _ 
a feeling that John was a prophet after all. But if t hey said from 
'I 
God they would have becm establishine; an c.uthori ty beyond the "infal-
lible 11 authorities they acknowledgod1 the authorities they claimed for 
themselves . And that they did not want to do. Thuy demanded that all 
authority be vesteQ in them. Ther~fore they did not accept John as 
a prophet nor Jesus as the iuessiall . Th0y denied the possibility of 
a Word guarantued by its own intrinsic authority, the transcendent 
authority of God addressinu it imweuiately. 13 
We do the same whenover we r:1ake the Bi ble, th.; Church 
Fathers, the popus, the refon.1ers 1 tho creeds into ul tilau.to authori -
ties. AJ.l thGso authorities point towards the ul tit .• ate authori t y which 
does break through thel:i again and agai n, but they in thei1isel ves arc 
broken and conditioned. Not even ru1 apostle can do more than point 
to tho Vvord which bears its own iutrinsio and ultimate authority; not 
even an apostle can clai1.1 for himself an infalliblG ul th1ate authority. 
11
.illven if '!!..<!. 1 11 said. St Paul, "or any anb·el fror.1 heaven 1 should pr·~mch 
to you a goGpol contrary to that which we preached to you, lot hir.1 
be accursed. ill 4 When at.y of thes..:; conditioned authorities claim ul-
131 ovre the idea of t his illustration to Paul Tillich 1 s ser;..on, "By 
Who.t Auth ority?" , Jhe_j~c. ,V' B~.~-~' Lon uon? S.C.L ., 1956. 
14 l l 0 Ga • ~ts . 
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timate significance for therJ.lselves and their 11 forr.mlations 11 of tho 
Word of God, v1henever they make themselv es unconditional 7 they cease 
to point tO\Jards the Word of '.ihich the authority is God but instead 
poi nt towards ther.1selves. ~/hen all these conditioned authorities are 
.. 1ade rigidly infallible and absolute (as in Roman Catholicism), then 1 
how :...ouch do they not threaten to bloc~-:: God '~ V/ord ' s being spoken through 
ther,1? .And when one of these conditioned authori tios is isolated from 
the others and made ul timate at the sruae time (as in ' orthodox ' Prates-
tantisu) how much that can help the hearine, and true interpretation of 
the ,/ord is not discarded? Those who make any of these ultimate in 
effec t are saying that it is these which e-,ive them the true ·,7ord, the 
ru1swer to their questions. Bu t the truth is that it was only th~ough 
these that the ·ward came to tJnem originally, and if they define any 
as ultimatel;y authoritative it is only because that which is defined 
bust seems to support the Word which car,ie to ther.1 in the first place 
as they inter~ret it now. 
To assert that any ' norm' of the Word i s ultimately authori-
tative is to do the s~e thing. When Ritschl made the events the ul-
timato authority he failed to discern fully that it was the Word that 
ca111e through the events when they occurred (i.e. 1 that ca.I.IG to the 
prophets and apostles) that vras the ultimate authority. Barth, on the 
other hand is right in seeinc; that the ultimate norm is the Wor d of God~ 
but he is wron8' in identifyintS that nor,.l with tho Bible. In other 
words he ri,akes the Bible the norw of the Word i nstead of the Word the 
norr,i of the .Bible. The Bible itself is a "broken11 authority which 
can only ~oint to the word which comes throu5 h i t. That is why we 
find different . 11 theologies'' i n the Bible 7 even in the New Testament. 
\hlenever Scripture is asserted to be tho ultimate authority normative 
authority is claimed not for Scripture as a whole but for a particu-
lar content of it, in any event. We have already noted Tillich ' s 
point that the Bi"ole itself c anno t be called tho norr,l. l) On t he other 
hand Luther 1 s criterion of justification by faith was his oym fonaula-
tion of tho Word that cru .. e to hii.1 through SoripturG • it cannot serv-J 
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as a norm for others. In fact it was not tho forculation but the Word 
itself so far as he himself percGivod it that was really Luther's own 
norru 9 and in formulating it he was only seeking to make a means through 
which the 1tord itself could come to others as it had come to him. Only 
the iiord i tsalf can be the nori!l 9 which h1eans only the Y/ord spoken by 
God to the individual. Tillich' s norm of the "New Bei11g in Jesus as 
the Christ1116 i s partly a forwulation of the Word as it ca.r.1e to hir~1 
and partly a profound sugbestion as a keynote for the proclawation of 
the Word to the contemporary world, i . e., what must be a keynote in 
our approach, whether in preachin6 or in apologetics, to the contem-
porary s~tuation. But it cannot be the only keynote. As George Thomas 
points out, the other keynotes (he also calls them norws) cannot be 
replaced by this one as alone important for contemporary man. 17 That 
is because they are all broken (and therefore different) formulations · 
which can only point to the \'lord which cor.1es through ther.1 but which 
rewains over and above ther.1. 
The \ford itself is in the end the only final norm there 
can be. Tho ~¥ord vvhich cor11es through the Bible and through doctrine 
must remain the norm of tll:; Bible and of doctrine. The Word is its 
own norm and must burst any finite norm. ~~ere it possible that an;r 
finite norr.i could be a final criterion it would mean thi:l.t we could 
grasp it and say 7 Here it is: assent to it. The Word which is the 
truly ul tir.1ate norm, ho...-vever, is eo!;lething which always remains over 
and above and beyond US? it is t hat whici1 points at us and grasps ~· 
The 1iord can never be formulated ina a finally adequate 
way by any theology . Did it consist of mere abstract "truths'1 this 
would be possible and then there would be possible a permanent ortho-
doxy . The r:;istake of all orthodoxies is that they do not recognize 
the impossibility of this. But the Word is sor.1ething transcendent, 
something that cooes vertically from the sphere of the ultim~te into 
the sphere of hur .. an existence, and its formulations in t e rras and sym-
l1G. Thor1;as 9 "The i...etl10d and Structure of Tillich ' s Theolot;y 1 " ed . 
Kegley and Bretall 9 The Theology __ of Paul Tilli ch, liie\7 Ycr k 9 Hac-
mill an, 19)2, p.97. 
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bols which belong to the sphere of that existence are necessarily 
11 condi tioned11 distortions of it. ~,iQreover the Word is existentially . 
received and can therefore never be reduced to intellectual or ab-
stract terms. This is the danger of all "systems" of theology? in 
so far as the theologian is not aware that his system is a distortion. 
The modern theolot>ian seeks to conform everything contained in the 
Word to the Procrustean bed of his system (which so often becomes 
his ultimate authority just as the Bible becomes the ultimate authori-
ty of the Fundamentalist, and a much inferior authority than t he Fun-
damentalist's because it involves so much more the subjective aspect)? 
but every sy s teir, inevitably distorts the ·1vor d and therefore proves 
transient itself, lasting only until the Word bursts 1ts confines at 
some point or another. 'I'he theology of paradox is in part a recog- ~ 
nition of th1s. 
The question may still remain2 How shall the individual 
know what the au t hor i t ative Word of God is (whether in answer to the 
fundamental question~ How can I be savea.? 9 or in answer to ot her less 
fundamental but sti ll important questions pertaining to Gdd's revola-
tion)? How did Luther !<:now? How did Paul know? They knew when God 
spoke His Word to theJu - SJ?Oke it through the writ t en apos t oli c formula-
tion of the Word in the one instance? and throuGh event and apostolic 
'paradosis 1 in the other , but spoke !!_~- 'v~~rd. Neither the Church nor 
the Bible can tell the individual finally whether Luther was rlght 
in his revolt against the Chur ch' s t each i ng in his day 9 f or i nstance. 
Only God can, in speakin6 the Word. He spoke t o Lu ther in the heart 
of the i ncii v idual . A !Jlan cannot learn that Word, or learn how true 
it i s~ by asoentin~ t o what any 11authority 11 teaches him& he can l earn 
t hat only when Goq choos es t o SJ?eak it to hi m i n hi s hear t. He can-
not l ear n it of himself (if he could i t woul d be only an achievement ~ 
a work of the law ) g he can learn it only of God ' s grace, of God ' s 
sover e i gn 5 r aoe. 
How then can I know what Goa.' s 'Nor d is in answer t a the 
question with which I am faced? If no thing I can do can contri bu te 
to my hearin~ that Word must I just des~air m1til He perhaps chooses 
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to speak to me one day? No. You are confronted by a formulation of 
that Word in the Churc.h to wnich you belong7 and by its primary formula-
tion in the Bible, above all 1n the l~ew Testament whlch was formulated . 
when the savint, w·ord. .was complete. You must seek God's Word through 
the Church. But lt ls God's Woru that you must seekg therefore you 
must go throubh the Church to that which stands behind it, the scrip-
tural foriuulation of the Word as interpreted from the point of view 
of the '.lord formulated in the :New Testament. But it is God's Word 
S.l?oken toy~~ that you must seekg ther efor "' you must seeic to hear it 
through the Scriptures as wel~. The Scriptures in thewselves ~!d the 
Church ln i tsolf cannot give you that ·word. Tney can only offer formu-
lations which may even tempt you to give them assent. But "when a man 
t t th 1 d th ·1 · d 1110 . h G - H. lf ak urns o e or e vel ls remove • 1.e. 9 w.en ou 1msu spe s 
the vl"ord it ceases to be a formulation and you see th..._ true i.ord behind 
the formulation, and this happens - it becomes God's v~ ord to you - when 
you ar e in the existential relationship which enables you to receive it . 
We saw in the Introduction that God ' s Word is truth-reccivud-existential-
ly when one is in an I-thou relationship vri th Him. "If any man 's will 
10 is to do His will, he shall know whether the teachine:, ls from God. " 7 
Come to God in th0 oxistontial ·attitude which seeks only to know His 
truth and do His will, Wh~ch comes· in+prayer and hMIDble obedience, 20 
seeking to be addressed with His ·v~ord by His grace through the formu-
lations of it in tradition, preaching, and Scripture. 21 His grace 
18 II Cor.3:16. 
10 7Jn .7~17 ~ R.S.V. 
20
rt is common experience that when Christians are not 1n this exis-
tential relationship, i.e., when they are prouu or u.isob<:~d.ient 9 
they begin to doubt even the most fundamental issues of the Chr is-
tian faith. This is because t.ney become "deaf" to the Word which 
is recei vea existentially. 
21
often theologians, for instance, thinic this not necessary. Thus 
their theologies have been formulations which like the decrees of 
some of the Councils discussed above belonb to the fourth instead 
of the second stage of "formulation 7 11 and have W:i..sled the Church. 
For this reason we must vehemently disagree with Brunner when he 
says, "The idea that a good theologian ruust eo ipso also be a good 
Christian, or even a Vhristian believer at all, is a terrible mis-
understandlnb" (Brunner, Revelation and Reason, p. 421). One can-
not be a good theologian without bcine, a good C;hristian, vvi thout 
bein(S one who through obedience and prayer hlmsolf hears direct 
from God. the Word to which h0 seeks to tsive formulation. Reginald 
Tocco? a disci.J?le of St Thomas AY.uinas? wroto of his master, 
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remains sovereign 9 and Be must elect to speak before you will hear. 
Thus your prayer and obedience, your existential relationship, can 
never be an offering or a work which will induce Him to speak. In 
fact there are some to vvhom He has spoken when they did not comE:: seek-
ing in this way :i and all Christians know that He somctirc,es speaks 
when we do not wish to hear waat He says. But 9 wonderfully, when 
we do seek truly to draw nigh to Him in this way by His grace He does 
choose to draw nigh to us, according to His love for us. When He 
speaks we know9 for the act of revelation involves the I-thou relation-
ship in which we hear God speak, and there can be no higher authority 
for His Word than that. 
The \{ord of God may contradict the formulation of it offer-
edy by the Uhurch if that formulation is one belonging to the fourth 
11 stage'' we discussed above, but it will never contradict its primary -
formulation in the Scriptures in so far as that is a syn1bol pointing 
to the Word and not a definition of it. That is, it may contradict 
certain things in the formulation as it is spoken through that formula-
tion to us today, but those things will have belonged essentially to 
the fon11ulation, i.e., to the cona.it~onin6 due to the formulation as 
such, and not to the ·v~ord itself o The essential Word itself that 
comes through the formulation cannot contradict the Word that came 
to those who originally formul ated it, as God spoke it to them through 
event, thoubh it may contradict certain transient things even in their 
formulation of i t. 
True, this leaves room for the danger that a man may erro-
neously be persuaded that nc has heard a Word froro God that contra-
diets somethinG that in fact belon;s to the essential Nord. But be-
cause men are finite and fallible this wi ll always happen in any avant, 
whether we try to make the Bible an author~ty infallible in every 
It was not so much to the effort of his mind that he was behold..: 
en for his learning as to the force of his prayers. Whenever 
ho wanted to study, to debate, to teach, to read or to write, 
he would first have recourse to the secrecy of prayer, in t ears 
before God to discover in truth the divine secrets, and the 
result of his prayer was that. o. he c&ue away instructed. (~uo­
tod J o 1..ari tain, St. Thomas Aquinas, London, Sheed & w'lard, 1948, 
p 0 20) 0 
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detail or not. It is the source of all false doctrine. Tho difference 
between Saul who sot our for Damascus and Paul who sot out for Asia 
to proclaim no other gos~ol save Jesus Ghrist and Him crucified was 
not that he had found an infal lible ''authority 11 to test what was God's 
will and Word i n the second lnstance and not i n the first 9 i t was not -
even that he was unsure of what God ' s will \..ras in the first instance. 
Tho difference was simpiy that God had spoken to him. In both instan-
ces he was sur~~ not even ~ or my assurance is or can bo in the 
end the ultimate authority. But ih the one God had truly spoken to 
him~ God alone romalns tho ultimate authority. 
When a man is wrone;~ is deluded about God's viord~ 'i!'l.o.t 
dous not mean that we must despair of him . True, we can never convince 
him of the truth by reference to any "infallible " authori t;r? he cannot 
of himself com~ to the knowledge of tho Word which God sp.Jaks and 
neither we nor ru1y other man can brine hi m ther e. He can come to 
know God ' s saving truth only if He brings hlia to know it by His grace. 
But if \iC do not despair of hi m 'NO may nevertheless seek that through 
our words (formulations) - and through our prayers - God may speak 
His Word to that man; for God cannot speak His true Word except through 
(our) correct formulati ons . 
All th~t w0 nave said so far i ndicates that the li ttle 
emphasis upon the function of the Holy Spirit in all the modern Chur-
ches (excepting the PGntocostalis ts) is a grave and fundamental lack. 
It is a lack that has made t he Spirit so 11 unrea.l" in our thout,ht and 
experience that it has made us forget th0 reality of His immediate 
authority ru1d begin thinkin~ in terms of external authorities such 
as the Bible or the Pope. Yet what we have said in this Conclu$ion 
is not a reassertion of the doctrine of the Inner Light as the Qua-
kers proclaim i t. It is a transformation of that doctrine and of 
the doctrine of the witness of the Spirit~ but it is not a reasser-
tion of either as they are commonly understood. For one thing it is • 
not a Scripture, something which belongs to tho sphere of human exi s-
tence and which can be objectively "examined" that is authorized to us~2 
22As in Calvin ' s doctrine of the wi tness of the Spirit. 
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But? above all? there is a difference between saying that the light 
or even the Spirit-as-experienced-by-us is the final authority and 
saying that the Spirit~ as God apart from the existence of men but 
breaking into human existence from the ultimate? is the final autho~­
ity. In the first of these two understandings of the matter we may 
dare to claim that ~ "experience" of the lig.l\t or the vvi tness is 
the final authority, and on the basis of having brought such and such 
truth to the touchstone of our "experience" we may claim final author-
i -ty for thorn. This is subjectivisn . But it is not subjectivism to 
maintain that God as He moves in His Spirit? the God who is always 
t ranscendent, over and above us? speaking His 'vvord as He wi l l s, is 
the ultimate authority, t o mai nt ain that we can never "use" or gra,sp 
Him and say thereby that He has witnessed some t hing to us, but that 
by His grace He may elect to speak His Word to us and authorize it 
in our hearts . In the firs t understandi ng we c l aim an infallibl e 
man-cen t.red aut hority or 11 touohstone" i in the second we pray humbly 
that we may be of t hose to whom God chooses to speak . ~men He does 
choose t o speak? moreover, the person whom He addresses will know, 
wi l l be cert ain that it is God 's Word, becaus e God Himsel f will have 
au t h.:·rized it in hi s heart? but he may not even be able t o express 
'how' God did it? let alone begi n to claim his "experiences" as in-
fallible. Further, when he himself beg1ns to proclaim that Word he 
should not seek to "prove" it by reference to any "infallibl e" author.-
i ty - whether an "experience" or a wri t ten word - but leave it t o God 
to author i ze the Word he procl aims t o the hear ts of those who hear 
him by Himself speaking through his words. This i s not to mean that 
he should not use t he Bibl e, or t hat those who hear him do not have 
to experience the Word fo r thems elves , but t hat it i s only God speak-
i ng through the Bible t hat can become the f inal, ulti mat e authority 
fo r t hem as well. When God does speak no one can know t hat it is His 
Word save He Himself and the man to whom He speaks i t. It cannot be 
' proved ' t o be Hi s Word . 
We have now a t t emp t ed to work out anew an ·answer to the 
pr obl em of author i t y ? and to relate it t o the questions concer ning 
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the roles of the non-ultimate authorities~ the Bible, the Church, 
tradition, and the Inner Light . No return to the Bible as an ulti-. 
mate authority, no return to the Church as one, no return to subjec-
tive "experiences'' of the Inner Light as an ultimate authority can -
bring men to receive the ·word that God speaks, but only an outpour-
ing of Bis Spirit by His grace. And no exaltation of any so-called 
"infallible" authority will keep the Church hearing the true Word:; 
only God Himself can do that. But by His grace He will see that His 
Word is always heard by His Church, for He is a gracious God, and 
a God who is sufficient to do this, having chosen to do so. The 
denial that God's Word, the true Word~ will persist being heard un-
less we m~ce the Bible or the Pope or the Inner Light an infallible 
authority is a denial that God who is over and above all exists or 
is able to speak to us. It is to refuse to trust that Him Himself 
will make His Word triumph. But "God is Spirit,u23 is other than 
and greater than all other authorities, and no authority belonging 
to the sphere of finite human existence , neither Bible nor pope nor 
any other creature will be able to separate us from t he Word of God 
which i s in Christ Jesus our Lord. 
23 Jn.4:24~ R.s.v. 
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